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Maps are common images in society. With the help of a map stories are told, 

histories are written, the weather is forecast, cities are planned and countries are 

defined. Usually the map presents a view-point from a position of a birds-eye 

perspective; a view looking down on 'us' from somewhere above, a vision that 

can see 'everything'. In this thesis I take a critical 'look' at the map and 

investigate how the map creates ideas of space and place. Instead of a 'mirror' 

of reality, I will argue the map is a 'text' produced within a discursive formation 

and within this formation, mapping discourse presents a representation of social 

realities. 

The map as a discourse also has an ideological role as the spaces on the map are 

used to reproduce unequal social relationships. In exploring the map as 

ideological discourse, I will illustrate how the map has been used by colonialism 

and imperialism to produce an 'Empire~ Thus, imperialism is a social process 

that creates space ( or territory) and invades that space with the help of mapping 

discourse. Imperialism derives its power by the use of knowledges that defines 

the 'Other' in a cartographical space. 

Mapping discourse played a critical role in the creation of Porirua as a 'district' 

and in the alienation of the district after the arrival of New Zealand Company 

settlers in 1840. With the aims of acquiring Porirua for 'settlement' and for the 

intention of amalgamating Toa Rangatira into 'civilization', three reserves were 

created with a map in 1847. Later in the 1860s, with the arrival of more settlers 

from Europe, the surveyors attempted to make the reserves 'disappear' in an 

effort to individualize the collective lands of Toa Rangatira. This process of 

cartographical fragmentation was, and stiil is, contested by Toa Rangatira. 

However, rather than· provide a space for the amalgamation of the tribe into 

European society, the remnants of the original reserves have become sites of 

resistance; places where Toa Rangatira can 'stand' together as an indigenous 

people. This resistance may also influence the re-emergence of small spaces of 

the original reserves as part of the Waitangi Tribunal claims process. 
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In order to integrate my own positionality (way of seeing) into this thesis and 

make it more readable, I have organized the text around an extended metaphor 

of the tikouka (cabbage tree). Accordingly readers are encouraged to approach 

this thesis as if you are entering various rooms in a gallery, as opposed to 

reading the chapters in a traditional linear fashion. With the use of this 

metaphor, I want to give the impression that, like a tree, this thesis is grounded 

and situated in the political and social relations of place and time. 
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Figure 1.1 Porirua City. Source, NZMS 262, WGTN, 1:250 000, 1986, DLS. 

Tiris thesis is located within a place called Porirua City. Instead of 'reading' the 

map above (Figure 1.1), I invite the reader to imagine that you have jumped or 

entered into the map of Porirua. Once inside the map feel the landscape around 

you; the sounds, smells, colours. Then travel on the delineated roads until you 

arrive at Plimmerton (or Taupo). In your hand you have the invitation .. .... . 
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At a place called No.14 Steyne Ave, you might see a large white and red house 

built about 1900s. 
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Figure 1.2 'Sokol', No.14 Steyne Ave, Plimmerton. 

I wish to draw your attention to a small cabbage tree or tikouka that is situated 

on the right of the house called 'Sokol'' . Now walk up to the tree and enter 

inside and find yourself in a room called .. .. THE ROOM OF INTRODUCTION. 

On the rounded wall of this room are many diagrams and one map. Different 

parts of the wall have different labels. The first is .... 

1 Sokol (Croatian) is regarded by my family as meaning 'strength'. 
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1.1 ORIENTATION AND INTRODUCTION MAP 

Room Three 

Room Four ►-mT~ Room of 

"""'4, Central Room >troduction 

YRoomSix 

Appendix and Bibliographic Cupboard 

Figure 1.3 Plan of inside the tikouka 

This thesis is organised around the analogy of an exhibition held within a 

tikouka and within a map. 2 I invite the viewer to travel into six rooms, the five 

exhibition rooms and the central room. The journey may be made without 

entering the central room, for example, you may wish to visit room three, four, 

five, and six and then leave through the Room of Introduction. However I 

would like to invite you to enter the central room (Room Two) immediately 

after the Room of Introduction. .t\fier visiting this room you may enter any 

other room at random. An appendix and bibliographic cupboard is annexed to 

2 I owe this idea of an exhibltion to, D Turnbull Maps are Territories: Science is an 
Atlas (University of Chicago Press, 1993). 



Room Six. You may wish to inspect the contents of this cupboard at any time 

during the tour. 

In each of the exhibition rooms are a number of maps. Each map is a 

representation of the three reserves of Toa Rangatira at Porirua. You may 

quickly fly through the exhibition and let the maps tell you the stories on their 

own. For those persons with more time, you may stop and read the passages of 

writing underneath each map. 

Organized within the central room are ideas which may be defined as 'theory' 

although, as I will discuss, the 'boundary' between theoretical knowledge and 

'other' knowledges is problematic. This central room of theory, however, 

provides the unity to the rooms of exhibition. The words flow from the core to 

the side-rooms and from the side-rooms to the core, theory to practice and 

practice to theory if you like. 

Firstly I would like to present myself as your tour-guide. My name is Robert 

McClean. I was born in Wellington and my family shifted to No.14 Steyne 

A venue when I was four years old. On my mothers side, my grandparents came 

from Croatia, Ireland, and Shetland Islands in the 1870s. The Croatian side of 

this family known as the Vellas leased Mana Island for sixty years and lived at 

'Sokol'. My father, who is a descendant of the Scottish clan 'McClean', arrived 

in New Zealand/Aotearoa in the 1950s from Newcastle-upon-Tyne. I attended 

Viard College, Porirua, and after college served an apprenticeship as a Plumber 

occupied in the maintenance of State houses. After leaving the Plumbing trade, 

getting married, having kids and shifting to Levin, I completed a degree in 

Resource and Environmental Planning at Massey University. I am now a 

masterate student in Geography at Massey. 

During the summer of 1995-6 I worked as a planner and researcher for Toa 

Rangatira (also called Ngati Toa). The aim of my work at the time, which was 

funded by the Porirua City Council, was to prepare a report on Maori historical 

places within the Porirua district. The report, entitled Me Huri Whakamuri 

Ka Titiro Whakamu (Te Runanga O Toa Rangatira, 1996) was completed 

during July 1996. It was this involvement with the Runanga that stimulated me 
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to carry out this thesis as I wanted to carry out research that would be of benefit 

Toa Rangatira. 

The Topic 

The substantive topic of this thesis is an exploration into the cartographic 

history of the three reserves created in 1847 at Porirua. These reserves were 

created by the Crown for Toa Rangatira as part of the 'contract' that alienated 

the Porirua district from the tribe. This contract was made on 17th March 1847 

and the Deed of Sale was signed by eight chiefs of Toa Rangatira and 

representatives of the Crown. 3 The description of the land that was to be sold 

for two thousand pounds was as follows, 

These are the lands that are given up by us to the Governor beginning at the 
boundary formerly laid down to us by Mr Spain, at the Kenepuru, running to 
Porirua, Pauatahanui, Horokiwi, extending as far as Wainui, then the boundary 
takes a straight course inland to Pouawa, running as far as Pawakataka. 

The deed then goes on the describe boundaries of the three places to be kept in 

reserve for Toa Rangatira in exchange for the lands given up to the Governor, 

Beginning at Te Arataura, running in a straight line inland, then it crosses and 
comes out at the house belonging to Mr Jackson, running along the Water edge. 
The other boundary comes as far as Waitawa, and runs straight along the water 
side until it reaches Te Arataura. 

The boundary of which runs from Jackson's house until it reaches the Creek on 
the side of the cultivated ground of Te Hiko, then it runs straight along that 
River running straight along at the back of the ridge, then breaking out again to 
the waterside at Papakohai a little outside the settlement of Oahu. 

The boundary begins at Tawitikuri, running along the ridge until it reaches 
opposite the reeds. It then crosses inland according to the plan laid down in the 
map reaching the Mountains above the Paripari, then it runs along the ridge to 
Wainui, and it there descends into the Wainui river. It then runs straight along 
that river to Pouawa running to Pawakataka, the part outside of this boundary 
we still retain as ours. 

3 The eight chiefs were; Rawiri Puaha, Nohorua, Nohi te Hua, Henere Matene Te 
Wiwi, Tamihana Te Rauparaha, Nopera te Ngiha, Ropata Hurumutu, and 
Paraone Toangina. The deed was not signed by Te Rauparaha or Te 
Rangihaeata. The Crown's representives included Colonel McCleverty, Captain 
Armstrong, Lieutenant Elliot and Servantes. A copy of the deed of sale is 
included in appendix I. 
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Cultivation areas outside the three 'reserves' were also to be retained by Toa 

Rangatira, as the deed stated, 

If any of our cultivation's that are above Taupo should fall within the boundary 
of the Governor's Land, they are to be returned to us. 
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Maps have played a central and critical role in both the creation and alienation 

of 'reserve' lands at Porirua. The three places to be kept in reserve, were 

spatially 'marked out' as a 'reserve' using a map within the 1847 deed. Maps 

enabled the wider territory of the Porirua District to be named a 'district' as the 

territory of the district needed to be created first before it could be alienated. In 

this thesis I use the cartographical history of the reserves to illustrate how maps 

create and reproduce territory or 'landscape' . Here lies the power of 

cartographical knowledge; the ability of the map to provide the space, the 

context or 'stage' on which history is written. 4 As this thesis will illustrate, if the 

land wasn't created on a 'map', then it wasn't created at all! For example those 

cultivation's falling within the Governor's land mentioned in the 1847 deed, 

were not marked out on the map, they never appeared in reality! 

1.2 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

Room Two: The Central Room 

Within the Central Room, I will attempt to 'unmask' the power of the map and 

it's role in the construction of colonial landscapes. Instead of seeing maps as 

'natural' and 'objective' images which provide a 'mirror image' of 'nature', I 

will illustrate how the map produces a 'vision' of a landscape divided into 

spaces, places, territories, and boundaries and this vision or visuality5 is 

produced in a discursive formation. This formation which produces mapping 

discourse, sets the rules on what is defined as a 'map' and what is defined as 

'truth' and 'false'. The discourse of mapping can also be ideological. 

Ideological discourse is used by people in institutions to produce and reproduce 

oppressive and unjust social relationships. It is therefore necessary for me, in 

this thesis, to make a value judgment on what forms of visuality or mapping are 

classified as ideological. 

4 Paul Carter. The Road to Botany Bay (London:Faber, 1987). 
5 See, Hal Foster (ed) Vision and Visuality (Seattle:Bay Press, 1988). 
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My emphasis is a historically specific examination of the map as part of an 

ideological colonial discourse. I thus aim to avoid totalizing statements and 

explanations; for example, all maps are ideological. Instead I wish to show in 

the history of the three Porirua reserves, the reserve landscape has been 

produced by unequal colonial power relationships; the knowledge of the map is 

power and power is productive. 6 

Maps as a text are also written by 'someone'. In many instances, the three 

reserves have been drawn by surveyors and as agents, the surveyors, produced a 

vision within a social context. I have illustrated the social context of the 

cartographical vision using the modes of spatial representation model7 (Figure 

1.6). This model is based on a realist understanding that neither agents of 

institutions (structures) create outcomes in society. Instead agents, with the use 

of power/knowledge create institutions to produce social outcomes. These 

outcomes in turn can become hegemonic; natural spaces for action. As John 

Kasbarian argues "we struggle to change the world, but under conditions never 

of our own choosing. "8 Understandings of realities (space, history, time) is 

socially produced and this reality in turn can limit the ability of agents to 

produce alternative realties. 

6 
Michel Foucault. "Truth and Power" in Gordon. C (ed) Michel Foucault, 

Power/Knowledge (Sussex :Harvester Press, 1980). 
7 

The term 'modes of spatial representation' is used by Mary Louise Pratt in 
Imperial Eyes, Travel Writing and Transculturation (Routledge, 1992), to illustrate 
how the imperial eyes of the metropolitan power construct the image of itself 
'European' and the subordinated 'Other' by the use of borders. 
8 

John Kabarian, "Mapping Edward Said: geography, identity, and the politics of 
location" Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 14 (1996) page 554. 
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~ 

Figure 1.6. The Vision of the Theodolite, 
Modes of Spatial Representation 

The model illustrates that the map, as a creation of a surveyor, must be 

understood within a social context. This social context is organized between 

two spheres social relations and survey regime. Social relations encompass 

relations that are based on notions of class, gender, identity, sexuality, and age. 

These relations influence the formation of specific survey regimes9 which consist 

of various institutions who promote and support the cartographic enterprise; the 

vision of the theodolite. In this thesis I will concentrate on the social relations 

of identity, class and gender and so avoid questions of sexuality and age. 10 I 

suggest the colonial mapping vision of the three reserves has been driven by a 

social context dominated by capitalism, which requires land to be organized in a 

way that it can be used as a factor of production, and the idea of 'race'. Race, 

9 Survey regime or called 'scopic regime' by Martin Jay, "Scopic Regimes of 
Modernity", in Foster, H. Vision and Visuality (Dia Art Foundation, 1988) pages 3-
28. Also see, J Duncan, 'Sites of Representation', in J Duncan and D Ley (eds) 
Place, Culture, Representation (Routledge, 1993), page 41. 
10 See, Virginia Blum and Heidi Nast. "Wheres the Difference? The 
heterosexualization of alterity in Henri Lefebvre and Jacques Lacan" Environment 
and Planning D: Society and Space, 14 (1996) pages 559-580. 
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meanwhile, is a powerful ideology and taxonomic strategy which divides people 

into 'races' or classifications according to biological features (for example, 

Native, White, Oriental, Asian, Islander). Racism is founded on these 

classifications and views the 'Other' as inferior and primitive; separate from 'Us' 

who is superior and advanced. In this ideology of colonial racism there have 

been three key sub-themes; amalgamation, assimilation and integration. All 

three ideas aim to bring the 'Other ' (defined as separate race) into some sort of 

unequal relationship with the dominant colonial power. Henceforth while having 

similar and complex meanings, I view amalgamation as the combining of distinct 

elements to form a new hybrid whole (1 + 2 = 3), while assimilation refers to a 

process of becoming alike ( 1 + 2 = 1) and integration is an action of bring 

distinct elements into a diverse whole (1 + 2 + 3 = 6 containing 1,2,3 elements). 

These three ideologies have intermeshed with other ideas like space and time 

and have been used by colonialism to achieve and produce a colonial territory. 

Within these 'theoretical' discussions there is a need for me to 'locate' or situate 

myself in the text; in other words, from what perspective or space do I write this 

(grand) narrative. As Donna Haraway argues the academic cannot claim a 

"god-trick of seeing everything from nowhere:· 11 Situated knowledges requires 

accountability and responsibility with those groups or peoples I seek to 'see and 

speak with'. In this regard Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak calls for a 'responsibility 

structure'. 12 Only within this structure is authority granted to 'speak'. In an 

effort to build a situated knowledge I have used the analogy of a tikouka tree. 

The tree represents my positionality within the politics of location and my 

entanglements with complex and intersecting groups and institutions. It is from 

the 'perspective' of the tree (grounded at Plimmerton) that this thesis is 

constructed. The thesis itself is presented within the tikouka. 

In summary the central room focuses on three questions: 

,, Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women. The Reinvention of Nature 
{London;Free Association Books, 1991 ), page 189. 

2 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Subaltern Talk", in D Landry and G Maclean 
(eds) The Spivak Reader(New York;Routledge, 1996), page 293. 
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* 

* 

* 

What is space and place and how does the map create space? 

What has been the role of the map knowledge in the creation and 
maintenance of colonial power? 

From what space do I construct this narrative and how can I 
construct knowledge which is situated, non-oppressive and 
responsible? 

Rooms Three, Four, and Five. 

Room Three explores the map as an expression of amalgamation ideology. 13 I 

begin by identifying and defining the reserve space as a form of legal spatial 

discourse used by the imperialist process to control the indigenous peoples. 

This idea of a reserve was used by the New Zealand Company for humanitarian 

notions; the Company wanted the Porirua lands for settlement in return for a 

number of small dispersed reserves for the chiefs. Thus the reserves would help 

in concentrating and civilizing the indigenous population. This 'plan' was 

disrupted by both the tribes and the Colonial government. The tribes resisted 

the survey ideology and the government tried, to a certain degree, to 'protect' 

the indigenous population using the Treaty of Waitangi. Thus the interaction 

and conflict between these three main groups influenced a very confusing mode 

of spatial representation within the contact zone. 14 The maps of the Porirua 

reserves displayed in Room Two were produced wit~the colonialist discourse 

of amalgamation; ~y living on a small reserve under the guidance of a 

13 Alan Ward, A Show of Justice, Racial Amalgamation in nineteeth century New 
Zealand (Auckland University Press, 1974). 
14 The term contact zone is also used by Mary Louise Pratt to refer to the "space 
of colonial encounters" where "disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with 
each other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and 
subordination" (Pratt, Imperial Eyes, page 4-5). 
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missionary it was hoped Toa Rangatira would be protected from the 'fatal 

impact' of colonization and benefit by the arrival of 'civilization'. 

Room Four presents the history of the reserves after 1852 when the mode of 

spatial representation and survey regimes was becoming dominated by 

assimilation ideology. Assimilation was promoted by a settler government using 

three key institutions; the Native Land Court, Survey Department and Land 

Transfer Office. These three institutions worked together (and apart) to 

construct a survey regime that would produce 'accurate' and 'scientific' images 

of the reserve lands. Using these map/images the boundaries of the reserves 

could re-drawn, fragmented and rearranged. The result was that the reserves 

nearly 'disappeared' as the tribe was expected to take up individual properties 

within the tradition of British Common law. 

Room Five presents a tentative argument that a new mode of spatial 

representation may be emerging in New Zealand/Aotearoa since the 1970's. 

This i;node is based on a number of ideas including globalisation and bi

culturalism. I have classified the ideology of this mode as integrationist; 

mapping is used to locate a diverse number of groups within the boundaries of 

the nation-state. This is achieved using computer technology which as enabled 

the surveyors gaze to shift from birds-eye to satellite-eye. Important survey 

regime institutions include the Waitangi Tribunal, Land Information New 

Zealand and the local authorities. In this context I will discuss the remnant 

reserves as a 'site of resistance' and the potential for the re-emergence of the 

reserves within the context of Toa RangatirasWaitangi Tribunal Claim, as it is 

anticipated that a number of Government owned land blocks will be returned to 

the tribe. 

From Room Five the tour finishes at Room Six. At this point I will briefly sum 

up my main arguments concerning the epistemological issues of doing 

cartographical and geographical research and the history of the three reserves. 
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1.3 METHODOLOGY 

The historical geography of the three Porirua reserves is complex and dynamic. 

Each reserve and the land blocks that now make up the original reserve have 

their own specific history, their own story to tell. No doubt a full and 

comprehensive history would involve many theses and much oral history 

provided by Toa Rangatira. This thesis tells the story of the three reserves from 

'my' perspective, which is informed by a particular geographic and post-colonial 

academic enterprise. The making of this perspective (or viewing-point) has also 

relied upon 'official' documented archival material (written in the English 

language) 15 and other sources (books, journals). I hope such a perspective may 

complement Toa Rangatira's own oral history of the reserves. This thesis is also 

subjected to many constraints including page length, time, finance and 

resources. I have, therefore, not attempted to provide 'the history' of the three 

reserves. Instead this display attempts to give the viewer a brief outline of the 

cartographic representations of the three reserves. That is, how the three 

reserves have been mapped since 1840. 

The methodology used in this thesis has encompassed two main processes; the 

actual information collection process from archival sources and the requirement 

to build a responsibility structure with those persons I am accountable to. My 

thesis explores the history of the three reserves created by the 1847 deed of sale. 

I am, therefore, exploring the history of Toa Rangatira and it's relationship with 

the Crown and the reserves. The research is, therefore, on 'sensitive' ground as 

I will illustrate in the central room that history and geography are closely bound 

with 'identity'. To conduct research in the 'proper way' is to respect and value 

the perspectives of Toa Rangatira and ensure a measure of control rests with the 

iwi authority. For this reason, I believe the research could proceed only with 

the permission and support of Te Runanga O Toa Rangatira. 

Toa Rangatira is a tribal group which is located in the lower North Island/upper 

South Island area. Toa Rangatira trace their whakapapa to the captain of the 

15 Some material, however, was recorded in Maori. For example the history of the 
Northern block in the Minutes of the Maori Land Court. As this thesis has a focus 
on how the dominant group has constructed knowledge and this knowledge used 
the 'English' language, my mono-lingual capacity was not a major limitation. 
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Tainui waka, Hoturoa. The official 'voice' of Toa Rangatira is the legal iwi 

authority, Te Runanga O Toa Rangatira. This was confirmed in a recent Maori 

Land Court decision (MLC 21, 1994, Ngati-Toa Decision). In the context of my 

working relationship with the Runanga, I was given consent by Te Runanga 0 

Toa Rangatira to undertake this thesis research on the 8th of February 1996. 

The permission was given on the understanding that I would provide a draft 

thesis to the Runanga during October 1996 and I would provide a final report 

and copy of the thesis during December 1996-January 1997. On receiving the 

draft thesis, the Runanga have evaluated the thesis content in regard for the 

need of any changes to the text and for the need to restrict public access to the 

master copy held by Massey University in order to safe-guard confidentiality and 

the intellectual property of Toa Rangatira. I will also seek permission from the 

Runanga if I want to use any of the archival material for publication purposes. 

Table 1.1 combines the ethical responsibility process and research process used 

for this thesis. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1996 ETHICAL PROCESS RESEARCH PROCESS FOCUS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jan Discussions with Miria Historical Research Porirua 

Pomare on thesis options on Porirua History 

Feb Permission ~iven by Te Topic of Thesis chosen 
Runanga o oa 

Mar Submitted Draft Thesis 
Proposal to Massey Supervisors 

Apr Focus on Cartographic Historical 
History Geography 

Post-
May Submitted Research Colonial 

Proposal to Runanga Theory 

June Lodged Application with 
Massey Human Ethics 
Committee 

July Approval given by Massey 
Human Ethics Committee 

Aug Begin Writing Draft Thesis Porirua 
History 

Sep 

Oct Submitted Draft Thesis 
to Runanga (six copies) 
and Massey Supervisors 

Nov Began re-writing Draft Thesis 

Dec Presented Thesis, Maps Presented Thesis to Massey 
and archival material to 
Runanga 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 1.1 Thesis ethical and research process 



In summary, the key aims of the methodology were; 

* 

* 

* 

* 

To build a responsibility structure with Te Runanga O Toa Rangatira 
and Massey University. Within this structure the content and focus of 
the thesis would be negotiated. 

To conduct research that focused on theoretical understandings of 
space, maps, and power/knowledge within the social sciences. 

To conduct archival collection and investigation on the three 
reserves. 

To build a thesis that was ethically defensible and would promote my 
personal ( and collective) commitments to love, justice and peace. 
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As a form of textual representation, the map presents a specific 'perspective' 

situated in a complex social context. Within this room I will examine the social 

context of the dominant form of map associated with the global system.1 

Important hegemonic ideas of this global system include the terms, globe, space, 

time, place, and culture. These ideas provide the ideological basis to the belief 

in the map as mimesis; a mode of representation that depicts 'reality'. Instead I 

argue that the map creates its own 'reality' from an imaginary detached birds-eye 

perspective. In this discussion I shall also attempt to outline my own 

positionality in regard to the writing of post-colonial geographies and histories 

in New Zealand/Aotearoa; thus addressing the critical question of from what 

'viewing-place' I write this narrative. 

1 
This means I will not be examining the social context of other systems (i.e. 

indigenous) or their specific styles of mapping. See, Malcolm Lewis, "The 
Indigenous Maps and Mapping of North American Indians" The Map Collector, 9 
(1979) pages 25-32; Benjamin Orlove, "The Ethnography of Maps" 
Cartographica, 30, 1 ( 1993) pages 29-46. 
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2.1 SPACE AND TIME WITHIN THE GLOBAL SYSTEM 

I use the term 'global system' to classify a social process that consists of a 

number of complex and interacting institutions and groups. Together and alone, 

these institutions promote a number of hegemonic ideas and these ideas 

construct a 'global' perspective; a vision of the whole world which can be 'seen' 

and occupied by the system. While the global system may also be termed the 

Western culture', or the 'Eurocentre',2 I do not want to essentialize the 'West' 

by viewing it as an undifferentiated and 'bounded' entity but recognize the 

diversity, complexity and the spaces of resistance within. 3 

The global system, as a type of social organization, began to take shape around 

AD 1500 in a place now called Europe. Paul Knox and John Agnew argue the 

global system is characterized by the accumulation mode of a capitalist economy 

and the regulatory mode of the nation-state.4 Supporting both of these features 

is a discourse known as 'science'. 

Time-Space-Culture in 'Antiquity' 

Science as a way of 'seeing' and 'thinking' took shape between AD 1300-1500 in 

a process known as the Renaissance or later as the Enlightenment. While the 

Renaissance was a complex process, the central aim was to re-find the 'glory' 

and 'civilization' that existed in Antiquity. This re-finding meant constructing a 

'European' history that connected back to the Greek and Roman imperial 

systems. As Martin Bernal says: 

2 Smadar Lavie and Ted Swedenburg (eds) Displacement, Dispora, and 
Geographies of Identity (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1996),page 
1. 
3 For a discussion, see; Dane Kennedy, "Imperial History and Post-Colonial 
Theory" Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, 24,3 (1996) page 353. 
4 Paul Knox and John Agnew, The Geography of the World Economy (Routledge, 
1994), pages 106-124. 
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The creation of the Aryan Model, Ancient Greece has served two functions. It is seen 
as the first universal civilization and at the same time as the cultural ancestor of the 
Europeans. This gives Europe a universal character as the continent that is not 
merely the vanguard of world progress but is the essence of the world itself. 5 

The Renaissance created a history of 'civilization' by connecting Europe with 

Antiquity. This connection provided the justification and belief in 'progress'. 

Important in the creation of the institution of science was the appropriation of 

Greek philosophy. Socrates were especially used to promote the value of 

reasoning as a form of truth-finding intellectual investigation. This investigation 

was "a personal achievement, won only at the cost of constant intellectual 

struggle and self-critical reflectioO:' 6 Thus the Renaissance 'men' promoted the 

idea that knowledge of 'reality' (what is out there) could be gained by the use of 

"human reason and empirical observation" and the "truth must be sought in the 

present world of human experience:' Nature could be observed from a 

detached standpoint that excludes mythological elements.7 

Also appropriated during the Renaissance was Aristotle's idea of constructing 

reality into ordered binary oppositions. These binary oppositions consist of 

three main principles: "the principle of identity (If anything is A, it is A), the 

principle of contradiction (Nothing can be both A and not-A) and the principle 

of the excluded middle (Anything and everything must be either A or not-A)." 8 

While this binary thinking created distinctions, such as matter/form and 

potential/actual, Aristotle also argued that reality could be 'known' with the use 

of the ten categories; substance, quantity, quality, relation, place, time, position, 

state, action, and affection.9 Henceforth reality could be divided up into beings 

which existed through these categories. This logic enabled 'Other' peoples to be 

classified according to their position in space. For example Barbarians could be 

classified as Barbarian (barbaros and ethnos) because they lived in a different 

5 Martin Bernal, "The Image of Ancient Greece as a Tool," in G.C.Bond, and 
A.Gilliam (eds), Social Construction of the Past, Representation as Power 
{London and New York: Routledge, 1994), page 127. 

Richard Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind (New York: Ballantine Books, 
1991 ), page 35. 
7 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 70-71. 
8 Lawrence Berg, "Between Modernism and Postmodernism" Progress in Human 
Geography, 17,4 (1993) page 500. 
9 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 60. 
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space outside the Greek cities or in a different time frame. As Ivan Hannaford 

argues in relation to time: 

The barbaros and ethnos are those who are content to watch time passing and 
turning; the po/itikos [Greek citizens] are those who, without aspiring to omniscience 
over the nature of things, by measured word and deed challenge physis [nature] with 
nomos [man-made lawsJ. 10 

And in relation to space: 

Those who were not Greeks--foreigners or sojourners (parepidenws)-- were described 
as ethnos, namely all those who lived in the provinces

1 
and were held together by 

ethos, by the custom and habit of the household (oikos). 1 

Binary thinking and ideas like time and space contributed to a view of 'reality' 

which could be divided into parts and 'observed' from a detached perspective. 

This was a global view where the 'men of vision' (philosophers) could place all 

the differences of nature in a category: species and genus. The 'Other' 

barbarians were 'out there' in a different time-space and controlled by nature. 

All this combined with a belief in a reality that was ordered by the principles of 

geometry; space and time could be mathematically measured and defined by 

intersecting lines and formulae. In relation to mapping, Ptolemy's Geographia 

provided a perspective of the whole 'globe' from a disembodied bird's-eye 

perspective. This perspective was organized into a grid framework using 

astronomical observations. As Ken Hillis explains: 

Ptolemaic mapping relates astronomical observations to the laying of a grid across 
the convex surface area to be mapped. The lines of the grid then can be numbered 
consecutively according to meridians and parallels, longitude and latitude. Any point 
can be identified as separate from any other, through each is interrelated to all other 
conceptual points by virtue of being equally enmeshed within the grid.12 

The combination of the ideas of space, place, and geometry meshed together in 

the map. The whole world, even unknown places, could be fixed together using 

the coordinates thus placing every place in its place! 

10 Ivan Hannaford, Race, The History of an Idea in the West (Washington:The 
Woodrow Wilson Centre Press, 1996), page 21. 

11 Hannaford, Race, page 51-52. 
12 Ken Hillis, "The Power of Disembodied Imagination" Cartographica, 31,3 
(1994), page 6. 
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Science, Mathematics, and Perspective 

The men of the Renaissance appropriated these ideas and science was formed as 

an important part the emerging global system. 'Man' not 'God' became the 

center of the universe and this Man could imagine a perspective that floated 

above the earth, seeing everything from a totalizing view. Combining the 

discovery of Ptolemaic grid was the idea of perspective. Perspective was the 

"medieval study of optics;' 13 and during the Renaissance perspective became a 

'visual ideology'. This ideology was promoted by thinkers like Leon Alberti in 

his work Della Pittura. As Denis Cosgrove explains: 

In Della Pittura Alberti demonstrates a technique which he had to work out 
experimentally for constructing a visual triangle which allowed the painter to 
determine the shape and measurement of a gridded square placed on the ground 
when viewed along the horizontal axis, and to reproduce in pictorial form its 
appearance to the eye. The construzione leggitima gave the realist illusion of three
dimensional space on a two-dimensional surface. This construction, the foundation of 
linear perspective, depended upon concepts of the vanishing point, distance point and 
intersecting plane. 14 

Oblique perspective gives the 'eye' master over space, a space created by the 

painter as the vision rays come forth from the eye. This enables the perspective 

vision to detach itself from the earth and take a commanding 'prospect'15 in the 

sky: 

Renaissance cartographic and perspective representation implies something akin to 
an out-of-body experience, as though the eye were a visual machine located at the 
end of a very long co-axial cable attached to the body.16 

This Renaissance perspective influenced a science of mathematical17 cosography 

consisting of four main traditions: chorography, charting, topography and 

13 Denis Cosgrove, "Prospect, Perspective and the Evolution of the Landscape 
Idea" Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 1 O (1985).page 47. 
14 Cosgrove, "Prospect, Perspective" page 48. 
15 Cosgrove uses term 'prospect' to define a "commanding sight or view, a view 
of the landscape as affected by one's position" (Cosgrove, "Prospect, 
Perspective" page 55). 
16 Hillis, "The Power of Disembodied Imagination" page 7. 
17 Alan Bishop. "Western Mathematics: The Secret Weapon of Cultural 
Imperialism" in Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin (eds) The Post
Colonial Studies Reader (London: Routledge, 1995), pages 71-76. 
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geodesy. 18 All of these traditions incorporated the Aristrolian 'plan' view of 

space and time as independent and absolute. Chorography involved the creation 

of small-scale maps influenced by Ptolemy. Charting and nautical maps were 

navigational tools used for sailing and maritime activities. These charts were 

increasingly integrated into chorography after 1569 when Mercator's projection , 
was being adopted. 19 Geodesy aimed to map the surface of the earth using a 

technique that compares the "terrestrial and astronomical lengths of the same 

meridional arc'.'20 This technique came to be known as triangulation in 1533 

and since this time triangulation has dominated surveying practice as a way of 

creating and ordering the landscape according to a mathematical framework. 

Topography was the practice of creating large-scale maps using a survey. The 

idea of the topographical survey involved the use of a surveyor to observe the 

landscape from a detached point of view. After this act of surveillance the 

landscape could be placed on a map. The estate surveyor Christopher Saxton, 

for example, created country maps of England in the late 1500s with support of 

the landed elite. In this survey, Saxton promoted the idea of the country of 

England' as a place as distinct from other places. It also provided the visual 

ideology for the evolution of private property rights. For the landed gentry the 

value of Saxton's survey was, in the words of Taylor, 

immediately obvious. As it hung on his chamber wall (and it was deliberately 
adorned to this purpose) it enabled the landowner to consider his lands as a whole, 
and to weigh the advantages of some fresh disposition of the fields, or some intended 
sale ofpurchase.21 

Yet from the perspective of 'Other' classes this new visual ideology was 

contested as the survey was feared by many 'common' people.22 The survey, 

thus, had a direct linkage with the enclosure movement which could be regarded 

as a form of internal colonization whereby there was a "concentration of 

ownership into the hands of a minority" and the restructuring of the landscape in 

order to create land system that meshed with the requirements of capitalism. 23 

18 Matthew Edney, "Cartography without Progress" Cartographica, 30,2-3 (1993) 
Bage 54. 

9 Edney, "Cartography without Progress" page 60. 
20 Edney, "Cartography without Progress" page 61. 
21 E.G.R Taylor, "The Surveyor" The Economic History Review, 17,2 (1947) page 
131. 
22 Taylor, "The Surveyor" page 131. 
23 Raymond Williams The Country and the City (London: Chatto and Windus, 
1973) page 97. 
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During the 16th and 17th centuries the nexus between cartography 

(mathematical cosography) and the sciences strengthened. The world became a 

place to be discovered with everything placed within the framework of 
' Mercator's map and organized according to the time-frame of the chronometer. 

The world was thought to exist independently of its observer as science could 

'enframe' everything under its detached, Cartesian and objective gaze. The 

'scientist' applied the logic of mathematics and theoretical laws to analyze 

nature. This individual endeavor within an academic institution would produce 

26 

>ill'" 

knowledge; knowledge which would be communicated and contribute towards 

enlightenment and progress.24 Science, enabled by the cartographic project, had 

a "unique access to the truth of the world, it could register nature like a perfect 

mirror reflecting an extrahistorical, universal objective reality." 25 This scientific 

perspective, called 'modernism' or Cartesian perspectivalism,26 supported the 

growth of the global system which believed in a science that could 'see' the 

whole globe in a realistic, mathematical and reliable picture-frame. 

This Cartesian-Modem scientific project began to break-down in the mid-19th 

Century. 'Natural law' began to be challenged and the security of science shifted 

into uneasy 'territory'. As Richard Tarnas notes: 

By the end of the third decade of the twentieth century virtually every major postulate 
of the earlier scientific conception had been controverted; the atoms as solid, 
indestructible, and separate building blocks of nature, space and time as independent 
absolutes, the strict mechanistic causality of all phenomena, the possibility of 
objective observation of nature.27 

The basis of science as a way of understanding reality was challenged. It could 

not pretend to strive for mimesis, a mirror reflection of the world and some 

physicists realized that "reality may not be structured in any way the human 

mind can objectively discern.'' 28 Scientific knowledge based on objective 

24 Denis Cosgrove and Mona Domosh, "Author and Authority" in James Duncan 
and David Ley (eds) Place, Culture, Representation, (London: Routledge, 1993) 
@age 26. 

5 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 364. 

26 Foster, Vision and Visuality, page x. 
27 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 356. 
28 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 359. 



observation was regarded (by some) as impossible. Thomas Kuhn's analysis of 

science reinforced this view. For Kuhn, scientific knowledge and practice was 

produced within a context called a paradigm. It is within this paradigm that 

'truth' is defined as the "paradigm acts as a lens through which every observation 

is filtered, and is maintained as an authoritative bulwark by common 

convention:· 29 This meant, in Richard Tamas words: 

The knowledge science rendered was relative to the observer, to his physical context, 
to his science's prevailing paradigm and his own theoretical assumptions. It was 
relative to his culture's prevailing belief system, to his social context and 
psychological dispositions, to his very act of observation". 30 

During the twentieth century a range of social movements, theories, and social

ecological problems emerged which undermined the objective status of science. 

Problems such as Nuclear warfare, ecological exploitation, imperialism, global 

economic reorganisation, structural poverty and inequity illustrated to many 

critical thinkers that science was far from neutral; it was an active agent in the 

construction of an uneven, unstable and unjust world. Associated with the 

problems of the enlightenment, the rise of critical theories ranging from 

Marxism, post-modernism, post-structuralism, feminism, and post-colonialism 

have common ground in questioning the scientific-objective project. 

2.2 THE IDEOLOGICAL DISCOURSE OF TIME-SPACE 

In the rise of critical social theory, the 'scientific' disciplines of geography and 

cartography have not been ignored. While previously, especially in the 1960s 

and early 1970s, geography aimed to be a 'spatial' science, critical theories 

question the very idea and existence of space, time and culture. Part of the 

basis for this critique has been Focucaultian inspired discourse analysis and 

Marxian inspired theories of ideology and hegemony. 

29 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 360. 

30 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 361. 
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Power, Discourse, Ideology and Hegemony 

Expanding on Kuhn's idea of the paradigm, Michel Foucault uses the concept of 

the 'discursive formation' to show how knowledge (savoir) is constructed within 

a social context. The discursive formation consists of a complex number of 

dispersed statements or discourses. It is within the discourse that 

understandings of 'truth' and 'falseness' are decided according to rules of 

formation, as "knowledge is defined by the possibilities of use and appropriation 

offered by discourse:• 31 Together, the discursive formations forms an episteme. 

The episteme acts in a similar way to the paradigm concept, as Foucault notes: 

As a set of relations between the sciences, epistemological figures, positivities, and 
discursive practices, the episteme makes it possible to grasp the set of constraints and 
limitations which, at a given moment, are imposed on discourse. 32 

Power (pouvoir) is seen by Foucault as the ability to produce things. For power 

is neither repressive or radiates from one single source such as the state, but 

power, 

traverses and produces things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces 
discourse. It needs to be considered as a productive network which runs through the 
whole social body.33 

Power, therefore, produces knowledge and knowledge enables power. Spivak 

notes "there is also a sense of 'can-do-ness' in pouvoir:' 34 In other words it is 

possible to have the power to do things with knowledge: 

If the lines of making sense of something are laid down in a certain way, then you 
are able to do only those things with that something which are possible within and by 
the arrangement of those lines. Pouvoir-savoir -- being able to do something -- only 
as you are able to make sense of it. 35 

In order for knowledge to be effective, to be able to 'make sense', it is organized 

spatially and chronologically; things' happen in a place and at a time. 

31 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge(Tavistock, 1972) page 183. 
32 Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, page 192. 
33 Foucault, "Truth and Power'' in Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge, (Sussex: 
Harvester Press, 1980) page 119. 
34 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "More on Power/Knowledge," in Donna Landry 
and Gerald Maclean (eds) The Spivak Reader (New York and London:Routledge, 
1996) page 151. 
35 Spivak, "More on Power/Knowledge" page 151. 
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Henceforth the power of discourse and the ability of knowledge to 'do things', 

derives from its ability to create a spatial context or territory: 

Once knowledge can be analyzed in terms of region, domain, implantation, 
displacement, transposition, on is able to capture the process by which knowledge 
functions as a form of power and disseminates the effects of power. 36 

Power/knowledge, therefore, produces spaces and this space enables power to 

be effective. 

For Foucault the terms 'ideology' and 'hegemony' did not 'sit' well within his 

discursive formation theory. Foucault viewed ideology as a type of false 

knowledge; "it always stands in virtual opposition to something else which is 

supposed to count as truth:' 37 Ideology itself is defined by Terry Eagleton as 

"the study of knowledge of ideas:• 38 Within the Marxist tradition the term 

ideology was used to illustrate how ideas were not 'natural' or 'normal' but 

socially produced: 

Ideologies are commonly felt to be both naturalising and universalizing. By a set of 
complex discursive devices, they project what are in fact partisan, controversial, 
historically specific values as true of all times and all places, and so natural, 
inevitable and unchangeable (emphasis added).39 

Under the Marxist critique of ideology, "ideas, in short, are granted an active 

political force, rather than being grasped as mere reflections of their world~' 40 

The aim of Marxism is to uncover and unmask supposed 'natural' ideas and 

situate them within the exposed strategy of the ruling class. Ideological ideas 

could be conceived of as ideas, which construct a world view, that aims to 

dominate others. In other worlds ideological ideas are oppressive ideas and 

support and uphold unequal power relations. These ideological ideas could 

contribute towards a form of 'hegemony'. Hegemony is used by Antonio 

Gramsci to describe the process by "which the ruling classes secure the consent 

of their subordinates to be ruled'.' 41 Hegemonic power is dominant and taken 

36 Foucault, "Questions on Geography" page 69. 
37 Foucault, "Truth and Power" page 118. 
38 Terry Eagleton, Ideology (London and New York: Longman, 1994) page 1. 
39 Eagleton, Ideology, page 9. 
40 Eagleton, Ideology, page 6. 
41 Eagleton, Ideology, page 13. 
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for granted as it "consists of constructs and conventions that have come to be 

shared and naturalized throughout a political community." 42 These constructs 

are, in a way, invisible: 

It is only by repetition that signs and practices cease to be perceived or remarked; 
that they are so habituated, so deeply inscribed in everyday routine, that they no 
longer be seen as fonns of control - or seen at all.43 

While both the concepts of ideology and hegemony overlap, Comaroff and 

Comaroff view ideology as ideas that are more visible and contested than 

hegemonic ideas. Hegemony, while never total or complete, exists in a constant 

process of production, and generally remains largely unquestioned and 

uncontested. 

Both discourse and ideology are useful in understanding the construction of 

power-knowledge in societies. Ideological ideas could be viewed as those ideas 

produced within discourse which are associated with an oppressive form of 

power.44 This, of course, requires a value judgment on what sort of ideas could 

be regarded as 'oppressive'. 

Materialist and Dialectical views of Time-Space 

Instead of viewing space and time as 'natural', critical social theory views both 

concepts as part of a strategy of social control. Henri Lefebvre, coming from the 

neo-Marxist perspective, argues that space is 'produced' from different modes of 

production using the perspective of dialectics. Dialectics "emphasizes process, 

movement, flow, relations and more particularly, contradiction:• 45 Thus, rather 

42 Comaroff and Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution(Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago) page 25. 
43 Comaroff and Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution.page 25. 
44 See, Eileen Fegan,"ldeology After Discourse" Journal of Law and Society 23,2 
p 996) pages 173-197. 

5 Andrew Merrifield, "Place and Space: A Lefebvrian Reconcilation" Transactions 
of the British Institute of Geographers, 18 (1993) page 517. 
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than a focus on time and space as structured, bounded, and unmoving,46 

dialectical thinking sees space as produced; changing and dynamic. Andrew 

Merrifield explains that dialectics assumes a holistic framework as, 

it is not possible to understand different interrelated parts of the whole without 
understanding how the parts relate to each other within this whole.47 

This understanding of the whole is defined as 'totality'. Totality represents the 

way the whole is present through internal relations in each of its parts; it is not 

to be confused with totalization or closure. 48 This means things (real material 

objects) are produced out of change, relations and social processes. 

Understanding of these processes is fundamental to understanding the 'thing'. 

Space and time as 'things' exist only in relation to processes; "there are multiple 

spaces and times (and time-spaces) implicated in different physical, biological 

and social processes:•. 49 Space and time are social constructs, created and 

reproduced within the social processes of reproduction. 

David Harvey has been prominent within the Geography discipline in calling for 

a critical view of time-space from a historical materialist perspective. 50 

Influenced by the ideas of Lefebvre, Harvey constructs a model called 'A Grid of 

Spatial Practices' (Table 2.1) to situate the dialectical and materialist conception 

of space and cartography. This model is based on three concepts: experience, 

representation, and imagination. Each concept illustrates how space is produced 

in different forms under the influence of different social processes. Space is 

constructed in 'material grounding' but the "representational and symlx>lic 

realms" are also important "in processes of place construction~' 51 

46 D.W Harvey, "A Geographer's Guide to Dialectical Thinking" in Cliff, Gould, 
Hoare, Thrift (eds) Diffusing Geography, (Oxford:Blackwell, 1995) page 3. 
47 Merrifield, "Place and Space" page 517. 
48 Merrifield, "Place arid Space" page 517. 

49 Harvey, "A Geographer's Guide to Dialectical Thinking" page 8. 
50 David Harvey, "On the History and Present Condition of Geography: An 
Historical Materialist Manifesto" The Professional Geographer, 36, 1, (1984) page 
1. 
51 David Harvey, "From Space to Place and Back Again" in Jon Bird (et al), 
Mapping the Futures: Local Cultures, Global Change (London: Routledge, 1993) 
page 23. 
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Material spacial 
praCtJCC::S 
(experience) 

Rcprcscna.cions 
of space 
(perception) 

Spaces of 
reprcscnution 
:imagination) 

Acc~ssibiliry ~nd 
disc,:rtC:.4tion 

flo,.,s oi goods. 
money, pcopie 
bbour oower. 
inform~tion. etc:..; 
transport and 
communiorions 
systems; market and 
urban hicr.archics; 
agglomeration 

social, psychological 
and physictl 
mc-uurcs of disunce; 
map-making; 
theories of the · 
·friction of distance' 
(principle of lost 
effon. socw phrsics. 
range of a good, 
ccntr:tl olacc: and 
other f~rms of 
location theory) 

2ttr2ctioni repulsion; 
·ciisunce/ desire; 
access/ dc:ni:il; 
tr:mscendence 
'medium is the 
message'. 

Appropri4cion 4:nd 
use of ;pac~ 

land uses and buiit 
environments; ·socw 
soaccs and other 
•~rf• dcsignauons; 
social nctWorks of 
communic.:ation :uid 
:nutual aid 

. personal space-; 
menul maps of 
occupied space:; 
spatial hier:uchics; 
symbolic 
representation of 
spaces; spacial 
'discourses• 

f.:imiliarir.·; 
he:irth a;d home; 
open piaccs; 
pl:iccs of popular 
spect:icle (streeu, 
squares, markets); 
iconography and 
gr:ifnti; .ldvertising 

Domin,:rion and 
control of ;pac~ 

prfratc property in 
Land; state 2nd 
:idministntive 
di,.-isions of space; 
exclusive 
communities 2nd 
neighbourhoods: 
exclusionary zoning 
2nd other forms of 
social conuol 
(policing 2nd 
surveillance) 

forb~ spaces; 
'tcrritoru.1 
imperatives'; 
communitr; regional 
culrure; n:icion:iiism; 
geopolitics; 
hierarchies 

unf:uniliaricv; 
spaces off~ 
propertr 2nd 
possession; 
monumenuliry and 
construeted spaces 
of ritual; symbolic 
barriers 2nd 
~-mbolic c:ipiul; 
construction of 
·tradition'; sp:icc:s of 
repression 

Table 2.1. A Grid of Spatial Practices. 
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Proriuaion of ;pac~ 

production of 
physial . 
infrastruccures 
(tnnsport 2nd 
commumctions; 
built environments: 
Land clar:incc, etc.); 
tcrriroru.l 
organization of 
social inf rastNCTU res 
( formal and 
informal) 

ne-w ~-nems of 
mapping, visual 
reprc:smation, 
c:ommunic:ition., cu:.; 
new artistic :a.nd 
u-chitcctunl 
•discourses'; 
semiotics. 

utopim plans; 
imaginary 
l:uidsc:ioes; science 
fiction ~ntologies 
:ind mace; artists' 
sketches; m~'thologies 
of space: :ind place; 
poetics of sp:ic:e 
spaces of desire 

Source: David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity (1989) pages 220-1. 



From this perspective, the map achieves the production of space by representing 

and connecting the appropriation and domination of space. Yet the map, 

constructed by the detached imaginary vision of the surveyor presents itself 

outside of social relations; an isolated 'space' which masks the processes that 

·produced the image. This 'trick' is called 'fetishism' by Karl Marx or 

'thingifi.cation'. As space is socially produced, the fetishism of the map is a form 

of ideology; it hides the complex and unequal social relations of production that 

has produced the image. 52 

The map, therefore, exists in relation to capitalist relations of production and 

consumption. It is a representation of space (landscape) which is created and 

controlled by the owners of the factors of production (land, labour, capital). 

This ownership and control of cartography produces a map that creates space 

for the appropriation of surplus value from the workers by the ruling class. For 

example, the cadastral map produces an image of a landscape divided into 

property. This property map enables land to be treated as a commodity which 

can then be brought within capital market relations. In other words the image of 

property spaces constructed by boundaries on a map determines the emergence 

of material 'real' private property; a capitalist landscape. The power of the map 

is its ability to hide these relations by fetishism. 53 

Territory and Discipline 

The concept of territoriality can be used to illustrate how the ideas of time

power are mobilized by agents to support unequal power domination. As I have 

stated social power is essentially territorial and the power of place and space 

depend on territorial rules. For Robert Sack these rules 'police' the boundaries 

and contents of places; of "what is in or out of place~• 54 Thus territoriality 

involves a "hwnan strategy to affect, influence, and control;'·55 

52 Merrifield, "Place and Space" page 518. 

53 R.J Johnston, "The Territoriality of Law: An Exploration" Urban Geography, 
11,6 (1990) page 555. 
54 Robert Sack, "The Power of Place and Space " Geographical Review, 83,3 
~ 993) page 326. 

Robert Sack, Human Territoriality (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1986) page 2. 
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Territoriality in humans is best thought of not as biologically motivated, but rather as 
socially and geographically rooted. Its use depends on who is influencing and 
controlling whom and on the geographical contexts of place, space, and time. 
Territoriality is intimately related to how people use the land, how they organize 
themselves in space, and how they give meaning to place.56 

Sack's notion of territoriality is constructed from three interrelated concepts: 

classification of an area, communication by a boundary, and the presence of 

enforcement.57 Together these concepts are used by powerful social groups to 

gain power and control over space. This control is enabled by the creation of 

the 'empty'. Empty space is ideologically constructed to be abstract and 'outside' 

any social relations; bounded, cleared, impersonal, and policed. 

Foucault's analysis of discipline and surveillance is concerned with this theme of 

territorial rules. Discipline is regarded as a set of rules or norms which are in 

one sense invisible. Disciplines train their members to 'think' and 'see' in a 

certain way. This activity creates a disciplinary way of seeing.58 While invisible, 

disciplines are territorial; it "involves the specified enclosure of space, the 

partitioning of space according to specialized criteria of identification or 

activity".59 Gearoid O Tuathail remarks: 

Discipline also makes spaces; it makes territories, states, and empires possible. Not 
only does discipline train the footsoldiers of the state or the administrators of empire; 
it also invents the procedures by which territories, both domestic and colonial, can be 
surveyed and controlled, mapped and subdued, taxed and governed. 60 

The visible counterpart to disciplinary power is the presence of enforcement or 

surveillance. Surveillance requires persons and activities within the disciplinary 

space to be under constant observation. This observation is carried out with the 

help of examination instruments (telescope, tower) and hierarchical observation 

or survey. We might, therefore, define surveying as an activity of observation 

which aims to create and enforce the territorial boundaries according to a 

certain disciplinary 'perspective' or ideology. The survey is a form of strategic 

gaze; a gaze or point of observation which is, 

56 Sack, Human Territoriality, page 2. 
57 Sack, Human Territoriality, page 28. 
58 See, John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: Penguin/BBC, 1972). 
59 Anthony Giddens, "Domination and Powe; " in P, Cassell ( ed) The Giddens 
Reader(London: Macmillan, 1993) page 231. 
60 Gearoid O Tuathail, "(Dis)placing Geopolitics: Writing on the Maps of Global 
Politics" Environment and Planning D; Society and Space, 12 (1994) page 556. 
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represented as detached and objective but its very functioning is dependent upon the 
naturalization of hegemonic ways of seeing, siting and citing.61 

In regard to the discipline of a 'topographic survey' James Duncan and David 

Ley argue: 

Here we have the power of observation [survey] - the very process that produces the 
science of topography. It claims to be a totalizing gaze, rational and universal, which 
sees the whole and orders it. In practice it is usually a white, male, elite, Eurocentric 
observer who orders the world that he looks upon, one whose observations and 
classifications provide the rules of representation, of inclusion and exclusion, of 
precedent and antecedent, of inferior and superior. 62 

The Ordnance Survey 

The nation-state as a product of nationalism and capitalism within the global 

system is essentially a 'territorial' form of governmentality. Definition of a 

'territory' is central to the ideological power of the state. 63 The discipline of 

survey is used by the state to define and police this territory. The close mesh 

between the state, survey, and mapping is illustrated in the 'English' Ordnance 

survey regime. The Ordnance survey brought together the different traditions of 

mapping and survey outlined earlier (choreography, charting, topography, 

geodesy) under the control of the state. The Ordnance survey itself was 

organized by the Board of Ordnance during the late 1600s. This Board was part 

of the Royal Arsenal at the Tower of London and functioned as the official 

military survey department. From the Tower of London, the Board trained 

surveyors in the techniques of trigonometrical survey and the first surveys were 

carried out in Scotland between 1747 and 1755. These surveys were concerned 

with "making a map to aid the pacification of the Highlands:• 64 Other surveys 

soon followed the Scottish experiment and topographic maps helped military 

campaigns at Quebec (1760), North America (1765), Bengal (1765), Ireland 

(1778) and India (1799). In these and other expeditions the practice of the 

61 Gearoid O Tuathail, "Problematizing Geopolitics: Survey, Statemanship and 
Strategy" Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 19 (1994) page 
261. 
62 James Duncan and David Ley, "Introduction" Place, Culture, Representation, 
~age 2. 

Michael Mann, States, War and Capitalism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992) page 15. 
64 J.B Harley, "The Origins of the Ordnance Survey " in W.A. Seymour (ed) A 
History of the Ordnance Survey (Kent: Dawson, 1980) page 4. 
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swvey extended beyond simple mapping but included the "whole process -

written and graphic - of inspecting and reporting on fortifications," 65 While the 

soldiers and surveyors worked together abroad ( often the surveyors were 

soldiers), triangulation was adopted by the Board of Ordnance to organize maps 

for the defense of England. Beginning in 1675 with the establishment of the 

Royal Observatory at Greenwich, the survey began with coastal locations (a 

triangular connection was made with France in 1787) and then later spread over 

the entire island. The network of principal triangulation's which soon covered 

the whole of 'Great Britain' like a web, based on trig stations, the triangles 

provided the framework for topographical survey; a surveillance system based 

on mathematical and scientific accuracy. The Ordnance survey enabled England 

to be created in time (Greenwich Mean-Time) and defined in space; separate 

and existing as 'Great' Britain. 

2.3 GENDERED UNDERSTANDINGS OF TIME-SPACE 

Feminist theory has done much to the undermining of Cartesian rationality 

which views the map and space as natural and objective. Feminist perspectives 

view the spatial construction of knowledge in terms of un-equal gender 

relations; .s-pace is socially constructed and largely created by masculine patterns 

of thought. The science 'project' is thus a gendered project; by separation its 

view from earth (the birds-eye) it has aimed for "an aggressive intellectual flight 

from the feminine'.' 66 As Tamas notes: 

Many generalizations could be made about the history of the Western mind, but 
today perhaps the most immediately obvious is that it has been from start to finish an 
overwhelmingly masculine phenomenon: Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Paul, Augustine, 
Aquinas, Luther, Copernicus, Galileo, Bacon, Descartes, Newton, Locke, Hume, 
Kant, Darwin, Marx, Nietzche, Freud .... The Western intellectual tradition has been 
produced and canonized almost entirely by men, and informed mainly by male 
perspectives. 67 

Feminism calls for the reassertion of the feminine in this thought tradition and 

challenges patriarchal structures of control and domination. This requires 

'situating' the 'scientific' perspective by bringing it down from its objective all-

65 Harley, "The Origins of the Ordnance Survey " page 7. 
66 Susan Bardo, "The Cartesian Masculinization of Thought" Signs; Journal of 
Women in Culture and Society, 11 ,3 ( 1986) page 441. 
67 Tamas, The Passion of the Western Mind, page 441. 
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seeing and wandering gaze to one that becomes a view from somewhere. In this 

way I hope to contribute to a vision that is part of "partial, locatable, critical 

knowledges sustaining the possibility of webs of connections called solidarity in 

politics and shared conversations in epistemology." 68 From this situated position 

feminist writers have attempted to undermine fixed, "essentialist notions of place 

and being;' 69 and the distinction between real and non-real space. 70 Both binary 

concepts of real space (existing 'out-there' as solid and actual) and non-real 

space (existing as imagined or as a dream) is regarded by Gillian Rose as an 

effect of masculinist power. Henceforth the hegemonic Cartesian notion of 

space is a key focus for feminism: 

A full understanding of both patriarchy and geography can only be built upon a 
foundation of detailed studies of the way unequal gender relations are produced and 
reproduced through spaces, places and landscapes, for through these processes 
women have literally been put in their place.71 

Women and feminine forms of knowledge have been located 'outside' the 

masculine scientific project. The feminine has been defined as the 'Other', the 

'Not-A' in the dualism's created by Aristotle. Feminist writers aim to liberate 

thinking from these masculinist dualistic categories. Tiris means learning to 

think outside of the binaries in a 'third-space'. Steve Pile (influenced by Homi 

Bhabha and bell hooks) argues for a "sense of space from the hybridity of the 

construction of difference!' 72 

This space is a process, a tragedy and a hope; and, there is not one third space 
because it is constantly (re)created in encounters between sameness and otherness.73 

Thinking outside the dualism, does not however, automatically liberate the 

academic from oppressive power relations. Situated knowledge requires a 

68 Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women (London : Free Association 
Books, 1991) page 191 . 
69 Linda McDowell, "Spatializing Feminism" in Nancy Duncan (ed) Body Space 
~London: Routledge, 1996) page 36. 
0 Gillian Rose, "Masculinist Theory and Feminist Masquerade " in Nancy Duncan 

(ed) Body Space (London: Routledge, 1996) page 58. 

71 Gillian Rose and Mike Ogborn, "Feminism and Historical Geography" Journal 
of Historical Geography, 14,4 (1988) page 408. 

72 Steve Pile, "Masculinism, the Use of Dualistic Epistemologies and Third 
Spaces" Antipode, 26,3 (1994) page 269. 
73 Pile, "Masculinism, the Use of Dualistic" page 270. 
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research methodology that is explicit about positions within complex and 

overlapping social relations while also remaining committed to the 

"construction of committed, passionate, positioned, partial but critical 

knowledge" concerned about "making visible the claims of the less powerful:' 74 

2.4 POST-COLONIAL TIME-SPACE 

As I have indicated earlier, the science project was (and maybe still is) 

connected with European aims to create an empire over the whole globe. 

Attempts at unmasking the process of imperialism could be defined as post

colonialism. While the usefulness of the term 'post-colonialism' is under 

intensive debate, I regard the 'post' as meaning 'against' colonialism, rather than 

'after'. 75 

Imperialism is about domination. For Nadel and Curtis imperialism means, 

the extension of sovereignty or control whether direct or indirect, political or 
economic, by one government, nation or society over another together with the ideas 
justifying or opposing this process.76 

Colonialism could be regarded as "the consolidation of imperial power"77 which 

usually involves the transfer or the emergence of populations soured from the 

metropolitan power. 78 Colonialism, therefore, could be regarded as a more 

'hands-on' form of direct domination, while imperialism uses indirect strategies 

of control. Both processes are associated with the emergence of state-systems 

and their quest for territorial power. 

74 Linda McDowell, "Doing Gender" Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, 17.4 (1992) page 413. 
75 For a discussion on the term 'post-colonialism' see; Anne McClintock, "The 
Angel of Progress" Social Text, Spring (1992). Daniel Mengara, "Postcolonialism, 
Third-Wor~dism" Commonwealth Essays and Studies, 18,2 (1996) page 36. 
Stuart Hall, "When was the post-coloniaL" in lain Chambers and Lidia Curti, The 
Post-Colonial Question (London: Routledge, 1996) page 242. 
76 G.N. Nadel and Perry Curtis, Imperialism and Colonialism (Macmillan, 1964) 
~age 1. 

7 Elleke Boehmer, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature (Oxford University Press, 
1995) page 3. 
78 Chris Dixon and Michael Heffernan, Colonialism and Development in the 
Contempoary World(Mansell, 1991). 
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While different forms of imperialism have existed in different time-places, each 

system attempts to define itself as superior to its 'Other'. Thus imperialism is 

not only about the "invasion of physical space"79 but is a process of creating 

imperial space, a process of creating the boundaries of control and making 

these boundaries hegemonic. Creating imperial space requires control of 

power/knowledge by the metropolitan power to define itself in space and time; 

by marking a boundary between 'us' (the 'core', civil, normal, rational) and the 

'Other' (the periphery, unstable, unknown). Edward Said, in his book 

Orientalism,80 illustrates how the global system81created and defined it's 'Other' 

as the 'Orient'. This Oriental 'Other' was placed in a similar position to the 

Greek barbaros and ethnos; Orientals were 'outside' in a different time frame and 

unknown (Not-A) while Europeans were inside and known (A):82 

Orientalism is a style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological 
distinction made between 'the Orient' and (most of the time) 'the Occident'. Thus a 
very large mass of writers, among whom are poets, novelists, philosophers, political 
theorists, economists, and imperial administrators, have accepted the basic 
distinction between East and West.83 

For Said, imperialism exists because it is supported by an 'academic' discourse 

(Orientalism); knowledge is constructed and "put in the service of colonial 

conquest:' 84 This academic enterprise called Occidentalism is defined by 

Fernando Coronil as, 

the ensemble of representational practices that participate in the production of 
conceptions of the world, which (1) separate the world's components into bounded 
units; (2) disaggregate their relational histories; (3) turn difference into hierarchy; 
(4) naturalize these representations; and thus (5) intervenes' however unwittingly, in 
the rt;production of existing asymmetrical power relations.8 

79 Kasbarian, "Mapping Edward Said" page 530. 
80 Edward Said, Orienta/ism (London:Penquin, 1978). 
81 Within the global system there were also many 'Others' and different places in 
Europe had their own particular brand of Orientalism. See, reina lewis, 
Gendering Orienta/ism (London: Routledge, 1996). 
82 See, Johannes Fabian; Time and the Other (New York: Columbia University, 
1983) for a discussion on how the use of time constructs the 'Other'. 

83 Said, Orienta/ism, page 2. 
84 Robert Young, White Mythologies, Writing history and the West (London: 
Routledge, 1990) page 129. 
85 Fernando Coronil, "Beyond Occidentalism " Cultural Anthropology, 11, 1 (1996) 
page 56. 
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Occidental Cartography and Survey 

It is within Occidentalism that the disciplines of geography, cartography and 

surveying have been mobilized for the use of the imperial project. 86 The maps of 

these disciplines "involve the use of a shared spatial imagery and have the 

strange effect of producing a remarkably consistent mental picture or map of the 

world:' 87 From the scientific and objective eye in the sky, the surveyor created 

spaces within the mathematical grid that put everyone in their 'place'. Place 

naming and boundary creation are thus two elements central in the Occidentalist 

map~8 The map and survey is part of the "tactics and strategies" identified by 

Foucault which aim for the "control of territories and organization of 

domains;' 89 

In this sense, I would argue that the Empire was partly a creation of 

cartography, as the map created an 'enframed', bounded and global territory of 

empty spaces.90 These spaces, (coloured red for the British Empire) provided an 

image of total control; a clear cut representation of 'us' and 'them', the 'Same 

and the 'Other'. 

Two examples of Occidentalist survey 'emplacement' strategies were the British 

Ordnance Survey of India (1799-1843) and the French Survey of Egypt (late 

1700s). Both surveys used the 'science' of triangulation to provide a 

mathematical framework within which all of Egypt and India could be defined as 

a territorial unit. These were not 'empty lands' but the Oriental 'masses' required 

86 For a discussion on the role of Geography and the Empire, see, David 
Livingstone, The Geographical Tradition (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992). Anne 
Godlewska and Neil Smith (eds) Geography and Empire (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1994). 
87 Coronil, "Beyond Occidentalism" page 52. 
88 See, Berg and Kearns, "Naming as Norming: 'Race', Gender and the Identity 
Politics of Naming Places in Aotearoa/New Zealand" Environment and Planning 
D: Society and Space, 13 (1996). 
89 Michel Foucault, "Questions on Geography" in Colin Gordon (ed) Michel 
Foucault, Power/Knowledge (Brighton: Harvester Press, 1980) page 77. 
90 J.B Harley, "Maps, Knowledge, Power" ir Stephen Daniels and Denis 
Cosgrove (eds) The Iconography and Land::..)ape (Cambridge University Press, 
1988) page 283. 
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categorization and organization for imperial control. During the survey, 

'everything' was emplaced. As Matthew Edney illustrates concerning the Indian 

survey: 

The surveys themselves were not restricted to the measurement of topography, but 
also involved the enumeration of forests, mines, soils, manufacturing, commerce, 
taxation systems, and populations. In addition, Mackenzie's subordinates [ surveyors] 
were also directed to collect information about religions, languages, scripts, ancient 
remains, local histories.91 

The Egyptian survey was also more than a topographic exercise. Organized into 

the Description de /'Egypt, the survey attempted the 'total' description of Egypt 

in support of the French imperial venture. The Description is "a form of raking 

possession of Egypt not just physically and for today but intellectually, in the 

name of an historical and scientific tradition:· 92 

Surveying and mapping also enabled the emplacement and enframing of a 'new' 

world within the geometrical frame of the old. 'Discovery' was achieved by 

sailing across the mathematical grid and finding 'places' within that grid. 

Once at sea, Columbus' mind's eye will understand that the grid articulates all the 
spaces that will need to be crossed, and that it does so in a way that seems realistic 
and attainable as the map lays down an ordered harmony, a nature of certainty and 
reason.93 

Once 'discovered' these 'new' places were regarded as empty waste lands. Empty 

because this 'new World' was, in the eyes of the European explorers, different to 

the extreme; un-Christain, un-educated, un-urbanised. Thus these lands were 

taken to be a waste land, a "empty space for the taking'.' 94 As these lands were 

conceived of both new and empty with no form of legal system recognizable to 

Europeans, European 'law' was deemed to be immediately applicable. Each 

colony was to be treated as if the land were part of Europe itself. 

91 Matthew Edney, "The Patronage of Science and the Creation of Imperial 
Space" Cartographica, 30, 1 (1993) page 62. 
92 Anne Godlewska, "Map, Text and Image" Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, 20 (1995) page 14. 
93 Ken Hills, "The Power of Disembodied Imagination" Cartographica, 31,3 (1994) 
page 15. See also, Arthur Robinson, "It was the Mapmakers who really 
Discovered America" Cartographica, 29,2 (1992). J.B. Harley, "Rereading the 
Maps of the Columbian Encounter" Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers, 82,3 (1992). 
94 Sack, Human Territorialfty, page 133. 
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Connecting the 'new' land with Europe involved the two key strategies of place 

naming and boundary marking. By marking out boundaries with the use of the 

map, the 'old World' estates could be extended in space. Inside this space, 

granted by a legal charter or a Crown grant, 'law' could operate. Sack notes, 

the new World charters described territorial claims abstractly and geometrically and 
in conjunction with conceptually and then actually clearing the land of Indians, the 
geometric lines of territorial authority become sweepin~ space-clearing and 
maintaining devices for the territorial instituting communities. 5 

As indigenous peoples of these lands were defined as an extreme sub-human 

'Other', their lands could be dispossessed without the violation of international 

(European) law. 96 Thus, boundaries within the 'new World' marked the 

'frontier' between a land that was controlled by law (civilization) and one 

controlled by nature (uncivilized and empty). 

Naming and boundary making are "markers of the spatiality of power 

relationships embedded in the landscape:' 97 Paul Carter illustrates how the 

practice of naming 'Australia' by James Cook enabled the country to be defined 

and possessed: 

Possession of the country depended on demonstrating the efficacy of the English 
language there. It depended, to some extent, on civilizing the landscape, bringing it 
into orderly being. More fundamentally still, the landscape had to be taught to 
speak.98 

Garth Myers also illustrates the power of naming in regard to the urban 

landscape of Zanzbar. Naming was an explicit strategy of control: 

It often seemed that the real concern of the British in Ng'ambo was simply having 
things under control having the place 'contained' meant translating it into a spatial 
language they could 'read like a book'.99 

The empire however was not as 'clean-cut' as the map representation aimed to 

make out. Through out the empires there were many sites of resistance, which 

95 Sack, Human Territoriality, page 134. 
96 Sack, Human Territoriality, page 133. 
97 Garth Myers, "Naming and Placing the Other" Tijdschrift voor Economische en 
Sociale Geografie, 87,3 (1996) page 237. 
98 Paul Carter, The Road to Botany Bay (London: Faber, 1987) page 58-59. 
99 Myers, "Naming and Placing the Other" page 240. 
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Edward Said argues, were more than "a reaction to imperialism" but were an 

"alternative way of conceiving human history," 100 The actual 'boundary' between 

the West and Orient was never fully impermeable. New 'cultures' were created 

by imperialism, as Nicholas Dirks finds "even as much of what we now 

recognize as culture was produced by the colonial encounter, the concept itself 

was in part invented because of it;' 101 Dirks analysis connects with Don 

Mitchell's idea that culture is a powerful ideological idea which "has been 

developed and deployed as a means of attempting to order, control and define 

'others' in the name of power or profit:' 102 

Using a flowing and non-essentialist view of 'culture', many post-colonial writers 

have dislocated the boundary of the 'Us' and 'Other' to find a between-ness space 

of hybridity. Hybridity rather than dualisms was the result of the imperial 

experience and now the concept is used as a site of resistance; to resist the 

categories of 'culture': 

Hybrid products are thus results of a long history of confrontations between unequal 
cultures and forces, in which the stronger culture struggles to control, remake, or 
eliminate the subordinate partner. But even in the case of extremely imbalanced 
encounters, subordinates have frequently managed to divert the cultural elements 
they were forced to adopt and have rearranged them for their own sly purposes. 103 

Hybridity aims to resist from a 'third-time space' or from the 'place' of the 

borderzone. Borderzones are: 

Sites of creative cultural creolization, places where criss-crossed identities are forged 
out of the debris of the corroded, formerly (would be) homogeneous identities, wnes 
where the residents often refuse the geopolitical univocality of the lines. 

Living in the border is frequently to experience the feeling of being trapped in an impossible 
in-between. 104 

100 Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism (London: Chatto and Windus, 1993) 
~age 260. 

01 Nicholas Dirks, "Introduction" Colonialism and Culture (University of Michigan 
Press, 1992) page 3. 
102 Don Mitchell, "There's no such thing as Culture" Transactions of the Institute of 
British Geograghers, 20 (1995) page 104. See also, Peter Jackson, Denis 
Cosgrove, James and Nancy Duncan, and Don Mitchell." Exchange There's no 
such thing as Culture" Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 21 
~1996) pages 572-582. 
03 Lavie and Swedenburg, "Introduction " in Displacement, Diaspora, and 

Geographies of Identity ,page 9. 
104 Lavie and Swedenburg, "Introduction" page 15. 
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Hybridity, third-spaces, and borderzones resist the boundary marking and 

emplacement which the map helped to create. They dislocate the connection 

between the position of a people and a place. The 'natural' authority of the map 

is undermined and the map is only a form of writing, a form of colonial 

discourse that created colonial spaces; spaces of closure and resistance. 105 

Henceforth, while the British toponymic policy in Zanzibar aimed to name and 

map out the 'Other', the 'Other Side' used naming as an 'art of resistance' as they 

also named their 'Other' resulting in a complex 'tapestry' of boundary-marking 

and making; "the newest of Ng'ambo's poorest people are remarkably resilient, 

creating an Other Side that re-interprets the order of state and elite;' 106 

A Gendered Empire 

While the division and space between colonist and colonized was never simple 

and stable in the contact zone, further complexities are drawn regarding the 

gendered nature of imperialism. As Derek Gregory finds, the colonial/colonized 

space had a "profound gendering" relation, yet this relation has been ignored by 

Said and many other early 'postcolonial' writers. 107 

The Occident is European and masculine while the 'Other' Orient is feminine. 

Mapping and surveying for colonialism was carried out by men and created 

'sexual space' where the "construction of space to be colonized, and the desire 

for colonial control was often expressed in terms of sexual control:' 108 The 

empire was a space created by men so to achieve domination over the 'Others'; 

Orientals, Women, Nature .... 

105 Graham Huggan, "Decolonizing the Map" in I. Adam and H. Tiffin (eds) Past 
the Last Post (London: Harvester, 1991) page 127. 
106 Myers, "Naming and Placing the Other" page 244. 
107 Derek Gregory Geographical Imaginations (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994) page 
175. 
108 Alison Blunt and Gillian Rose, "Introduction!' in Alison Blunt and Gillian Rose 
(eds) Writing Women and Space, Colonial and Postcolonial Geographies, 
(London: Guilford Press, 1994) page 10. 
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The heroes of the colonial landscape - the explorer, the hunter, the soldier, the 
missionary, the administrator, the gentleman - were all gendered in particular ways, 
providing moral models for a generation of empire builders. Geographical 
knowled@f• in the broadest sense, was inevitably shaped by and through such 
figures. 1 

However the masculine/feminine binary may be too simple within the various 

contact zones. Women, while classified the 'Other' by men in Europe were also 

the agents of Orientalism. 11° For example Sara Mills argues that women settlers 

were provided with a space within the empire so "they could be imperial citizens 

while remaining thoroughly within the stereotypical discourses of femininity and 

motherhood:' 111 

Rather than the empire being a thoroughly masculine place, it seems that it also had 
a feminine identity; the production of a type of moral knowledge by females seems an 
essential part of the justification by the imperialist power of its own presence. 112 

Mills works towards a deconstruction of the empire as masculine image and 

aims for a critical history that avoids polarized or essentialist gender divisions. 113 

A similar focus is also taken by Catherine Nash in regard to the practice of 

surveying. While Nash points out surveying was and still is carried out by men, 

Nash finds "certain forms of visual representation may support patriarchal 

power relations, but looking is never only or just masculine;· u 4 

In sum, the challenge of constructing post-colonial knowledges is to deconstruct 

simple dualistic thinking by situating the particular geographic-history within a 

109 Felix Driver, "Geography's Empire" Environment and Planning D; Society and 
Space, 10 (1995) page 27. 
no lewis. Gendering Orienta/ism, page 21. 
111 Sara Mills, "Knowledge, Gender and Empire," in Alison Blunt and Gillian Rose 
(eds), Writing Women and Space, Colonial and Postcolonial Geographies, 
(London: Guilford Press, 1994) page 42. 

112 Mills, "Knowledge, Gender and Empire" page 42. 
113 Sara Mills, "Gender and Colonial Space" Gender, Place and Culture, 3,2 
{1996) page 125. 

14 Catherine Nash, "Reclaiming Vision" Gender, Place and Culture, 3,2 (1996) 
page 167. 
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partial place or contact zone. In other words 'talking' and 'constructing' colonial 

histories in the politics of particular locations. 115 

2.5 TALKING HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY IN AOTEAROA/NEW 

ZEALAND 

Histories and geographies are political constructions created in ideological 

discourse. The 'past' and 'place' are constructions of the present and represented 

in ways that construct or deconstruct various competing identities. Cultural 

groups (including nation-states) define themselves according to a space. This 

means representations of these spaces are always contested. David Lowenthal 

states, 

the past is everywhere a battleground of rival attachments. In discovering, correcting, 
elaborating, inventing, and celebrating their histories, competing groups struggle to 
validate present goals by appealing to continuity with, or inheritance from, ancestral 
and other precursors. The politics of the past is no trivial academic game; it is an 
integral oart of every people's earnest search for a heritage essential to autonomy and 
identity.116 

. 

Various groups use ideas such as space and time to create or reproduce 

identities. This means notions of 'a people' or an 'authentic' identity are 

connected to a specific temporal spatiality. 117 

For example the imaginary nationality of 'New Zealanders' is located within 

'national' boundaries called 'New Zealand'. 118 Creating and maintaining 'identity' 

involves a complex strategy of boundary marking and toponymy. By marking 

115 Ruth Frankenberg and Lata Mani, "Crosscurrents, Crosstalk: Race, 
'Postcoloniality' and the Politics of Location" Cultural Studies, 7,2 (1993) page 
293. 
116 David Lowenthal, "Conclusion" The Politics of the Past (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1990) page 302. 
117 Radhika Mohanram, "The Post-Colonial Critic." in Margaret Wilson and Anna 
Yeatman, Justice and Identity (Wellington: Bridget Williams, 1995) page 177 
118 For a good discussion on history writing and New Zealand Nationalism see, 
Jock Phillips, "Our History, Our Selve$" in New Zealand Journal of History, 30,2 
(1996) pages 107-123. Also, Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (London: 
Verso, 1991) for a discussion on how the nation-state creates itself into an 
'imagined community'. 
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out boundaries and naming the place within the boundary, the space is acquired 

by a group who claim some ownership or right of occupation. 119 

The boundaries marked by the 'Us' group are also used to define and exclude 

those 'Others' who may seek to undermine the hegemony of the 'Us' group. This 

kind of spatialised politics refers to a 'legitimacy to speak' that is defined in and 

by social constructions of space. 120 

The spatialised politics of New Zealand/Aotearoa generally remain locked in the 

cultural and spatial concepts which were born out of the colonial process. With 

the withdrawal of the imperial power after World War II and the undermining of 

the associated assimilist ideology, cultural politics within the 'nation' have been 

increasingly bifurcated into the spaces of 'Maori' and 'pakeha'. These dualisms 

were formed by a specific type of Orientalism which defined the 'Other' living on 

the Islands of Aotearoa as a healthy sort of 'Savage' and 'uncivilised'. The 

savage label was replaced with 'Native' and later 'Maori'. Pakeha is the general 

term for non-Maori or people of 'western' extraction now living in New 

Zealand/Aotearoa. 121 Assimilist and integrationist ideas have, since the 1970's, 

been joined by the idea of bi-culturalism (two cultures). Bi-culturalism 

discourse generally reinforces the boundary between the colonial binaries: 

'Maori' and 'pakeha'. 

Within this bifurcation politics, attempts by pakeha academics to conduct 

research about Maori have been met with criticism by 'members' of both 

groups. For example Te Ahukaramu Charles Royal argues pakeha scholars like 

Elsdon Best have produced much misinformation about the Maori and that 

Maori must control and determine their own history according to the traditions 

of the iwi. 122 One 'causality' of this brand of spatialised politics was Michael 

119 Lawrence Berg and Robin Kearns, "Naming as norming " Environment and 
Planning D: Society and Space, 13 (1996). 

120 Lawrence Berg and Robin Kearns, "Naming as norming" Environment and 
Planning D: Society and Space, 13 (1996). 
121 See, Paul Spoonley, "Constructing Ourselves" in Margaret Wilson and Anna 
Yeatman, Justice and Identity (Wellington: Bridget Williams, 1995) page 96, for a 
commentary on pakeha politics in Post-colonial New Zealand/Aotearoa. 
122 Te Ahukaramu Charles Royal, Te Haurapa (Wellington: Bridget Williams 
Books, 1992) page 26. 
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King, a well known author and historian. After the publication of 'Maori - A 

Photographic and Social History; King (a pakeha) was criticized for writing a 

'Maori' history, 123 and later on King withdrew from 'speaking' about Maori 

historical topics. 

Christine Teariki, Paul Spoonley and Ngahiwi Tomoana are also critical about 

research 'on' Maori. This research is regarded as a form of colonization, a form 

of power/knowledge that exerts control over Maori by pak:eha academic. 

Research is viewed as an exercise in control, as an exercise done only by the 

pakeha, as a way of scoring academic brownie points towards a career path and 

as a method that emphasizes negative aspects of Maoridom. 124 But Teariki, et al 

argue that it is still possible to undertake research 'for' Maori by following a 

few few basic requirements: 

1. Research as a partnership 

Projects must undergo a careful process of negotiation with full explanation of the aims and 
uses of the research. 

2. Accountability 

Maori should have the ability to direct, control and veto research. 

3. Self-monitored research 

Research requires adherence to an ethical framework so organizations and institutions can 
monitor research on Maori 

4. Research products 

Ownership of research products should be clearly established. 

While some academics like Michael King have withdrawn from 'Maori 

research', others have attempted to legitimate their authority by entering 'Maori' 

space; a border-crossing exercise. Evelyn Stokes, who also says that the 

'pakeha geography of Maoris' constructed by geographers is inadequate, advises 

the pak:eha academic to enter the 'Maori world' and learn to be bi-cultural. Only 

123 Michael King, Being Pakeha (Auckland: Hodder and Stoughton, 1985) page 
163. 
124 Christine Teariki, Paul Spoonley and Ngahiwi Tomoana, The Politics and 
Process of Research for Maori (Massey University, 1992). See also, Christine 
T eariki. "Ethical Issues in Research from a Maori Perspective" New Zealand 
Geographer, 48,2 (1992), pages 85-86. 
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after this ("long apprenticeship of learning on the marae) process may the 

pakeha academic learn of a 'Maori geography'. 125 Thus the 'ability to speak' is 

dependent upon the ability of the academic to cross the cultural boundary and 

"see their world through Maori lenses:· 126 

Kathie Irwin adopts a research epistemology which is grounded in 'Kaupapa 

Maori'. This framework means being "Maori by ethnicity" is not enough, the 

researcher needs to "determine the appropriate rituals of encounter" 121 to be able 

to conduct research in a Maori context. A key ritual in this regard is the ability 

to create spaces for negotiation (ie, use of hui) which enable face-to-face 

contacts between the researcher and the participants, who together in 

collaboration negotiate the research process; "he kanohi kitea, a face seen is 

appreciated:' 128 

Russell Bishop also carries on the theme of Kaupapa Maori epistemology with 

his 'Collaborative Research' model. Like Irwin, Bishop finds 'academic 

authority' in terms of a Maori context by his participation in 

Whakawhanaungatanga. As a Kaupapa Maori research strategy, 

Whakawhanaungatanga, has three interconnected elements: 

a) establishing whanau relationships; 

b) participant-driven approaches to power and control; and 

c) researcher involvement as lived experience. 129 

These elements mean that research in a Maori context must be positioned within 

the whanau network of authority. Thus the 'truth' and usefulness of the text is 

decided by the whanau. Only within the whanau as a collective can the 

researcher carry on with "negotiated lines of action'.' 130 As the research is 

125 Evelyn Stokes, "Maori Geography or Geography of Maoris" in New Zealand 
Geographer, 43 (1987) page 118. 
126 Stokes, "Maori Geography" page 119. 
127 Kathie Irwin, "Maori Research Processes and Methods" Sites, No.28 (1994) 
P:age 37. 

28 Irwin, "Maori Research Processes and Methods" page 39. 
129 Russell Bishop, Collaborative Research Stories; Whakawhanaungatanga 
~Dunmore Press, 1996) page 216. 
30 Bishop, Collaborative Research Stories, page 220. 
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participant driven, control thus lies not with the individual researcher but with 

the whanau: 

A Kaupapa Maori position therefore promotes an epistemological version of validity, 
one where the authority of the text is established through recourse to a set of rules 
concerning knowledge, its production and representation. Such an approach to 
validity locates the power within Maori cultural practices, where what is acceptable 
and what is not acceptable research, text and/or processes is determined by the 
research community itself. 131 

Thus the researchers become part of the 'whanau of interest' who determine the 

"research questions, the methods of research, and the construction and 

validation/legitimization of knowledge:' 132 

Probably the best example of a 'pakeha' academic who gained speaking 

legitimacy in the Maori 'world' as a result of border-crossing is James Ritchie. 

Ritchie supports the idea of 'bi-culturalism' and Maoridom as existing only as a 

collection of tribes. In crossing into the tribal world, Ritchie speaks of an 

'outsider': 

In the Maori world I am an outsider, a visitor, and always will be. All my experience 
does not, and cannot, alter that fact. 133 

From this position, Ritchie has gained speaking permission because of his 

participation within the Tainui tribal authority. During the pre-settlement 

negotiation period, Ritchie was the 'spokesperson' for Tainui because he was 

responsible to the tribe. 

From this advice on research in a 'Maori' context, it is recognized that 'speaking' 

is dependent on border-crossing and participation. This focus, however, also 

reinforces the binary categories of 'Maori' and 'pakeha'. The question remains, 

how does the academic achieve a research process that is liberated from 

oppressive and colonial binaries and located in the politics of place? 

Michael Reilly, in speaking about his position as a pakeha who teaches Maori 

history, uses the post-colonial writings of Spivak and Bhabha in arguing 

131 Bishop, Collaborative Research Stories, page 225. 

132 Bishop, Collaborative Research Stories, page 227. 

133 James Ritchie, Becoming Bicultural (Wellington:Huia, 1992) page 51 . 
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historians need to go beyond colonial binary thinking (Maori and pakeha). Reilly 

states, 

the need to maintain a polarized or dual stranded view, both in regard to the nature 
of Maori history and the ethnicity of its practitioners, shows how far New Zealand 
historians, like the wider society, remain caught up in repetitions of the old colonial 
relationships. 134 

For Reilly there is a need to go beyond the categories of Maori and pakeha by 

'border crossing', 'hybridity' and focus on the power relationship of the historian 

and the subject. 135 Despite this Reilly does argue he has a right to speak about 

'Maori' history because of his knowledge of tik:anga Maori gained from various 

Maori teachers, and like Michael King, Reilly dwells on his marginal Irish 

ancestry as an identity to speak from. 136 Reilly, situates his "subjective position 

and external experiences" 137 in these 'entanglements' which allow him no 

Archimedean perspective on the world. 

Wendy Larner writing in the context of feminist epistemology also questions the 

wisdom of operating from essentialist identities. She states that feminist 

"theorizing often takes forms that accept the notion of pre-given, or pre

constituted, identities and rest on assumptions about the authenticity of 

experience." 138 Despite this, Larner is uncomfortable in introducing theory that 

may undermine the pre-given binary identities. Instead she advocates a 

positionality not just "in a theoretical and ideological place, but also in a 

geographical location and by implication the politics of that place'.' 139 In this 

position the goal of research becomes "some form of workable compromise 

which will enable us to coalesce around specific issues~• 140 This positionality or 

134 Michael Reilly, "Te Matakite hou O Nga Korero Nehe No Nui Tireni" in Paul 
Spoonley, C. Macpherson, and D. Pearson, Nga Patai, Racism and Ethnic 
Relations in Aoteaioa/New Zealand (Dunmore Press, 1996) page 94-5. 
135 See also, Loretta Lees and Lawrence Berg, "Ponga, Glass and Concrete." in 
New Zealand Geographer, 51,2 (1995) page 39, who call for the "development of 
a hybrid [based on the ideas of Bhabha] geography that recognises and affirms 
the development of a bicultural Aotearoa; 
136 Michael Reilly, "Entangled in Maori History" The Contemporary Pacific, Fall 
p996). 
37 Reilly, "Entangled in Maori History" page 389. 

138 Wendy Larner, "Theorising Difference in Aotearoa/New Zealand" Gender, 
Place and Culture, 2,2 (1995) page 178. 
139 Larner, Theorising Difference, page 177. 
140 Larner, Theorising Difference, page 188. 
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situated knowledges goes beyond giving a list of personal information in the 

shape of a life story; or what David Harvey calls 'vulgar situatedness'. 141 Instead 

positionality has real implications concerning the freedom of the academic. This 

may mean the academic does not have total freedom to de-construct any 

colonial culture he/she may happen to find. 142 Our re-representations are 

positioned in the political and changing categories of time and space. 

Love, Social Justice and Responsibility 

My story (epistemology) uses the experience of King, Stokes, Ritchie, Reilly 

and other persons who have attempted to write historical and geographical 

narratives about Maori-pakeha interaction. All of these writers illustrate the 

importance of working within the boundary of Maori society in order to 

construct revisionist historical geographies. This means aiming to create some 

sort of 'responsibility structure' with Toa Rangatira. As Spivak notes: 

Finding the subaltern is not so hard, but actually entering into a responsibility 
structure with the subaltern, with responses flowing both ways:learning to learn 
without this quick-fix frenzy of doing good with an implicit assumption of cultural 
supremacy which is legitimized by unexamined romanticization, that's the hard 
part.143 

While the creation of a responsibility structure within Toa Rangatira in this 

thesis research has been limited by time. It is hope that some degree of control 

over the thesis content and benefit is gained by Toa Rangatira from my ethical 

process (see Room of Introduction). The reserves were created for Toa 

Rangatira and I would not conceive of writing a thesis of this nature without 

141 David Harvey, "Class Relations and Social Justice " in Michael Keith and 
Steve Pile (eds) Place and the Politics of Identity (London:Routledge, 1993) page 
57. David Harvey and Donna Haraway, "Nature, Politics and Possibilities" 
Environment and Planning D:Society and Space, 13 (1995) page 508. 
142 For example Allan Hanson sparked debate when he argued 'Maori culture' was 
'invented'. See, Allan Hanson, "The Making of the Maori" The American 
Anthropologist, 91 (1989) pages 890-901. Jocelyn Linnekin, "On the Theory and 
Politics of Cultural Construction in the Pacific" Oceania, 62(1992) pages 249-263. 
Jeffrey Sissons, 'The Systematisation of Tradition" Oceania, 64(1993) pages 97-
115. Robert Norton, "Culture and Identity in the South Pacific " Man, 28 (199?) 
p,ages 741-759. 

43 Spivak, "Subaltern Talk" in Donna Landry and Gerald Maclean, The Spivak 
Reader(London: Routledge, 1996) page 293. 
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gaining the permission of Toa Rangatira. In this sense I am also undertaking 

some (limited) boundary crossing in order to achieve speaking legitimacy. 

This responsibility structure also meshes with the ideas of action research. 144 

Through a process of collaboration and self-reflection action research aims to 

solve practical problems by action. In the action research terminology, Toa 

Rangatira are my critical reference group, the group I support and accountable 

to. 145 This, however, does not mean I simply represents the views of the critical 

reference group but the final product (this thesis) is an outcome of those 

workable compromises and agreements within the responsibility communication 

spaces. 

Building and working within a responsibility structure requires learning by 

listening. As Derek Gregory (1994:205) finds: 

Most of us have not been very good at listening to others and learning from them, but 
the present challenge is surely to find ways of comprehending those other worlds -
including our relations with them and our responsibilities toward them - without 
being invasive, colonizing and violent. 146 

In other words the ability to speak (or respond) stems from the ability to listen. 

Achieving spaces of dialogue in the research process between the identities of 

colonialism is a way of comprehending those other worlds so the boundary 

between the other and self disappears. Those 'other' worlds are also part of my 

relational web. This dialogue needs to ;,rovide space for disagreement and 

agreement, negotiation and compromise. The responsibility structure also 

situates knowledge production. It enables a vantage point connected with a 

social movement that is accountable to that movement; so I am "able to join 

with another, to see together without claiming to be another:· 147 Henceforth I 

am not attempting to 'speak for' the subaltern but 'speaking' that involves the 

two meanings of 'representation'; Vertretung or 'treading in your shoes' and 

Darstellung meaning 'placing there'. Thus in " the act of representing politically, 

144 R. Mc Taggart, Action Research (Deakin University, 1991 ). 
145 Y. Wadsworth, Everyday Evaluation on the Run (Action Research Issues 
Association, 1991 ). 
146 Gregory, Geographical Imaginations, page 205. 
147 Donna Haraway, Simians, page 193. 
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you actually represent yourself and your constituency in the portrait sense as 

well:' 148 I am not representing or walking in others shoes (in this case the shoes 

of Toa Rangatira) but in my own. My speaking also challenges the categories of 

culture and place that silence me from speaking. As Spivak explains: 

I will have in an undergraduate class, lets say, a young, white male student, political 
correct, who will say: 'I am only a bourgeois white male. I can't speak'. In that 
situation - it's peculiar, because I am in the position of power and their teacher and, 
on the other hand I am not a bourgeois white male - I say to them, ' why not develop 
a certain degree of rage against the history that has written such an ahject script for 
you that you are silenced?' Then you begin to investigate what it is that silences you, 
rather than take this very determinist position - since my skin colour is this, since my 
sex is this, I cannot speak. 149 

While I find this attitude of Spivak very liberating, speaking should not be 

silenced by the ideological categories of 'race' or 'place', I also believe it takes 

an amount of wisdom to know when it is the 'right' time or place to speak and 

what is the proper way of speaking. 

The theory of hermeneutics is useful is organizing the speaking position of the 

academic. In hermeneutics, the text (this thesis) is created from a combination 

of the inter and extra textual fields of reference. The extra field (data) is 

combined with the inter field (literature, journals, etc.) to produce a text. The 

text is, thus a representation, a sort of ' new' creation. This also applies to the 

'reader' of the text who, 

understands a text by situating it within the two interpenetrating fields of reference -
the extra-textual, the reader's experiences in the world, and the inter-textual, the 
context of other texts. 150 

It is thus impossible for the writer to locate outside of the text. When I 'speak' 

for and with the 'others', I am speaking from myself; a new representation which 

is partial and situated. As Trevor Barnes and James Duncan find, "writing about 

worlds reveals as much about ourselves as it does about the worlds 

148 Donna Landry and Gerald Maclean, "Introduction" in The Spivak Reader 
~London:Routledge, 1996) page 6. 
49 Spivak quoted in, Pamela Smurmer-Smith and Kevin Hannam, Worlds of 

Desire, Realms of Power (Edward Arnold, 1994). 
150 James Duncan and David Ley, "Introduction," in Place, Culture, 
Representation, page 9. 
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represented" 1s1 People create and organize understandings of 'reality' using 

ideas, henceforth "ideas are real;' they are part of reality and ideas (like race, 

culture, space, time, etc.) have real consequences.152 

This is also the message in regard to maps. 153 The landscape cannot be mapped 

as if the surveyor can locate him/her self outside the picture; "the landscape, in 

short, is not a totality that you or anyone else can look at, it is rather the world 

in which we stand talcing up a point of view on our surroundings" 154 The map is 

a representational text constructed by the combined interaction of both the inter 

and extra textual fields of reference. Maps present a representational 

understanding of reality not a 'mirror' image of a pre-existing 'landscape'. 

Understanding this social context of mapping is critical in understanding the 

map. For this reason I have used the modes of representation model (in the 

Room of Introduction) to provide the framework for the maps included in this 

thesis. Every map is produced within a social context; this social context 

provides the visual ideology, the frame of reference, for the production of the 

map-text. The map is an idea, written on paper (or on a computer) and once 

written the map-idea can gain hegemonic status; it creates a 'landscape' and 

thus has real consequences for those groups who aim to resist the hegemony. 155 

In building a speaking position I have used a great deal of 'metropolitan theory' 

classified as neo-Marxism, Feminism, Post-colonialism, etc. I regard this 

'European high theory' valuable in contributing towards a dialectical critical 

geography which aims to build a holistic picture but avoids a totalizing 

perspective. The use of a responsibility structure, however, is a way of 

regulating this theory; using Derek Gregory's metaphor, not embargoing such 

151 Trevor Barnes and James Duncan, "Introduction" Writing Worlds, Discourse 
Text and Metaphor in the Representation of the Landscape (London: Routledge, 
1992) page 3. 

152 James and Nancy Duncan, "Reconceptualizing the idea of culture in 
geography: a reply to Don Mitchell" Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, 21 (1996) page 576. 
153 See, John Pickles, "Text, Hermeneutics, and Propaganda Maps" in Trevor 
Barnes and James Duncan, Writing Worlds, Discourse Text and Metaphor in the 
Representation of the Landscape. 
154 Tim Ingold, "The Temporality of the Landscape" World Archaeology, 25,2 
(1993) page 171. 
155 Dennis Woqd. The Power of Maps (London: Routledge, 1993). 
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theory but requiring "import duties:• 156 Critical traveling theory, regulated by 

forms of 'import duties', are helpful to avoid essentialist spatial and cultural 

political categories. As indicated earlier ideas like space, time and culture are 

not 'natural' groupings but 'difference' is produced and reproduced by hegemonic 

power. 157 These 'fixed' categories, reproduced by identity politics, influence 

closure and exclusiveness, as David Harvey illustrates in the case of the Imperial 

Foods fire at Hamlet, North Carolina. After this fire critical political action was 

silenced because, from Harvey's perspective, the diverse and fragmented post

modernist politics of encouraging difference undermines the adoption of a 

shared understanding on social justice. 158 Henceforth there is a need to see "a 

'real' world populated by multiple subjects with many (often changeable) 

identities located in varying (and also changeable) subject positions'.' 159 

Harvey uses the ideas of Iris Y oung160 to construct a conception of social 

justice that may provide a basis of similarity between diverse groupings. This 

conception involves action against exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, 

cultural imperialism, violence, and ecological consequences. 

While affirming the need for this conception of social justice, my speaking 

position is firstly situated on a personal and collective commitment to the idea of 

love. 161 This ethic of love could be defined as an attitude of responsibility]62 or, 

put in another way, an ability to respond. 163 In other words love, as a ethic of 

156 Gregory, Geographical Imaginations, page 182. 
157 Edward Soja and Barbara Hooper, "The Space that Difference Makes" in 
Michael Keith and Steve Pile (eds) Place and the Politics of Identity (London: 
Routledge, 1993) page 184. 
158 David Harvey, "Class Relations and Social Justice" in Michael Keith and 
Steve Pile (eds) Place and the Politics of Identity, page 57. 
159 Soja and Hooper, "The Spaces that Difference Make " page 187. 
160 I.Young, Justice and the Politics of Difference (Princeton University Press, 
1990). 
161 Stjepan Mestrovic, The Barbarian Temperament (London: Routledge, 1993) 
calls for a post-modern critical theory based on love. Concerning love, Mestrovic 
says, "In contemporary social science, to mention love is to be met with 
immediate cynicism and suspicion, as if one is going to say something silly, as in 
love songs, or else something that belongs in cults and newfangled religions" 
(page 249). 
Hilary Rose, Love, Power, and Knowledge (London: Blackwell, 1994) attempts to 
construct a feminist science based on love. 
162 Spivak, "Translators Preface and Afterword to Mahasweta Devi, Imaginary 
Maps" in. The Spivak Reader, page 276. 
163 Thanks to Fr Bruce England who told me of this way of looking at the word 
responsibility. 
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responsibility, means a willingness to look after the needs of others; no matter 

who these others are or what space/place/culture they come from. I believe the 

outcome of a commitment to love is a form of unity. By the term unity I do not 

mean people should all be the 'same' or a type of nationalist or class based 

unity, but a unity that arises in a situation when people respect each other and 

affirm their interconnections with everything (universe, earth, habitat). Unity) 

thus.,may be a basis of similarity when it is constructed by love and social justice. 

To illustrate my positionality I have used the analogy of the tikouka, the 

cabbage tree. The roots of the tree represent my own social and class 

background, my spirituality, and relational entanglements. My understandings 

from the roots flow into the trunk which represents my extra-textual field of 

reference; critical social theories; geography, history, sociology, etc. Together 

the roots and the trunk combine to form a methodology (the leaves) and a new 

text; this thesis presented inside the tree. In sum, the tree represents the 

political context of this thesis text. As I hold multiple positions in space I can 

imagine this tree in many places and locations. For example, the tree may be 

located on a plumbing job when I want to picture myself as one of the 'working 

classes' or back in the ancestral lands of Scotland/Ireland if I want to be part of 

the oppressed Celtic minority. For this thesis I have imagined the tree to be 

located at 14 Steyne Ave Plimmerton. By positioning myself here (rather than 

in Levin where I actually live) I aim for some sort of speaking legitimacy; I want 

to be regarded as being one of the 'locals'. From here I am located within the 

alienated reserve land; my viewing perspective is from the tree; a partial and 

incomplete view of the world. By shifting the tree around I can't ignore the 

existence of spaces of spatial cultural politics but I participate in some boundary 

crossing when the need arises. 

This discussion has illustrated how dominant 'simple' ideas like space and culture 

are actually very complex concepts forming part of ideological and hegemonic 

discourses. I have also illustrated how the map, while presenting itself as 

'scientific and objective; presenting a image of a natural 'reality', is actually a 

text, a form of discourse and writing created by the surveyor using other texts 

and a vision situated within the social relations of place and time. This thesis, 

like all maps, is also a text, a new creation which is produced 'within the world'; 
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I can claim no total, detached, Archimedean viewing perspective of reality. 

Instead my view is situated, just as a tree is situated within the earth. From this 

tree-viewing-point my view is partial, but I want to have a 'view' so I can speak 

to promote love and social justice. 

From this position, my writings in the next room (Room Two) will develop the 

idea of the 'reserve' as a cartographic and imperial tool of spatial control. This 

'reserve' idea served as a critical ideology in the New Zealand Association's plan 

for the systematic colonization of the lands under territorial control of Toa 

Rangatira. The history of the 'reserve' thus illustrates the close mesh between 

imperial aspirations of control and cartography. 
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Reserve -- Something stored up, kept back, or relied upon , for future use or 
advantage; a store or stock; an extra quantity. 

Reserve -- A district or place set apart for some particular use, or assigned to certain 
persons. 1 

Within this room I will explore the idea of the 'Native' reserve as a spatial 

territory created by the discipline of cartography and constituted within the 

discourse of colonial law. Native reserves were created in this discourse as a 

strategy of control over indigenous populations. In Porirua, as in other parts of 

New Zealand, this controlling strategy was justified by the ideologies of 'race ' 

'progress' and 'amalgamation'; the reserves were to help the 'Natives' shift from a 

communal and 'backward' lifestyle to one that embraced 'civilization'. It was 

also thought, within this colonialist discourse, that by integrating the 'Natives' 

into civilization using reserve policies they would be saved from extinction. 

Henceforth the reserves have contradictory humanitarian purposes; they were 

part of an effon to modify the effect of 'progress' without restricting this 

'progress'! 

, Oxford English Dictionary (Clarendon Press , 1989) page 699. 
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3.1 LEGAL SPACES OF POWER 

Legal rhetoric's, as a type of discursive formation are associated with the 

administration of the nation-state and its quest for governance over a defined 

territory.2 In this sense legal discourse "is a way of representing the world"3 

according to 'natural' and ideological notions of 'truth' and 'justice'. Cartography 

could be conceived of a 'legal' discipline, whose strategy creates the space of 

law by constructing territories; using boundaries, names, and perspective. It is 

these territorial spaces created with the use of a map that contribute towards the 

power of law.4 Law is territorial and this territory is created with the help of 

cartography. 

One form of legal territory is 'private property'. Within the 'British' tradition of 

law, the evolution of the idea of private property was influenced by a nexus 

between Saxton's cartography and the Common Law of Edward Coke. Coke 

was a legal scholar whose writings made a major contribution towards the 

construction of a 'Common law'. This law was ro be "common' to all 

Englishmen wherever they live"5 and situated within the mentality of 'our' 

English nation. Common law ideology portrays itself to be both universal 

(common) and grounded in a specific place (England). The idea of private 

property rights was a key focus in Coke's Common law. This protection 

meshed with a concern for, 

the rights of the private individual citizen against the perdition's of the collective 
(that is, the Crown). In this sense, Coke can be understood as a seventeenth century 
prefigurement of the attempt to stake out a distinctly "private" realm , freed from the 
encroaching power of the sovereign "public" state.6 

While defining the boundary between private and common lands, English law 

did not develop into a property 'rights' system, as land law remained founded on 

the basis of a doctrine of tenure. Since the Statute Quia Emptores Act passed in 

2 Gerald Turkel, "Michel Foucault: Law, Power, and Knowledge" in Journal of 
Law and Society, 17 (1990) pages 170-193. 
3 Peter Rowbotham, "Review: Law, Space and the Geographies of Power" The 
Canadian Geographer, 40, 1 (1996) page 89. 
4 Nicholas Blomley, Law, Space and Geographies of Power (New York and 
London: The Guilford Press, 1994); Nicholas Blomley, "Text and Context: 
rethinking the law-space nexus" Progress in Human Geography, 13,4 (1989). 
5 Blomley, Law, Space, page 75. 
6 Blomley, Law, Space, page 92. 
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1290, the ownership of most land had passed from the Lords to the l(jng. Thus 

Common law affirms that the l(jng or Queen "remains the lord paramount of all 

the land within the realm'.' 7 It is the l(jng or Queen, as the owner, who defines 

and transfers land parcels using a 'deed' or royal chaner, and using a deed the 

Crown leases out the lands for a payment. 

Cadastral Space 

The use of a cadastral map was, and still is, critical in creating private property. 

Cadastral maps are defined by Roger Kain and Elizabeth Baigent as: 

Maps of properties. Their essential feature is that they identify property owners, 
usually by linking properties on a map to a written register in which the details of the 
property, such as the owner's name and its area, are recorded.8 

Kain and Baigent's historical study of the cadastral map illustrates the central 

imponance of the cadastre in the administrative power of the state. 9 With the 

use of cadastral maps, the boundaries of the land were mapped and could be 

placed on the deed. Thus whoever held the deed of lease from the Crown, 

'owned ' the land as defined by boundaries on the cadastre. Cadastral maps had a 

panicular role to play in the 'emplacement' of subjects within the territory, land 

reorganization and enclosure during the evolution of a capitalist system of 

production; they enabled the reconstitution of communal lands as private land 

controlled by aristocracy. This redistribution was regulated by the legal system 

which extensively relied upon cadastral maps to sort out boundary disputes . 

Later these maps were used by the state the as an instrument of control: 

Beginning in the sixtieth and seventeenth centuries, there was a fundamental shift in 
the development of cadastral maps from their use as inventories of private land 
toward their use by public authorities and ultimately state governments. They were 
used initially as instruments to effect specific measures, notably tax reform, but 
ultimately became more general tools for the accurate recording of information 
relating to individual land parcels. 10 

7 G.Hinde, D.McMorland, and P.Sim (eds) Introduction to Land Law (Wellington : 
Butterworths, 1979) page 12. 
8 Roger Kain and Elizabeth Baigent, The Cadastral Map in the Service of the 
State (University of Chicago Press, 1984) page xviii. 
9 Kain and Baigent, The Cadastral Map, page 344. 
10 Kain and Baigent , The Cadastral Map, page 8. 
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The deed of lease, the cadastral map and the survey were, thus, vital instruments 

in the creation of a private property rights regime. It was on this spatial and 

legal system of landscape creation and division that enabled the British Empire 

to expand physically. Expansion required the creation of a private property 

landscape inside Great Britain (Scotland, Ireland, Wales) and outside Great 

Britain (Americas). 

Cadastral Imperialism 

The administrative capabilities of the cadastre were fundamental to the British 

imperial system. Cadastral maps provided the tool to create an 'ownership 

space' in the 'new' lands. Because the New World was defined as 'empty' and 

'waste', the lands, when brought within in the British Empire, were automatically 

deemed to be the sole property of the Crown in the legal tenure system of 

Common law. 

The mere fact that men discovered and settled upon the new territory gave them no 
title to the soil. It belonged to the Crown until the Crown chose to grant it. 11 

A number of administration strategies were used by the imperial authorities to 

govern 'territory.' 12 Donald Meinig identifies these strategies as protectorate, 

indirect rule, direct rule, minoration, reduction and dependency. All these 

strategies required an image of territory defined by a set of· boundaries drawn on 

a map. As Meinig states, "to be clearly imperial in character that dominance 

must be territorially defined'.' 13 

Within the defined territory, the surveyor and the cadastre were used by the 

colonial authorities to survey, define, organize and allocate lands. Kain and 

Baigent find that three main types of colonial cadastral procedures were used. 

11 Hinde McMorland, Sim, (eds) Introduction to Land Law, page 13. 

12 Each European nation-state also had their own particular method or tradition of 
imperial administraion. Meinig's list generally refers to the British Empire. 
13 D.W. Meinig, "Territorial strategies applied to captive peoples" in A.land Baker 
and Gideon Biger (eds) Ideology and Landscape in Historical Perspective 
(Cambridge University Press, 1992) page 125. 
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Firstly the rectangulation system which imposed a grid of land sections using 

running surveys (Ontario, Canada, Australia, New Zealand); Secondly 

triangulation which provided a triangular framework within which sections were 

defined (India, South Australia); and the 'Virginian' system which surveyed the 

land after settlement in order to prove title. Instead of the Ordnance 'see-all' 

approach of the 'old' world, it was envisaged that the 'new' world survey 

(excluding the Virginian system) only required land to be 'sectioned-out' so the 

colonialist's could take possession. Felix Wakefield (younger brother of Edward 

Gibbon Wakefield) quotes Bulter: 

In cultivated countries in which every portion of the land is claimed by a proprietor 
or an occupier, and the surface of which is divided into estates with known 
boundaries, or separated into legal and ecclesiastical boundaries , the business of the 
surveyor consists in making, on a plan, a faithful representation of the existing 
demarcations and artificial objects, as well as of the natural features, and in 
collecting and arranging all data which may contribute to convey a knowledge of the 
physical aspect of the country. In new colonies, on the contrary, the first purpose of 
the surveyor, instead of being directed to the measurement of existing lines or 
boundaries, consists in actually setting out on the ground the limits of stated 
quantities of land or 'sections. previously to their being conveyed to the purchases .14 

After the 'new land ' was outlined on a map and emplaced within the 

mathematical grid of the imperial map, rectangulation and triangulation divided 

out the land on a map and (sometimes) on the ground before being selected by 

the new settlers. The map was to give the prospective settlers a 'complete 

picture' of the land before appropriation; 15 a commanding view of a landscape 

divided into tidy sections. 

3.2 THE RESERVE 

The reserve as a parcel of land was created, defined, and organized by the 

cadastral survey system. The creation of so called 'Native reserves' for the 

indigenous population was a result of many conflicting aims which varied in time 

and place. Probably the most overriding objective of the reserve was to confine 

the interests of the indigenous population to a particular area, thus making most 

of the lands appear to be 'empty' and open for settlement. 16 In this regard, 

14 Felix Wakefield , Colonial Surveying (London : John Parker, 1849) page 48. 

15 Wakefield, Colonial Surveying, page 9. 
16 Kain and Baigent, The Cadastral Map, page 328. 
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Meinig views reserves as a kind of "geographical social engineering" strategy 

applied to captive peoples. 11 For Meinig, reserves are associated with direct

rule forms of colonial relationships; they enabled uplift, concentration and 

containment within the 'reserve boundary'. 

An important ideology which justified the dispossession of land in the colonies 

was the discourse of land utilization. Land utilization discourse used the Bible 

and works such as Sir Thomas More's Utopia to support the idea that those 

who most fully used the land had a right to it. In the USA land utilitarians 

would quote Sir Thomas More: 

When any people holdeth a piece of ground void and vacant to no good or profitable 
use the seizure of it by another people who would fully utilize it, even at the price of 
war, was right and proper. 18 

Henceforth if the Indians, Aborigines or Maori did not cultivate their lands in a 

way similar to the Europeans, then the Europeans had a 'God-given' right to 

take those lands for the aims of progress and civilization. Tom Brooking finds 

this ideology as critical in justifying the dispossession of land from the Maori 

tribes: 

There was also fundamental agreement that the best legal and moral claim to 
ownership lay with those who used the land most effectively, that is, those who 
farmed it well according to the British standards of the time. 19 

United States Reservations 

Reservations in the United States were also ideologically justified by the land 

utilization argument. It was hoped reservations would concentrate the Indian 

population and encourage them to give up nomadic hunting practices and take 

up farming subsistence. William Hagan explains, however, it was not perceived 

by the authorities for the reservations to be large static territories: 

17 Meining, "Territorial strategies" page 134. 
18 Quoted in, William Hagan, "Justifying Dispossession of the Indian " in 
C.Vecsey and A.Venables, American Indian Environments (Syracuse University 
Press, 1980) page 66. 
19 Tom Brooking, "Use it or Lose it" New Zealand Journal of History, 30,2 (1996) 
page 160. 
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As created by the treaties of 1867 and 1868, the reservations for the Plains Indians 
were relatively large, indeed as large as some of the smallest eastern states. However, 
it was never intended that the Indians should hold them intact forever. At first these 
reservations would be large enough for the tribesmen to support themselves partially 
by hunting. As they became more proficient at farming their holdings would be 
reduced, as a secretary of the interior phased it, "to the dimensions required by the 
actual wants of an agricultural population" .20 

John Overton 's study of reserves in Kenya is helpful in modeling reserve and 

reservation patterns and change. In relation to the Kenyan experience, Overton 

identifies three main types of reserves; interspersion, large segregated and small 

segregated reserves. 
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Figure 3.1 Models for African reserves in Kenya: (a) interspersion, (b) large segregated 
reserves, (c) small segregated reserves.21 

20 Hagan, "Justifying Dispossession" page 73. 
21 John Overton, "Social control and social engineering: African reserves in 
Kenya 1895-1920" Environment and Planning 0 : Society and Space, 8 ( 1990) 
page 167. 



Using Overton's model, the early American style reservations could be classified 

as large segregated reserves in which the Indian 'Other' was placed behind a 

fixed boundary in a remote area (remote from 'Us' setters). The indigenous and 

the European were to be segregated and the border between both groups 

policed. Later these reservations became small and segregated and after the 

1887 Dawes Act an attempt was made by the Federal government for 

interspersion as collective reservations were partitioned into private properties 

under individual ownership. 

type: 

size: 

location: 

boundary: 

control: 

Interspersion 

flexible, small 

interspersion 

interaction 

direct 

large segregated small segregated 

large, fixed small, fixed 

remote close proximity 

restricted restricted 
interaction interaction 

indirect control indirect control 

Table 3 .1 Key characteristics of three types of reserves 

Britain's Humanitarian Reserves 

Learning from the American experience, Britain also began to establish reserves 

throughout the Empire after 1800. This reserve policy was influenced by a 

group of London-based humanitarians under the leadership of Thomas Buxton 

(Buxton had formed the Anti-Slavery Society in 1823). In 1835 Buxton, an 

M.P ., persuaded the House of Commons to appoint a Select Committee to 

"formulate official policies to protect the rights of tribal peoples and ensure their 

just treatment:' 22 Buxton argued that the colonialism everywhere had brought 

disaster to the indigenous population; it had an impact which was fatal! 

22 John Bodley, Cultural Anthropology, Tribes, States and the Global System 
(Mayfeild, 1994) page 366. 
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Their territory has been usurped; their property seized; their numbers diminished; 
their charar;ter debased; the spread of civilization impeded. European vices and 
diseases introduced among them .23 

The solution to these problems was not to limit colonialism but to organize it in 

such a way that it would 'benefit' and 'protect' the indigenous population. In 

this objective, the Select Committee recommended that only tribal 'waste' and 

'empty' lands could be acquired for settlement while the 'Natives' were to be 

placed under "protection and educated by missionaries who would be supported 

by the revenues the crown received from the sale of tribal lands '.' 24 These 

recommendations were pushed by the Aborigines Protection Society (APS) 

which was established for the "advancement of uncivilized Tribes." 2
' A key 

method of advancement used by the APS was the idea of the reserve; within the 

reserve the indigenous population could be gathered and protected: 

Aboriginal reserves at this time were not considered to be aboriginal lands where 
aborigines could live independently; instead, they served a dual protecting and 'uplift' 
role. Reserves were to contain mission schools and farms where aborigines were to 
learn "civilized" skills.26 

The influence of the APS and the Select Committee determined the evolution of 

a reserve policy of a different nature than the large American reservations. 

Instead reserves were to be created for 'good' humanitarian reasons: an attempt 

to save the indigenous population from being decimated. Within small, 

interspersed, and manageable places the indigenous people would learn farming 

and amalgamate into the ways of the 'civilized race '. In this and like the 

American reservations they were to be 'temporary' and flexible territories; once 

the indigenous people had amalgamated and assimilated into the colonial 

population the reserves would be unnecessary. 

23 Select Committee on Aborginal Affairs, 1837, quoted in Bodley, Cultural 
Anthropology, page 366. 
24 Bodley, Cultural Anthropology, page 367. 
25 Bodley, Cultural Anthropology, page 367. 

26 Bodley, Cultural Anthropology, page 367. 
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Wakefield's dream for New Zealand 

Alongside the humanitarian thrust of the APS, other persons 'of influence' in 

London considered the need to reform the colonial process in regard to the 

regulation of the 'waste' lands (so that the lands could be better utilized) and 

immigration. Rather than giving away land in forms of Grants, Lord Durham 

argued that all 'waste' lands should be surveyed and sold at a price so to ensure 

that the land and resources of the new world are the "rightful patrimony of the 

English people'.' 27 This argument influenced the cessation of the free granting of 

'waste' land in 1831 and the 1836 'Report on the Disposal of Crown Lands' 

considered the idea that land be organized according to Common land law 

tenure and sold at a price. 

In this reformulation of the waste lands policy, Edward Gibbon Wakefield 

(1796-1862) had some influence. Wakefield formulated a colonization strategy 

while serving a prison term in the 1820s. Using a different name, Wtl:efield 

published his thoughts entitled A Letter from Sydney in a London weekly. A 

Letter from Sydney was a fictional narrative; it was actually a letter from 

Newgate prison. Wakefield was concerned about the effects of transportation 

(of prisoners) and the 'empty' 'waste' lands. He believed that lands like 

Australia were indeed being left as 'waste' and this contributed to the 

undermining of the 'civilization' ideal; "there are millions upon millions of acres, 

as fertile as mine, to be had for nothing; and, what is more, there are not people 

to take them'.' 28 From a strongly environmental determinist belief, Wakefield 

argued that if settlers live in a land that was deemed to be too large for their 

needs will, produce "uncouth and ignorant" generations where the 'boundary' 

between the settler and the savage would break down29
: "our grandchildren will 

be a race of unmixed barbarians, more ungovernable than even the white 

savages of Kentucky." 30 Thus for Wakefield, Australia would become another 

America: 

27 Quoted in, A. Tritt, Sir George Grey's Land Settlement Policy (MA Thesis, 
Massey University, 1955) page vi. 
28 Edward Gibbon Wakefield, "A Letter from Sydney" [1829] in, M.F, Lloyd 
Prichard, The Collected Works of Edward Gibbon Wakefield (London: Collins, 
1968) page 103. 
29 Wakefield, "A Letter from Sydney" page 114. 
30 Wakefield, "A Letter from Sydney" page 124. 
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this colony would never be anything but a half-barbarous, Tartarian, ill-cultivated 
poverty-stricken wilderness, until, in the course of nature, some hundreds of years 
hence, the population should become more dense. 31 

In this situation the settler could live outside the boundaries of law and class, in 

a 'boundless region', in which he/she would grow revolutionary aspirations, and 

degrade to not more than an animal. 

The solution to this situation was to prevent settlers from spreading by ensuring 

"CONCENTRATION [which] would produce what never did and never can 

exist without it -- CIVILIZATION'.' 3° Concentration policies would ensure the 

development of no more 'new' (hybrid) colonies like the Americas but the 

reproduction of society and settlement patterns of England to other places. 

Places were to be settled as if they were joined onto England physically; "treat 

colonial land as much as possible like land that should miraculously, rise out of 

the sea close to Britain'.' 33 This act would form colonies that would "no longer 

be new societies, strictly speaking. They would be extensions of an old 

society." ' 4 To enable the 'physical' attachment of Britain to the colonies, 

Wakefield proposed the tools of 'systematic colonization': a government 

controlled land title system, controlled sale of 'waste' lands at a sufficient price, 

controlled and selected emigration that would create a gender and class balance, 

and a concentrated and urban-based settlement. In other words, the activity of 

settling, of making a home on a portion of private property would counteract 

the evils of mobility, living in a boundless wasteland. 

Mapping Systematic Colonization 

Creating this settled space out of 'wildness' required the carving out of private 

sections by surveying and mapping: 

31 Wakefield , "A Letter from Sydney" page 124. 

32 Wakefield , "A Letter from Sydney" page 134. 

33 Wakefield, "A Letter from Sydney" page 182. 

34 Wakefield , "A Letter from Sydney" page 151. 
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In order to let him point out his choice to the government and obtain a properly 
descriptive title, a good map, the r.:!sult of careful survey, is indispensable. Waste 
land not surveyed, is not land open to purchases.35 

This also meant surveying all the 'waste' lands in order to bring them under 

control: 

The surveys should extend over the whole colony: and at any rate, for all colonies, a 
very large extent of the waste adjoining every settlement should at all times be kept 
surveyed, in order that so wide a liberty of choice should at all times exist. 36 

It was thus envisaged that the English Government would take a hands-on 

approach to colonization. The colonies were to have the same land 

administration system as in England where the Crown held the property and this 

land was sold in exchange for freehold tenure . 

With spaces marked out by the survey, Wakefield's form of colonialism was 

what David Hammer37 identities as a type of 'urban imperialism'. The urban 

environment, laid out in a controlled grid-iron pattern was to be the basis of 

civilization in the waste lands of the new world. As Hamer remarks "a town 

was seen as representing community, 'society', 'civilization', and there was 

therefore usually an urban core in most utopian and communitarian 

settlements:• 38 This urban focus , however, was complimented with a concern 

that the town should be supported by a productive hinterland. It was perceived 

that problems would arise if, 

the town element in a scheme became developed far in advance of the country [as] no 
town could survive for long in a 'healthy condition if not supported by a prosperous 
agricultural hinterland.39 

The two themes of a planned town and country came together in Wakefield's 

'package' scheme. Within the package were both town and country sections in 

35 Edward Gibbon Wakefield, "The Art of Colonization" [1849] in M.F. Lloyd 
Prichard, The Collected Works of Edward Gibbon Wakefield (London: Collins, 
1968) page 967. 

36 Wakefield, "The Art of Colonization" page 967 
37 David Hamer, New Towns in the New World (Columbia University Press , 1990) 
~age 253 . 

8 David Hamer, "Wellington on the Urban Frontier" in D. Hamer and A.Nicholls 
(eds) The Making of Wellington 1800-1914 (Victoria University Press , 1990) page 
104. 
39 Hamer, "Wellington on the Urban Frontier" page 107 
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which it was assumed that the "settlers would work in the fields during the day 

and seek shelter in the village at night'.' 40 It was behind the boundaries of these 

town and country sections that concentration would occur and civilization 

flourish. 

3.3 SYSTEMATIC COLONIZATION: PLANS FOR NEW ZEALAND 

New Zealand, as named by the Dutch explorer Tasman, had been created and 

emplaced within the grid of the European World maps after 1642.4 1 Once 

emplaced, like many other parts of the new World, New Zealand was soon to be 
~---\-

become "of the capitalist global trading enterprise. With the exploitation of 

whales, seals, timber and flax, it was thought, from the perspective of the 

English elite's, that New Zealand was settled by the European 'Other' (whalers, 

sealing gangs, escaped convicts), and the noble savage Maori. This combination 

of an 'uncivilized' Maori and 'uncivilized' pakeha living together combined to 

form the image of 'New Zealand' as a double 'Other' inside the sphere of imperial 

interests but outside the boundary and territory of the law. As Samuel Marsden 

wrote, "no laws, judges, nor magistrates; so Satan maintains his dominion 

without molestation:' 42 

In order to promote organized settlement in New Zealand, some men of the 

London elite formed themselves into the New Zealand Association in 1837. 

This Association made the second formal attempt at colonization (the first 

attempt was made by a New Zealand Company established in 1826). By 1839 

the Association was ready to send the Tory to New Zealand in an attempt to buy 

up large blocks of lands for settlement. In this objective the British Government 

(and many others in England especially the Church Missionary Society) was 

opposed. Lord Normanby refused to give the expedition any Letters of 

Introduction to the Governors of Australia and said, 

40 Hamer, New Towns in the New World, page 233. 
41 See, Evelyn Stokes, "European Discovery of New Zealand Before 1642" New 
Zealand Journal of History, 14 (1970) page 3; Evely Stokes, "The Naming of New 
Zealand" New Zealand Geographer, 24 (1968) page 201 . 
42 Cited in J.Owens, "New Zealand before Annexation," in, Oliver and Williams 
(eds) The Oxford History of New Zealand (Oxford University Press, 1981) page 
41 . 
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that the Government could not sanction the establishment of a system of government 
independent of the British Crown or pledge itself to recognize any titles to land 
which the Company might claim.43 

Despite this the Tory sailed on the 12 May 1839 and the Cuba was dispatched 

on the 1st August carrying the surveying staff. The surveying staff were under 

orders to carve out boundaries in the 'waste' land so English land law could 

operate in New Zealand. Because of the perceived difference from the 

Ordnance Survey and the Colonial Survey, the New Zealand Company did not 

advocate the use of triangulation in its new settlements. Ta.king advice from 

Robert Dawson (a Captain who had conducted Ordnance surveys), it was 

decided to use the 'running survey' (Figure 3.2). 

It was this system, however impractical for the physical environment of 

Wellington, that was used by the first New Zealand Company surveyors. 

43 
M.F. L.loyd Prichard, "Introduction" in The Collected Works of Edward Gibbon 

Wakefield (London:Collins, 1968) page -~-1. 
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Figure 3.2, The Running Survey .44 

44 Source, Bradford Patterson, Reading Between the Lines ... (PhD Thesis, 
Victoria University of Wellington, 1984) page 713. 
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Meanwhile the New Zealand Association became the New Zealand Land 

Company and issued a prospectus offering land for sale. Within the prospectus 

(1st June 1839) the lands for sale were divided into town and country sections: 

The site of the town will consist of 1,100 acres, exclusive of portions marked out for 
general use, such as quays, streets, squares, and public gardens. The selected country 
lands will comprise 100,000 acres. The selected lands will be divided into 1,100 
sections, each section comprising of town acre, and 100 country acres; 110 sections 
will be reserved by the Company, who intend to distribute the same as private 
property amongst the chief families of the tribe from which the lands shall have been 
originally purchased.45 

Wakefield's Reserves 

The integration of the native reserves into Wakefield's colonization theory was 

due to government and missionary pressure especially the Rev Montagu 

Hawtrey. Hawtrey was an humanitarian and wanted to promote the welfare of 

the New Zealand 'Natives'. As Alan Ward states "he deplored the policy of 

trying to preserve Maori institutions in large reserves beyond the settler pale, 1146 

and like Wakefield Montagu believed 'civilization' required concentration: 

I see them wandering within their narrowed boundaries, a separate and inferior race, 
without prospect of wealth or impulse to civilization, their numbers dwindling, their 
spirit broken .47 

Taking his lead from the APS, Hawtrey argued for a reserve system where small 

sections of land would be vested in the chiefs and "interspersed among the 

settler holdings where they would rapidly increase in value'.' 48 This scheme 

would provide 'amalgamation' between the two 'races' as "it was expected that 

Maori aristocracy, gentry and laborers would inter-marry with their social 

counterparts among the settlers'.' 49 For Hawtrey and others, Maori, while 

45 Roland Jellicoe, ''The New Zealand Company's Native Reserves" Appendices 
to the Journals of the House of Representives, G-1, 1929, page 5. 
46 Alan Ward, A Show of Justice, Racial amalagamation in nineteenth century 
New Zealand (Auckland University Press, 1995) 2nd Edition, page 35. 
47 Rev Montagu Hawtrey quoted in, Ward, A Show of Justice, page 35. 
48 Ward , A Show of Justice, page 35. 

49 Ward , A Show of Justice, page 36. 
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defined as barbarian could amalgamate into British society by learning the arts 

of civilization in small interspersed reserves. 

This scheme of Hawtrey's was adopted by Wakefield and the New Zealand 

Association. When brought before the 1840 Select Committee on New Zealand 

Wakefield declared that "the object in reserving these lands was to preserve the 

Native race." 50 This could only happen according to Wakefielrl if the reserves 

were selected by the Company and allocated to the Native elite: 

If the inferior race of New Zealand can be preserved at all in contact with civilized 
men it can only be by creating in civilized society a class of Natives who would retain 
the same relative superiority of position which they had enjoyed in savage life. They 
determined, therefore, if possible, to make a Native aristocracy, a Native gentry and 
for that purpose to reserve lands as valuable property. 51 

The New Zealand Company reserves were designed to promote amalgamation. 

The reserve was to be located 'inside' the boundaries of the Company's land, not 

on separate customary title; the idea being to produce a controlled and settled 

'Other' who would in time become one of 'Us' (but a second class version of 

'Us). The reserves were to be the true payment for the lands as the natives 

would benefit from the reserves as colonial expansion would ensure land values 

increase. It was not imagined or designed by Wakefield that the reserves would 

support the whole tribe but just the tribal elites and 'his' family. 

While Wakefield had the noble aspiration to save the dying race with the use of 

reserves like other reserve ideology, the reserves were temporary measures; to 

be in existence only until the 'Native race' amalgamated with the settlers. This 

objective also meshed with the idea that land should be kept for later 

generations of immigrants. As Lord Durham stated concerning issue of the 

disposal of the 'waste' lands: 

To allow the practice of 'first come, first served' in the disposal of land, or was it to 
be the zealous guardian of the 'rightful patrimony of the English people' and keep 
say, reserves of land for future generations of emigrants. 52 

In constructing reserves for the indigenes, the colonial authorities could also 

create a sort of 'landbank' for future immigrants. 

50 Jellicoe, "The New Zealand Company's Native Reserves" page 5. 
51 Jellicoe, "The New Zealand Company's Native Reserves" page 5. 
52 Tritt, Sir George Grey's Land Settlement Policy, page 2. 
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Constructing the Reserves at Porirua 

With the departure of the Tory to New Zealand with the aim of buying up huge 

'blocks' of land, other groups and individuals from Sydney were also moved to 

take control of the New Zealand 'waste' lands. These groups interfered with a 

highly complex indigenous land tenure situation of which I will give a brief 

account. 

The various tribal accounts describe the many settlement layers of history in the 

Porirua area. 53 These accounts include the discovery stories of Kupe and Hau, 

the Ngai Tara, Rangitane, and Mua-Upoko traditions from the Kurahaupo 

waka, and the Ngati Ira tradition from the Takitimu and Horouta waka. These 

accounts show that land tenure in the Porirua region was always dynamic, the 

boundaries of occupation were contested and shifting. 

With European contact after 1770 the process of tribal movement was 

intensified~4 As on other islands in the Pacific (for example, Tahiti), European 

contact stimulated changes in the political structure of the various groups. One 

such change involved the tribal group, Toa Rangatira, descended from the 

Tainui waka. During the 1820s Toa Rangatira, under leadership of their chief Te 

Rauparaha, migrated to the Kapiti-Porirua region from the Waikato and quickly 

took advantage of trading links with the local whaling stations. This migration 

was also accompanied by various groups in alliance with Toa Rangatira such as 

Ngati Raukawa and Te Atiawa. In this situation I would view the land tenure 

arrangement was one that was less controlled by a view of 'tribe' but of a state

type political structure which grew to encompass the upper South Island and the 

lower North Island, west of the Tararua ranges. 55 With the center of control 

53 See, W.Travers, "On the Life and Times of Te Rauparaha" Transactions of the 
New Zealand Institute, 1872, page 19; E. Best, "Te Whanganui-a-Tara" Journal of 
the Polynesian Society, 10 (1901) pages 107-165. Paterica Burns, Te Rauparaha, 
A New Perspective (Penquin, 1980); W.Carkeek, The Kapiti Coast (A.H, A.W 
Reed, 1966); Angela Ballara, "Te Whanganui-a-Tara:phases of Maori occupation 
of Wellington Harbour" in D. Hamer and A.Nicholls (eds) The Making of 
Wellington 1800-1914 (Victoria University Press, 1990). 
54 See, Dorothy Urlich, "Migrations of the North Island Maoris 1800-1840" New 
Zealand Geographer, 28 (1972) pages 23-35. 
55 Peter Cleave, "Tribal and State-like Political Formations in New Zealand 
Society" Journal of the Polynesian Society, 92, 1 ( 1983) page 51. 
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being Kapiti Island, Toa Rangatira was able to effectively maintain dominance 

over this wide territory by a complex number of inter-alliances with the whalers, 

traders, and other tribal groups. Yet as in most state system, this dominance 

was always contested in many ways by different groups inside and outside the 

territory. The general boundaries of this small state system were described by 

Te Rauparaha to William Wakefield in 1839. These boundaries extended from 

the Whangaehu river, east to the Tararua ranges, south to the Turakirae heads 

and south to Kaikoura and the Arahura river. 56 

It was into this territory that the various land purchasers sailed in the late 1830s. 

These land purchasers could be classified into four main groups; local whalers 

and traders, Sydney merchants and individuals, the New Zealand Company, and 

the British Government. All these groups used boundaries outlined on a map to 

acquire the land from Toa Rangatira, and writing these boundaries required a 

'survey regime'. 

The whalers and traders were the first group to actually settle in some sort of 

permanent way within Toa Rangatira's territory. In the Porirua area the first 

whaling station was established by Joseph Toms in 1835. Toms married the Toa 

Rangatira leader Te Ua Torikiriki. Another early settler was Thomas Bell who 

arrived at Mana Island (Te Mana o Kupe ki te Moana nui a Kiwa) in 1832. 

These settlers generally lived within the authority of the chiefs. 

The second group, Sydney Merchants, were land speculators who attempted to 

purchase large blocks of land before New Zealand was annexed by England. 

One group called the Polynesian Company was made up of a consortium of land 

speculators who purchased huge amounts of land in 1839 including the Porirua 

district (in total the Polynesian claimed over a million acres57
). 

58 This claim was 

56 Patricia Burns, Fatal Success A History of the New Zealand Company 
tAuckland : Heinemann Reed, 1989) page 118. 
7 Under the Imperial system, land was measured in acres, roods and yards, for 

example; 4.1 .3 meaning 4 acres, 1 rood and 3 yards. (1 acre = 4 roods, 1 rood = 
30.5 yards, 1 yard= 9 sq feet). In most cases I will exclude roods and yards by 
only recording the acre measurement. To convert to metric measurements; 1 
imperial acre= .40468 hectares, or 1 metric acre (100 sq meters)= 119.60 yards 
}!ears Cyclopaedia, 1962-1963, N11,N2). 

See, Jack Lee, The Old Land Claims in New Zealand (Northland Historical 
Publications, 1993) page 31 . 
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later investigated by Commissioner William Spain in 1842 and Spain 's report 

shows these land deals were illegal according to English law. 59 In the case of 

the Porirua purchase, the purchaser William Hay (acting for William Wright of 

Sydney) decided to purchase the lands with a blank page so he could complete 

the boundary details back in Sydney. The boundaries claimed by the Polynesian 

Company the area found within the following landmarks: 

The rocks upon the North-East side of the river Porirua called Kiekatatoa, North
East by thirty miles bounded to the East by a range of snowy mountains to the South 
by a range of hills three miles from Port Nicholson, upon the South-West side of the 
river Porirua to Teeti Bay [Titahi Bay], from Teeti Bay South-East by East to the 
Southern branch of Porirua River.6() 

Meanwhile a another Sydney merchant William Cooper61 purchased "all that 

land on the south westside of the Porirua river extending six miles SE from the 

point opposite Robullas point and two miles inland South-West" on 10 October 

1839 from Te Hiko. Complimenting this Cooper purchased on the 6th 

November 1839 some 450 acres of land called 'Motuhara:62 Including these, 

Spain recorded nine other purchases of the Porirua lands made by various 

Sydney merchants from October 1839 to January 1840.63 

Coming into this already complicated situation was the New Zealand Company. 

On the arrival of the Tory' in Cook Strait on the 17 July 1839, William 

Wakefield undertook to purchase some twenty million acres in both main 

Islands. These purchases included the first deed of purchase dated 27 

September 1839 which comprised the Port Nicholson lands including the Hutt 

Valley and the southern part of Porirua Valley. The second deed of purchase, 

dated 25 October 1839, which was signed on Kapiti Island by the Toa Rangatira 

chiefs. This deed claimed most of the land from the 39th to the 43rd degree 

latitude, and from the 41st to 43rd on the East Coast. It included the lands from 

Wanganui and Taranaki down to Nelson and Kaikora. The third deed, signed on 

59 OLC, No. 234-241 , NA. 
60 OLC, No. 234-241, NA. 
61 Cooper or sometimes spelt 'Couper'. 
62 OLC, No. 142, NA. 

63 "Colonel Wakefield to Secretary of the Company, Notice of Intention to 
investigate land claims in the Port Nicholson District" 8/2/1842. G.B.P.P, vol 2. 
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the 8th November 1839 at Queen Charlotte Sound generally reaffirmed the 

boundaries of the second deed.64 However from the perspective of Toa 

Rangatira, the Wakefields had purchased only Whakatau and Te Taitapu. Te 

Rauparaha made this clear to William Wakefield on 18 November 1839.65 

It was in the context of these land dealings that the New Zealand Company 

claimed the lower North Island and both surveyors and immigrants began to 

arrive on the shores of Te Whanganui-a-Tara (Port Nicholson) during January 

1840. It was at this point that the British government intervened directly into 

the New Zealand territory and disrupted the plans of the New Zealand 

Company. 

3.4 THE INTERVENTION AND SURVEY REGIME OF THE CROWN 

The annexation of New Zealand by the Crown in 1840 brought the Islands 

formally 'into the British Empire. While the annexation was a result of a number 

of events and often contradictory ideas,66 these occurred as part of a social 

ideology and context of an expanding capitalist system. 67 Within this 

imperialist belief system, the humanitarians justified (supported by the findings 

of the Select Committee on the State of Aborigines) intervention in New 

Zealand by protect the indigenous people from the colonists (instead maybe it 

was the colonists that required protection! ). This concern led to the 

establishment of James Busby as Resident in New Zealand in 1833 and a Select 

Committee investigation on New Zealand which reported in 1840. This 

committee reported that, 

large tracts of land have been acquired by the settlers for nominal considerations; a 
blanket, a hatchet, or a gun. Disputes about the boundaries of land purchased have 
arisen , and the conflicting claims to the same property have been set up. No surveys 

64 Copies of the Original New Zealand Company Deeds of Purchase. "Appendix 
to Twelfth Report of the Directors of the New Zealand Company" 1842. G.B.P.P, 
Vol,2. 
65 Burns, Te Rauparaha, A New Perspective, page 208. 
66 See, Erik Olssen and Marcia Stenson, A Century of Change (Auckland: 
Longman Paul, 1989); J. Owens, "New Zealand Before Annexation," in Oliver 
and Williams (eds) The Oxford History of New Zealand (Oxford University Press, 
1981); Alan Ward, A ShowofJustice(Auckland University Press, 1995). 
67 See, E. Hobsbawm, The Age of Capital (London : Abacus, 1977). 
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of this country have been made, and no law to regulate the possession of property, its 
descent, or its alienation, is in force. 68 

Thus because of this 'unrestricted colonization' no reserves had been created; 

meaning less likelihood of "civilizing and preserving that interesting race in New 

Zealand'' 69 While affirming that the Crown acquire New Zealand for 

humanitarian purposes of protecting the indigenes, the 1840 Committee also 

supported the New Zealand Company's reserve idea: 

Your Committee are of opinion that a plan of reserves, similar to that adopted by the 
New Zealand Company, would be attended with the most beneficial effects to the 
native race in New Zealand , and affords the best prospect of securing to them the 
benefits of civilization.70 

The reports of Busby and William Hobson (who visited New Zealand in 1837), 

and the activities of the New Zealand Association supported the humanitarian 

argument for intervention and in 1839 Hobson was sent to acquire full or part 

sovereignty of New Zealand. 1 1 Before Hobson left Sydney on the 19th of 

January 1840 for New Zealand, Governor Gipps of New South Wales issued the 

first Proclamation which constituted annexation on the 14th January 1840. This 

Proclamation extended the boundaries of the New South Wales colony to 

include New Zealand and declared all purchases made directly from the Maori 

to be invalid. 72 With Robson's arrival in New Zealand in February 1840 the 

Treaty of Waitangi was organized and signed. The treaty represented the 

various and conflicting aims of British annexation. The government was to 

acquire sovereignty (kawanatanga or governorship), to protect the interests of 

the indigenous people (rangatiratanga or chieftainship), to acquire a monopoly 

over all land dealings (pre-emptive right), and amalgamate the indigenous 

people into the Empire as British citizens.73 After the Treaty was signed at 

68 Report from the Select Committee on New Zealand, (House of Commons, 3 
August 1840) page vii. 
69 Report from the Select Committee on New Zealand, 1840, page vii . 
70 Report from the Select Committee on New Zealand, 1840, page x. 

71 Olssen and Marcia Stenson, A Century of Change, page 71. 
72 Earlier on 15 June 1839 Sir George Gipps extended his Commission as 
Governor to include New Zealand but recongising that the "Maori title to the soil 
and sovereignty of the country was indisputable" ( The Surveyor and the Law, 
New Zealand Institute of Surveyors, 1981 :3-15). 
73 See, Claudia Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi (Wellington: Allen and Unwin, 
1987). 
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Waitangi, Hobson proclaimed sovereignty over the North Island on the basis of 

cession and over the South Island on the basis of discovery on 21 May 1840;4 

This Proclamation was taken after Hobson heard that the Wellington settlers 

had "established some sort of government:' "5 

A copy of the treaty arrived in the Porirua district in April 1840 and was signed 

by Te Rauparaha, Nohorua, Topeora and others of Toa Rangatira after Mr 

Henry Williams explained that the Treaty would protect the tribe and their 

lands. 76 

In November 1840 Hobson became the first Governor of the separate Colony of 

New Zealand. This began the Crown-Colony period within which the Crown 

appointed a Governor who ruled with two councils, the Executive and the 

Legislative77
• Hobson, while excluding Maori from participation in the 

Government, established a Native Protectorate Department with George Clark 

as its head. Clark was instructed "to ensure the Maori that their native customs 

would not be infringed, except in cases that are opposed to the principles of 

humanity and morals~· 78 Up to the abolishment of the Protectorate in 1847 by 

Governor Grey, the department acted as an important mediator between the 

settlers and the tribes. 

Using the justification of protecting Maori interests Hobson also passed the 

1841 Land Claims Ordinance which stated that all titles to land in New Zealand 

were void except those allowed by the Crown. This Ordinance carried on the 

intentions of the 1840 New Zealand Land Act (passed by the New South Wales 

Government) which set up a Commission of Inquiry to investigate all land 

claims. It was under this 1840 Act and the 1841 Ordinance that William Spain 

was chosen to investigate the lower North Island land purchases. 

74 Owens, "New Zealand before Annexation" page 82. 
75 Olssen and Marcia Stenson , A Century of Change, page 71 . 

76 Burns, Te Rauparaha, A New Perspective, page 215-6. Te Rauparaha actually 
signed the Treaty twice. 

77 Raewyn Dalziel , "The Politics of Settlement" in Oliver and Williams (eds) The 
Oxford History of New Zealand (Oxford University Press, 1981 ). 
78 Ward, A Show of Justice, page 44. 
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The Crown-Colony Survey Department 

The Government's survey regime was established by the appointment of Felton 

Mathew as Surveyor-General in 1840 and the Land Registration Ordinance of 

1841. Mathew spent most of his time surveying harbours in Northland for 

potential settlement sites and for a position of a future capital. Later in 1847 

the Government ordered a "full and accurate survey of the ... Coasts and harbours 

of New Zealand~79 This survey, enabled by H.M.S Acheron carried out the first 

full surveillance and measurement of the New Zealand coastline since James 

Cook's mapping exercise of 1769. 

While Mathew began the first official coastal charting, the Land Registration 

Ordinance set up the administrative framework for the survey of land. The 

preamble and sub-title of the Ordinance stated: 

For the purpose of rendering Titles to Real property more secure, and facilitating the 
transfer of the same. 

An Ordinance to provide for the Registration of Deeds and Instruments affecting 
Real Property. 

The Ordinance, in effect, transplanted the English system of Deeds to New 

Zealand. Every Crown Grant was to be registered in a Register Office. This 

deed was to contain information concerning delineation of land showing extent 

of boundaries and relative position~0 The 1841 Ordinance was later confmned 

and adapted by the Conveyancing Ordinance of 1842 and the Deeds 

Registration Act 1868. 

The 1841 Ordinance set up a Lands and Deeds Registration system which 

included the depositing of all maps of surveyed lands in the Register Office. 

Under the second Surveyor-General, C.W. Ligar, the Survey Office undertook 

surveys of Crown lands under the Waste Lands Act of 1858, surveys for the 

Land Purchase Department (1854) and the Native Secretary (which replaced the 

Protectorate Department). Later on the Survey Office had the responsibility for 

the Survey of Native Lands under the Native Lands Act 1867. 

79 Harry Morton and Carol Johnston, The Farthest Corner (Century Hutchinson, 
1988) page 194. 
80 Land Registration Ordinance 1841 , section 28. 
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Despite the Treaty and the Proclamations which clearly indicated the title of the 

New Zealand Company was suspect and open to investigation, the Company 

and the British Government came to a 'gentlemen's agreement' in November 

1840. It was agreed that the company would give up its claim to most of the 20 

million acres and in return a Crown Grant of 160,000 acres would be issued in 

the Port Nicholson and New Plymouth districts. These districts, which included 

Porirua, were already being settled by the new Company immigrants. Hobson 

later issued a Proclamation stating that no Crown Grant would be issued to land 

under the: 

Actual occupation of the Aboriginal inhabiLants by residence, cultivation, clearing, or 
substantial enclosure

8 
or which shall by the m be held sacred, and which they shall be 

unwilling to alienate. 1 

This Proclamation and the Treaty of Waitangi undermined the New Zealand 

Company's reserve system which assumed the tribes would vacate their 

dwellings and cultivation's and live on the reserves allocated in the town and 

country sections. 

After 1841, therefore, there were two main survey regimes operating on the 

Porirua lands. The New Zealand Company's unofficial running survey (the 

Company acted as a type of local government after November 1840) and the 

official Crown Government's regime which focused on confinning boundaries 

for Crown Grants and coastal charting. 

3.5 THE SURVEY OF PORIRUA 

Since the arrival of the Cuba late in 1839, Captain William Mein Smith and a 

small team of surveyors were busy setting out the town of Wellington and the 

accompanying country sections. Within this plan the reserves were also 

allocated for the indigenous people. In mid-1841 William Wakefield sent the 

surveyors into the Porirua District, heart-land territory of Toa Rangatira, to 

mark out a road along the route of the old Porirua to Kaiwharawhara track. 

Porirua was viewed as a fertile district in close proximity to Wellington and thus 

providing a solution to Wellington's problem of a lack of suitable flat land. It 

81 "Wakefield to Sec of NZC" No.67, 11/9/1841. NZC 311, NA. 
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was thought Porirua could support a 'dense population:8
' From the perspective 

of Charles Heaphy in 1842: 

The country around Porirua Harbour is not so mountainous as that in the vicinity of 
Wellington; it has a more beautiful and park-like appearance, and about it, but a 
small quality of land exists which is not fit for cultivation. 

Much of the land about the Porirua Harbour is very valuable, and one gentleman in 
particular will make a fortune from his happy selection of land there . A town will, 
ere long, be formed at Porirua.83 

At first Toa Rangatira responded by obstructing the track survey but later they 

gave approval for the road to be built and by June 1841 a make-shift route had 

been surveyed and made. After this, a survey party under the leadership of 

Kettle attempted to lay out the Porirua Country sections. This survey was 

opposed by Toa Rangatira, As Patricia Burns says: 

Each morning Kettle found his 'station posts' had been removed. The survey of 
Porirua went on for months. During this time, Ngati Toa sent no taua to remove the 
surveyors, and none were killed: but Te Rangihaeata made their lives wretched.84 

Carkeek also comments on Toa Rangatira's resistance to the survey and at one 

point Kettle "was lucky to escape with his life" when Te Rangihaeata knocked 

him down at Tau po Pa. 85 Governor Hobson reported the resistance to the 

Colonial Office: 

At Porirua, which immediately adjoins Wellington, the Natives deny the right of the 
Company and are prepared to resist them, even by force . 

They will surrender their land but with their lives; and they have already made a 
show of following up this determination, by interrupting the construction of a road 
through the disputed lands, and obstructing the communication between Wellington 
and Whanganui, by tapuing a river over which it was necessary to pass. 86 

82 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 168. 
83 Charles Heaphy Narrative of a Residence in New Zealand (London :Smith, 
Elder and Co, 1842) pages 84-85. 
84 Burns, Fatal Success, page 219. 
85 W. Carkeek, The Kapiti Coast, page 66. 
86 "Hobson to Secretary of State for the Colonies" 13/11/1841 . Turton, An 
Epitome of Official Documents to Native Affairs and Land Purchases in the North 
Island of New Zealand, (George Didsbury, 1882). 
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Later in 1842 some men from Wellington attempted to build a mill in the 

Porirua valley. This was viewed as an illegal structure by Toa Rangatira and 

was pulled down. The settlers tried to bring Te Rangihaeata to 'justice' for 

hindering the Porirua survey, but in the Wellington Supreme Court, the Chief 

Justice (Regina v Rangihaeaca) stated that the Crown could not arrest chiefs for 

disrupting surveys on "land which remained their own until the Land 

Commission ruled otherwise'.' 87 Thus until Spain finished his report, Porirua 

district was still the private lands of Toa Rangatira. 

The earliest survey map of the Porirua lands is dated 1840, some time before the 

survey actually took place during 1841-2 (See Figure 3.2). 

87 Burns, Te Rauparaha, page 240. 
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Figure 3.3. Plan showing the several points of view of the sketches illustrative of the West 
Coast, 1840. Source, National Library Collection. 



The 1840 map (Figure 3.3) of Porirua harbour shows a tentative drawing of 

some of the 100 acre lots that were to be surveyed by William Mein Smith in the 

Porirua District. The map presents a representation (from a birds-eye 

perspective) of the twin harbours of Porirua and surrounding lands. In an 

attempt to make the district look 'empty' and thus ready for settlement, only a 

few small settlements and one garden is identified (Taupo Pa and Pukerua). 

Hundreds of names of rivers, settlements, hills, tauranga waka, waahi tapu, and 

landmarks are unrecorded and unacknowledged. The landscape (which 'stops' at 

the coastline) is presented as a 'blank page' to be 'filled' with the Company 

settlers. Some English names have also already been emplaced (Gabralter rock). 

The aim of this image is to present the landscape as waste land and the section 

boundaries as natural! Variations on this sketch served as important images for 

claims before the Spain Commission. 

Samuel Brees, who replaced Smith as chief surveyor to the New Zealand 

Company, produced a set of pictorial illustrations of New Zealand in 1847. On 

the cover of this publication is a painting showing a surveyor's encampment in 

the Porerua (Porirua) Bush (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4, Surveyors Encampment. Porerua Bush~8 

The painting is accompanied by the following, 

A colony is commenced by the surveyors opening up the country for the settlers, and 
among the many new callings arising from the immigration, the surveyor's follower 
may be instanced, or survey man, as he is commonly called. The land is first roughly 
explored, the hills and ri vers traced, upon which narrow alleys. technically called 
lines are cut straight through the forest or bush. and in various directions for the 
purposes of the survey.89 

88 S.C Brees, Pictorial Illustrations of New Zealand (L 'Jndon:John Williams, 1847). 
89 Brees, Pictorial Illustrations .. . , page 5. 



The scene that Brees attempts to portray is that of a quiet moment in the bush 

where the surveyor is drawing mathematical survey calculations while watched 

by a small Maori family. Like the 1840 map (Figure 3.4) Brees' pictorial 

illustrations serve as propaganda for the New Zealand Company. The surveyor 

is presented naturally as an integral part of the 'inevitable process of 

colonization through the depiction of friendly relations with supportive local 

'Natives' who do not disrupt the survey work. The reality of the situation, as I 

have stated, a fiction; Toa Rangatira and the other tribes did contest the survey 

and the surveyors camp was not so peaceful. 

On the basis of the 1840 map (Figure 3.3) Robert Park planned for a village 

called Porirua within one of the Company's sections. The plan (Figure 3.5) 

allows for a small township on the shores of the harbour, complete with grid

iron street pattern, church and market place, and small and large properties. 

Again, this map shows the landscape as empty; ready to be filled by the 

boundaries of individual owners as if the Company's settlers had a natural 'right' 

to the land. Actually no Maori place names, settlements or cultivation's are 

recorded except for Titahi Bay and Porirua Harbour:0 Only a few of the beach 

sections became actual 'properties' after 1847. 

90 There is a debate on where the name 'Porirua' actually came from. I think it 
could of been the name of the river (Kenepuru Stream) rather than the name of 
the whole harbour. 
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Pauatahanui Inlet (DSIR, 1980) page 28. 



Despite the objections of Toa Rangatira, the survey of some of the country 

sections of Porirua (and other districts such as Upper Hutt) was completed in 

1842 and within the districts of the Hutt and Porirua some 4,200 acres were set 

aside as reserves for the various tribal groups in 100 acre lots. The selection of 

the reserves was undertaken by Edmund Halswell on 7 April 1842. Halswell 

was appointed to the office of Commissioner for the management of the lands 

reserved in the New Zealand Company settlements. In line with E.G. 

Wakefield's ideas, Mr Halswell would manage the reserves for the Maori. In the 

selection of the country reserves, Mr Hal swell reported to William Wakefield: 

I was enabled to select for the Natives, according to the order of choice, a portion of 
the reserved lots. The lands selected are 300 acres on the Porirua Harbour, 200 in the 
Ohariu Valley, 300 on the Manuwatu River, and 3,400 acres on the Orewenua. In 
making these selections for the Natives I have carefully attended, whenever possible, 
to their own wishes, such as I have been able to collect; my attention has been 
particularly drawn to their own clearings and pahs, and I have secured for them as 
much water frontage as possible.91 

This selection of reserves was chosen only from within the limits of the first 

purchase. It was not until New Years Day 1843 that further country sections in 

Porirua, and the Manawatu were open for selection. 92 By this time control over 

the reserves had passed to the Governor, the Bishop of Wellington and the Chief 

Justice who became the trustees. Halswell still acted as agent and selected the 

reserves in the wider country lands. The control of these reserves was then 

placed in the hands of Mr Henry St Hill. 

It is debatable if many of these sections were actually surveyed at all, as 

Patterson notes in regard to the country sections : 

It was regularly found, for instance, that lines drawn meticulously on plans had only 
been partially cut or not cut at all. Equally, lines that had been cut were easi?' lost 
through trampling by animals, fire, fern regrowth , or even deliberate sabotage.9 

With the map (Figure 3.6) again representing the landscape as flat and 'blank', 

the pattern of the sections indicate they have been generally laid in valley areas. 

Coloured red are the Native reserves (fifteen 100 acre sections in Porirua). It 

91 "Halswell to William Wakefield" 4/6/1842. Report on New Zealand, Turton, An 
Epitome of Official Documents to Native Affairs, 1882. 
92 E.J Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand [1845] (Golden Press, 1975) . 
93 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 68. 
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was in these reserves that Toa Rangatira was excepted to live in after leaving 

their pa and coastal settlements. As the sections follow the inland Wellington 

to Paekakariki track, most of the tribe 's settlements were not included in the 

surveyed spaces, such as .... Paripari, Pukerua, Taupo, Komangarautawhiri. This 

map and survey have had an influence on cadastral patterns in Porirua up to the 

present day. As I will illustrate later many of the boundaries of these sections 

remain and these boundaries organized the outline of the 1847 reserves. 
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While William Spain carried on a long inquiry into the land dealings, friction had 

been building up in the contact zone. In Wellington township, Te Atiawa locals 

were unwilling to leave their pas and take up residence in their allocated 

reserves, and the tribes were "deeply grieved and agitated to learn that a Ngati 

Toa woman of rank named Kuika had been brutally murdered at Kakapo bay in 

Port Underwood:' 94 Dick Cook, the likely murderer, was tried in Court but 

freed due to lack of evidence. Also at the same time, George Clark found that 

graves had been violated by settlers looking for ornaments. 95 In addition to 

these events a small conflict broke out on the Wairau plains during June 1843. 

A team of New Zealand Company surveyors attempted to survey the Wairau 

during April 1843. Toa Rangatira had told the Company to keep out of the 

Wairau and begged Commissioner Spain to go at once to Cloudy Bay and 

examine the claims to the Wairau '.' 96 Spain took no action and Te Rauparaha 

led an armed party to the Wairau and rounded up the surveyors with their 

equipment and sent them back to Nelson. 97 In a response, Captain Arthur 

Wakefield and some settlers, using the excuse of a hut burning charge (they 

knew they could not press charges on the account of the survey disruption) , 

tried to arrest Te Rauparaha. When Te Rauparaha resisted fighting broke out 

across the Taumarina stream and this left nine Europeans and four Toa 

Rangatira dead. Of the thirteen Europeans who surrendered, eleven were 

executed as utu for the death of Te Rangihaeata's wife, Te Rongopamamao. 

The Wairau 'affair'98 sent a strong message to the Company settlers that any 

further trespassing on Toa Rangatira lands would not be tolerated , and 

Governor FitzRoy issued the Proclamation that, 

it is my positive order that no disputed land at or near Wairau shall be measured, 
marked, or surveyed by any white ~erson on pain of an immediate action to trespass 
being brought against the offender. 9 

94 Carkeek, The Kapiti Coast, page 68. 
95 Carkeek, The Kapiti Coast, page 69. 

96 Burns, Te Rauparaha, page 239. 
97 Burns, Te Rauparaha, page 239. 

98 This 'affair' was formerly referred to as a 'massacre' by many pakeha. 
99 Carkeek, The Kapiti Coast, page 74. 
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Governor FitzRoy himself conducted an inquiry into the Wairau 'affair' at 

Waikanae on 14 February 1844. He concluded that the survey and the attempt 

to arrest Te Rauparaha was illegal and, while he thought the killing was wrong 

(especially the killing of prisoners), he "would not avenge the English deaths'. ' 100 

While the settlers were forbidden by Proclamation to survey or occupy disputed 

land, further conflict broke out in the Hutt Valley. In this long-running dispute 

the allies of Toa Rangatira, Ngati Rangatahi under the leadership of 

Kaparatehau, refused to leave their cultivation's at the request of the incoming 

settlers. Part of these cultivation's was actually located on the allocated reserve 

land and FitzRoy, as in the case of the Wairau , was unwilling to use military 

force to remove Ngati Rangatahi. 

Within the context of this tension and hostility between the colonists and the 

tribes, William Spain carried on the investigation of claims of the New Zealand 

Company and the other land speculators which he began on 15 May 1842. 

During this very intensive inquiry, Spain affirmed by April 1843 what the people 

of Toa Rangatira knew all along; that the Porirua lands had never been sold. 

This decision was meet with much disagreement from the New Zealand 

Company. Later on in his final report (31 March 1845) Spain stated: 

All the circumstances detailed in the evidence quoted taken into consideration, with 
the steadfast opposition by the selling parties to any occupation of the district of 
Porirua, by the Company's settlers from the earliest attempt to locate them there, 
have induced me to decide against the Company's claim to that tract of land; and 
therefore I William Spain , Her Majesty's Commissioner for investigating and 
determining titles and claims to land in New Zealand, do hereby determine and 
award that the New Zealand Company is not entitled to a Crown grant of any land in 
the district of Porirua. 101 

Spain's investigations and report confirmed that the settlers who had occupied 

their sections along the Porirua road were illegal squatters. Wakefield was 

required to re-purchase the Port Nicholson area in February 1844 and admitted 

the re-purchase of the Porirua district would "require separate negotiations~• 102 

100 Burns, Te Rauparaha, page 252. 

101 "Reports by Commissioner of Land Claims on Titles to Land in New Zealand . 
Governor Fitzroy to Lord Stanley" 13 September 184S. G.B.P.P, 1846-7. 
102 Ian Wards, The Shadow of the Land (Wellington: A.Shearer, 1968) page 223 . 
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Along with Spain, other persons were also questioning the wisdom of the 

Company's colonization plans and the reserve system. For example Ernest 

Dieffenbach, former naturalist to the New Zealand Company wrote in 1843 that 

the Company's interspersed reserve system was unworkable and impracticable. 

From Dieffenbach's perspective the tribes would never give up their settlements 

and cultivation's and restrict themselves" to that portion which has fallen to 

them by a lottery in London:· 103 Dieffenbach argued instead that ten acres of 

arable land for every Maori should be allocated as a reserve; this reserve land 

would consist of the tribal settlements and be protected by the Crown: 

Of all measures which could be proposed for the benefit of the aboriginal population , 
the most important is to leave them undisturbed in the possession of their old 
cultivated grounds, and in the enjoyment of their own manners and customs.104 

Other recommendations by Dieffenbach included the provision that the "internal 

arrangement of all the reserved landed property to be left to the natives 

themselves" and the "administration of justice" is left to the tribe.105 These 

policies tended to support the plan of George Clarke for the establishment of 

Native Districts (or large segregated reserves) . Within these districts, the tribes 

were to rule themselves and regulate land according to their own customs. 

While finding some support by Governor FitzRoy, the majority of settler opinion 

was against such 'segregationist' ideas which, it was argued, would leave the 

Maori in a state of backwardness. 106 As the 1844 Report on New Zealand 

illustrates, the idea of 'pepper-potted' reserves was still clearly on the agenda. 

The Select Committee stated: 

The natives established upon such reserves being scattered, a few together, amongst 
the European population, would be more likely than under any other plan which has 
been suggested, gradually adopt the customs and way of life of their civilized 
neighours; whereas, if the land reserved for them were in large blocks, and they were 
collected together in considerable numbers, the probability is, that they would cling 
more pertinaciously to the habits of savage life, and if so, this interesting people 
would too surely melt away before the advancing tide of European settlement. 107 

103 Ernest Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand (London : John Murray, 1843) 
~age 147. 

04 Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, page 152. 
105 Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, page 171. 
106 Ward, A Show of Justice, pages 61-71. 
107 Report from the Select Committee on New Zealand, 29 July 1844, page xi . 
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Clearly the use of the reserve as a form of social control was firmly on the 

colonial agenda. 

Governor Grey Arrives in Wellington 

It was in response to the Hutt valley land dispute, that Governor Grey arrived in 

Wellington on the 12 February 1 S46 determined to find a solution. The 

Governor brought with him 500 regular troops, a detachment of artillery, and 

three small warships, Castor, Calliope and the Driver. In the words of Major 

Richmond, Grey was "accompanied by a force sufficiently large to prove to 

them the danger as well as the folly of resistance;' 108 'V'1~n Grey did move his 

forces, under the Proclamation of martial law, against Ngati Rangatahi he found 

no enemy to fight; they had withdrawn to Porirua and gathered under the 

protection of Te Rangihaeata. Before this on 27 February, Grey had ordered 

the destruction of Maori settlements within the Hutt Valley (on reserve lands). 

This destruction also included the desecration of Maori graves. 

With the objective to secure the safety of the Hutt Valley for settlement , Grey 

ordered the systematic militarisation of the Porirua District: 

Porirua is the key to the Wellington district, being the point through which the roads 
from all other settlements pass to that place, I determined to take possession of 
Porirua, and to hold it by a strong military force. 109 

Grey's plan involved three main elements. Firstly a network of military forts 

were to be established in the heart of the Porirua district. These forts included 

the construction of four stockades between Johnsonville and Tawa, one fort at 

Porirua clearing and an encampment at Paremata. Linking each of these 

outposts would be a military road that would reach Te Rangihaeata's pa 

'Mataitaua' at Pauatahanui. Thirdly the warships would patrol the coastline and 

small gunboats were used to patrol the inner harbour. 110 

108 Wards, The Shadow of the Land, page 239. 
109 "Grey to Lord Stanley"?/5/1846. G.B.P.P 
110 Elsdon Best, "Old Redoubts, Blockhouses, and Stockades of the Wellington 
District" Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, 53 (1921) pages 14-28; 
Herbert Baillie, "The First New Zealand Navy" Transactions of the New Zealand 
Institute, 53 (1921) page 29; James Cowan, New Zealand Wars and the 
Pioneering Period (Wellington: Govt Printer, 1922). 
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Figure 3. 7. Wellington Country District showing Native Names, 1917. 110 

110 Elsdon Best, "The Land of Tara" Journal of the Polynesian Society, 26 (1917) 
page 142. 



Figure 3.7, a map drawn by Elsdon Best in 1917, is one of the few maps 

produced of the Porirua District that includes some Maori place names and the 

locations of the stockades. Again, however, this representation is from a birds

eye perspective and the land is flat, 'empty' and 'white'. While many names, 

trac\<"s, settlements and gardens are missing from this map, it does give an 

indication of the pattern of settlement at Porirua and the string of military forts 

constructed in 1846. 

Although Grey used the 'need to protect the Hutt Valley' as his main reason for 

the military occupation of Porirua he also considered the "means at his disposal 

for holding the large tract of territory between Wellington and Taranaki~' 112 On 

8 April 1846 a detachment of 220 soldiers of the 99th Regiment under the 

command of Major Last arrived at Paramata point near Toms whaling station. 

This was the beginning of a long winter campaign against Te Rangihaeata and 

his Ngati Rangatahi allies. 

During the winter the soldier's morale at the Paramata camp deteriorated and on 

28 June 1846 a mutiny broke out. While the mutiny was brought under control 

by Major Amey, the main reason for the outbreak was, 

the little that had been done by the colonial authorities to lessen the men's sufferings 
either by erecting barracks or granting any colonial allowance at that district. 113 

In these circumstances Grey requested instructions from London on what action 

to take in settling the Porirua land dispute so to reduce the need for further 

employing the troops in active operations. Concerning the option of taking the 

Porirua lands by force for the New Zealand Company claimants, Grey thought 

this would have "disastrous consequences" for both settler and military 

personal. 114 

112 Wards, The Shadow of the Land, page 256. 

113 "Grey to Earl Grey" 3/3/1847 Confidential Despatches. Scottish Record Office 
~Turnbull Library) . 

14 "Grey to Gladstone" 10/10/1846. Scottish Record Office. 
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Meanwhile in the military operations during July and August 1846, Te 

Rauparaha was captured at his home in Taupo (Plimmerton beach) and Te 

Rangihaeata after making a stand up the Horokiwi valley, escaped into the 

Manawatu. With both leading chiefs taken care of (Te Rauparaha was held 

under house arrest in Auckland), Grey turned his attention to acquiring the 

Porirua lands by a deed of purchase. 

With a view to acquiring Porirua and other districts for settlement and for 

tidying up the state of affairs in Wellington, the Colonial Office appointed 

Colonel McCleverty in September 1846 to act as a Land Commissioner. He 

was instructed to enter into negotiations for the purchase of the Wairau and 

Porirua districts. Importantly Grey also wanted a departure from the New 

Zealand Company reserve system: 

I think it proper to observ.e generally, that the system of native reserves as laid down 
by the New Zealand Company, ailhough an admirable means of providing for the 
future wants of the Aborigines, is in some respects insufficient for their present 
wants , and ill adapted for their existing notions .... 

It will be found necessary in all instances , to secure to natives , in addition to any 
reserves made for them by the New Zealand Company, their cultivation's , as well as 
convenient blocks of land for purpose of future cultivation , in such localities as they 
may select themselves . 115 

Grey hoped this reformulated reserve plan would avoid the need for expensive 

military action. It was also required from Grey that during the purchase 

negotiations there would be "accurate plans and descriptions of the boundaries 

of these tracts of land'.' 116 

Colonel McCleverty, however, was also appointed the officer in command of all 

the troops in New Zealand thus had little time to negotiate land purchases. 

Because of this Grey himself arrived in Wellington on 13 March 1847 to resume 

the settlement of the New Zealand Company's land titles. In a meeting with 

William Wakefield, Mr Fox and Mr Ligar (surveyor-general), it was decided 

that Grey was to purchase Porirua for the "importance to the safety of 

Wellington'.' 117 This purchase would involve setting aside of a portion of the 

115 "Grey to Gladstone"14th September 1846. G.B.P.P 
116 "Grey to Gladstone" 14th September 1846, G.B.P P. 
117 "Wakefield to Sec" NZC, 23/2/1847. NZC 317 , No.17. NA. 
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lands for Toa Rangatira "in a position not commanding the road and anchorage 

and thereby necessitating the presence of troops '.' 118 Thus the reserves were to 

be located away from strategic military locations. 

Under these conditions the Porirua lands were purchased on 17 March 184 7 and 

the Deed of Sale was signed on the 1st of April 184 7 thereby alienating the 

Porirua lands and creating the three reserves depicted in Figure 1.4. Healy 

estimates the Porirua District totaled some 68 896 acres with some 11 020 

acres allocated as reserves and 8 acres allocated for Thoms's claim and military 

purposes at Paremata 11 9
• These measurements would be conservative as it is 

doubtful if the whole district had been surveyed by 1847, also the 11 020 acre 

estimate also would not have included the reserve land inland from Wainui. 

THE RESERVES TAKE SHAPE 

The reserves created by Grey at Porirua (Figure 1.4) illustrate how the New 

Zealand Company's interspersed plan had been undermined by Maori resistance 

and Government intervention. While the Porirua reserves were larger and not 

limited to the Company's 100 acre country sections, the main tribal settlements 

and some cultivation areas where also located inside the reserves. The internal 

allocation of land within the reserve was left (for the moment) up to the tribe to 

decide and importantly the Porirua reserve was on the coast giving the tribe 

access to transport and fishing grounds. 

As part of the cession 'package' Grey also provided for the establishment of 

separate 'Native Towns'. On 8 May 1849 members of Toa Rangatira wrote to 

Governor Grey and asked to, 

send a surveyor to survey the land at 'Takapuahia', the site proposed by us as a 
village, that we may commence to build better houses for ourselves, and to erect a 
place of worship, and a house in which to try those persons who behave improperly. 
This place has been selected by us as a spot where the natives may collect together, 

and not become scattered.120 

118 "Wakefield to Sec" NZC, 23/2/1847. NZC 3/7, No.17, NA. 
119 W.B. Healy, Pauatahanui Inlet - An Environmental Study (DSIR, 1980) page 
24. 
120 Included in, "Lieut-Governor's Eyre's Report" 25/6/1849, G.B.P.P. 
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Henceforth Lieut-Governor Eyre gave instructions to lay out Takapuawahia 

village so to be "more conducive to the health and comfort of the natives that is 

in its present wretched state'. '1 21 As well as Takapuawahia, which was planned 

in September 1847 but surveyed in 1849, the town of Wainui was also planned 

(Figure 3.8 and 3.9) . Both towns were to have a strict grid-iron road pattern, 

private 'sections' allocated to different families and a church reserve located in a 

central position. The aim was to encourage members of the tribe to leave their 

isolated coastal dwellings and 'settle' within the town s under the supervision of a 

missionary. The towns (and reserves) would promote the humanitarian aims of 

the Government and enable the tribe to be concentrated and thus easier to be 

controlled. 

121 "Lieut-Governor's Eyre's Report" 25/6/1849, G.B.P.P. 
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Figure 3.8 Plan of Native Town at Takapuawahia, 1847. Source, National Library Collection. 
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Figure 3.9, Plan of Native Town at Wainui, 1849. Source, B.Patterson, Reading Between the 

Lines, 1984, page 61. 
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While the three reserves did not conform to the ideal Company reserves, they 

were created within the context of the Company's country sectional boundaries. 

As Figure 3.10 illustrates, the northern reserve was bounded to the east by the 

New Zealand Company sections in the Horokiwi valley. The two southern 

reserves meanwhile contained both land inside and outside the sections. Figure 

3.9 neglects to show a large part of the northern reserve from Wainui to 

Pouawa and Pa Wakataka (this was an old pa located on the Heretauanga or 

Hutt river, above the Mangaroa junction). It could be assumed that this land had 

not been yet surveyed by the Government or the New Zealand Company. 

Another part of the reserve missing in Figure 3.10 was the southern boundary 

which should have began at Te Arataura; instead sections 62 and 38 have been 

used as boundary lines. And as I have already mentioned, the gardens lying 

outside the reserves have not been identified on the map. 

The maps (Figure 3.10 and 1.4) present a representation of the 'extent' of the 

reserves and attempt to define the interests of Toa Rangatira within these 

boundaries. The maps create an image of three blocks of land and label these 

blocks 'reserves'; the rest of the land, is again, portrayed as 'empty' and blank. It 

is not acknowledged, by the map, that the tribe have any interests (or rights) in 

the resources and places (bush, seas, rivers, food gathering areas, waahi tapu 

and burial grounds) not defined in the reserves . It is for this reason the map, as 

an idea, had and still has, very real implications for the rangatiratanga and 

manawhenua of the tribe. For example Watson and Patterson illustrate that 

before 1847 the Wellington and Porirua tribes were cultivating 528 acres mostly 

on land claimed by the New Zealand Company. However after 1847 the "crop 

acreage's declined 74 percent" 122 as the increase in immigration and reserve 

boundaries began to restrict cultivation areas. The reserves created by the map 

act as a form of power/knowledge enacted spatially to effect control of the 

'Natives' . Yet, as I will illustrate, this strategy, was (and still is) contested by 

Toa Rangatira. 

122 M.K Watson and B.R Patterson , "The Growth and Subordination of the Maori 
Economy" Pacific Viewpoint 26,3 (1985) page 534. 
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In March 1847 Governor Grey was quick to write to Earl Grey, the Colonial 

Secretary, about the success of the Porirua (and the Wairau ) Purch ase. In 

informing the Earl about the purchased Porirua for the sum of 2000 pounds, 

Grey stated: 

There can be no doubt, that the fac t of the Ngatitoa tribe receiving for several years, 
an annual payment from the Government, wi ll give us an almost unlimited innuence 

over a powerful and, hitherto, a very treacherous tribe.123 

Describing the reserves as extensive and in "one continuous block~' 124 Grey sent 

a copy of the deed map to Earl Grey. This sketch was redrawn by John 

Arrowsmith in London and published within the British Parliamentary records. 

The Arrowsmith map (Figure 3.11) emphasizes the reserves through the use of 

the colour red . As J. Andrews argues , that if the map is viewed as a type of 

language, colour cou ld act as an adjective and the area (created by intersecti ng 

boundaries) be viewed as nouns. Colour as the adjective describes or qualifies a 

noun , the reserve area 125
. Henceforth th e colo ur red is used to highlight the 

internal territory of the reserves and emphasize the boundary between reserve 

and 'waste' land. Sca le is also used to highlight the extent of the reserve. While 

the map is titled 'The Porirua District', only a portion of the district itself is 

shown. The reserves would have looked much smaller if they were placed on a 

smaller scale map showing the whole of the district. Unlike the ew Zealand 

Company map (Figure 3.11) the Arrowsmith map does recognize some reserve 

land inland from Wainui and affirms th at culti vation' s outside the reserves were 

allocated. Using the cartographic tool s of line marking, colour and scale , Figure 

3. 11 creates the image of two spaces, reserve and 'waste' lands; the interests of 

Toa Rangatira were to be defined within the reserve. 

123 "Grey to Earl Grey" 26/3/1847 . G.B.P.P. 
124 "Grey to Earl Grey" 26/3/1847 . G.B.P.P. 

125 J. Andrews, "M ap and Language, A Metaphor Extended" Cartographica, 27,1 
(1990) page 5. 
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On 23 March 1847 , Major Richmond informed William Wakefield of the details 

of the Porirua purchase. Richmond also stated that it would be expected that 

the New Zealand Company would pay for any portion of the lands they 

wan ted,126 Wakefield, while happy that the Porirua lands had been purchased , 

protested that the Company should have to pay money to the Crown for the 

lands wanted. Wakefield also stated that the Company would have to outlay 

compensation or land exchanges to those settlers whose section was now within 

a native reserve. 127 Thus, as a result of the 1847 Porirua deed , many of the 

original 1842 reserves where given to sett lers in compensation for those sections 

that were now part of the larger reserves created by Grey. Also the Company 

was required to provide compensation of around 250-350 pounds each to six 

persons who lost their selected section '. 28 This process of reorganization and 

rearrangement was completed in 1851 (see Table 3.2 and 3.3 ). 

126 "Richmond to Wakefield " 23/3/1847. NZC 317 , NA. 
127 "Wakefield to Richmond" 25/3/1847. NZC 3/7, NA. 
128 "Register of Sections , Porirua" LS-W 65/24, NA. 
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3.7 EARLY ALIENATION'S WITHIN THE PORIRUA RESERVE 

While the town and country sections created by the I ew Zealand Company 

surveys were placed under the control of various boards of management and 

used for hospitals and schools, the Porirua reserves were, in a way, treated as 

the 'private' land of Toa Rangatira~29 'Native' title had not been extinguished and 

there was no management trust or any other administrative arrangement until 

after the 1856 Native Reserves Ac£. During this period a number of Crown 

Grants were made within the reserve land and some of the land was purchased 

by the Native Purchased Department. 

Whitireia and other Crown Grants 

The first large part of the reserve to be alienated, was taken for the purposes of 

an Anglican College no less than a year after the 1st April 1847 agreement. This 

gift resu lted from a desire by Matene te Whiwhi and Tamihana Te Rauparaha, 

both of whom studied at Sr Johns College in Auckland, to have a similar college 

in their rohe. This block of land was called Whitireia. 130 In 1849 the Bishop 

applied to the government for a portion of the land to be transferred to him by a 

Crown Grant. Grey had no objection to this subject to a few restrictions which 

included that the land must be used for the erection of a college and building 

must commence within three years, otherwise the grant would become null and 

void~31 While Grey transferred the land to the Bishop, disagreements arose 

when the block came to be surveyed as Toa Rangatira were unwilling to give up 

the whole block wanted by the Bishop. In the end a Crown Grant was issued to 

the Bishop on the 28th December 1850 for 500 acres. It was stated later by Wi 

Parara that the Bishop took a larger piece of land than what was given by the 

tribe. 

Ever since the Kohimarama Conference in 1860 the tribe has been fighting for 

the return of the Whitireia Block as the land was never used for its intended 

purpose. In July 1877 Wi Parara brought the Whitireia case to the Supreme 

129 "Memorandum by Commissioner McCleverty" 29/12/1855. Turton. An Epitome 
of official documents to Native Affairs. 1882. 
130 Whitireia Block Cla im, Wai 89, Record of Documents. (Waitangi Tribunal) . 
131 'Grey to Eyre" G 31 /1. No.7, NA. 
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Court on the basis that the Crown Grant issued to Bishop Selwyn did not have 

the consent of Toa Rangatira and that the Crown Grant was ulira vires as the 

land was part of the reserve which could not be alienated. In a 'landmark' 

decision Judges Prendergast and Richmond dismissed the case, arguing that the 

Crown had an exclusive right to extinguish Native title (by issuing a Crown 

Grant) and the tribe could not invoke the Treaty of Waitangi as the Treaty 

lacked legal validity and "must be regarded as a simple nullity". 132 In 1902 

Hohepa Wineera brought the case to Court again, but the earlier 1877 decision 

was upheld and Whitireia remained alienated. 133 On the basis of the Prendergast 

decision the Treaty of Waitangi was thought to be irrelevant to ew Zealand 

law until the Huakina Development Trust case in I 987 when the judge stated 

that the Treaty was important to , ew Zealand Society even if it was not a part 

of legislation. 

Other Crown Grants were issued within the reserve land as a result of Spain's 

Land Commission. For example in I 845 and 1847 it was recommended that 

Cooper receive a Crown Grant of 584 ac res at Titahi Bay and Motuhara (Figure 

3. 12). This grant was opposed by William Wakefield who claimed all the 

Porirua lands. 134 After April 1847, however, Cooper's claim became part of the 

reserve set aside for Toa Ran gatira and the Government stated it had no power 

to grant land that was set aside as a native reserve. 135 In an effort to resolve the 

problem, talks were held between Government officials and Toa Rangatira, and 

the tribe decided that Cooper was allowed 37 acres at Titahi Bay. For the rest, 

Cooper was paid 897 pounds in compensation by the government. 136 

132 "Wi Parata v Bishop of Wellington" 1877 3 NZ (NS), 72. 

133 "Hohepa Wineera v Bishop of Wellington" 1902 CA 21 NZLR 655, p 145, 

134 "Wakefield to Sec" NZC, 7/7/1847, NA. 
135 "Couper to Land Purchase Department" 10/6/1850. OLC 142, NA. 
136 "Crown Land Office Memo" 12/11/1857. OLC 142, NA. 
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Figure 3.12. Plan of Cooper's Claim. Motuhara. 1843 (detail added 1878). Robert Park, 

Surveyor. Source, National Archives. OLC Box 7. No. 148. 
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Along with Cooper's claim, Geo Thoms acquired land at Titahi Bay (figure 

3.13) and a Crown Grant was also issued to Thomas Ellison in June 1863 . This 

land comprised of 388 acres called Korohiwa or section 109 . The claim 

excluded a burial ground at Komangarautawhiri which was defined later as lot 2, 

section 109 (Figure 3.14) . Another Old Land Claim map (figure 3.15) was 

produced to show Toms's Claim at Paremata. This map also shows the College 

land, Coopers block, Geo Thoms's land at Titahi Bay and Ellisons claim. Also 

interesting to note a small native reserve is marked at Plimmerton (Taupo). This 

reserve consisted of 15 acres and was reserved for the Natives and for 

Government purposes in May 1852. All of these maps (figures 3.13-15) show 

that parts of the reserve were being occupied by settlers under lease 

arrangements and becoming sections under individual Common law tenure . 

These Crown Grants also required the use of surveyors as the boundaries 

needed to be defined in ordered for a Grant to be issued. Actually the 1847 

reserves, on the 1852 map (figure 3.15), had disappeared; only the small 15 acre 

reserve appears among the New Zealand Company sect ions. 
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The Wainui Block Purchase 

Since 1848 it was Governor Grey's intention to buy up all the lands between 

Porirua and Whangaehu,137 construct a road from Wellington to the Manawatu 

and set aside reserves. The Porirua military had arrived at Pauatahanui by 

1848 and construction had reached the coast to Wainui by ovember 1849. 

This road acted as the main nonhern 'highway' until the present coastal route 

was opened in 1939. As the Wainui land was close ro the Wellington-Wanganui 

road and near Wellington and the Government, it was thought that it would be 

desirable if the land could be purchased. Accordingly the Land Purc hase 

Department began negotiations for the purchase of the nonhern part of the 

Porirua reserve, the Wainui block. By July 1859 Searancke reported to Mclean 

that the Wainui block comprising some 30,000 acres had been purchased for 

850 pounds (see appendix cupboard). In the Deed of Sale, six reserves were 

allocated: 

Whareroa 
Wainui (township ) 
Paekakariki 
Ngapaipurua 
Te Rongo-o-te-wera 
Te Puka 

17 acres 
I 35 acres 
135 acres 
280 acres 
160 acres 
60 acres 

This purchase and the reserves were mapped by Robinson, a Wellington 

surveyor (Figures 3.16 and 3.17). However as this district is very mountainous 

it is unlikely the boundaries were actually surveyed; as illustrated in Figure 3.17 

Wainui and Waikanae blocks have been merged and the easte rn boundary 

reaches the Wairarapa not Pa Wakataka. 

137 "Domett to Mclean" 12/12/1848. AJHR 1861. 
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Figure 3.17, Wainui and Waikanae Block, 1859. Source National Archives, MA-MT 12/157. 



The Wainui purchase created a reserve of much smaller size than originally 

provided for in the 1847 Porirua Deed; fhe acreage had been reduced from over 

40 000 to just over 10 000 . The alienation of the district had many complex 

indirect effects on Toa Rangatira. Along with the reduction in cultivation area 

mentioned earlier, tribal population declined sharply 138 from an estimate of 

1,020 persons in the early 1840's to only 483 persons in 1857 139 (this estimate 

includes both the Waikanae and Porirua areas). Population decline, and the 

'Native towns' policy influenced the concentration of Toa Rangatira at 

Takapuwahia and Wainui ~ao A government survey in 1850 of the Porirua 

District found the pa sites of Komangarautawhiri, Taupo, Pukerua, Paripari and 

others as virtually deserted. For example concerning Pukerua settlement is was 

reported that it was, 

deserted, the natives having joined Puaha, at Takapuwahia. The houses are in a state 
of decay, and the selllement abandoned. The population was never very large, and 
man y have died withi n the last five or six years. Mr Couper has a catt le station 
here.141 

Also corresponding the concentration and decline of Toa Rangatira population 

was the move of settlers onto the Porirua reserve lands for farming under 

private leasehold agreements with the tribe. Thus by the 1860s most of the 

reserve had been alienated by lease and occupied by various pakeha farming 

families. 142 

138 For a discussion on the link between land purchase and population see, M.P.K 
Sorrenson, "Land Purchase Methods and their Effect on Maori Population" 
Journal of the Polynesian Society, 65 ( 1956) pages 183-199. 
139 

M.K Watson and B.R Patterson , 'The White Man's' Right, Acquistion of Maori 
Land by the Crown in Wellington (Victoria University, Working Paper No.3) page 
4. 
140 

B.A Murray, Historical Geography of the Tawa-Porirua Basin (MA Thesis , 
University of Canterbury, 1965) page 24-5. 
141 "Statistical Returns in connection with the Native Population" 1/1/1850. 
G.B.P.P 
142 See, Barabara Kay, Anthony Wall, Settler of Porirua (Kerehoma Press , 1996) 
for a good illustration of how the Wall family managed to farm reserve land in the 
Pukerua Bay area. 
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Conclusion to Room Two 

The Porirua reserves, a 'landscape' created with the help of a map , were the 

outcome of a colonial discourse of amalgamation that firstly defined and 

categorized Toa Rangatira as 'Natives' or 'Savages', and then required these 

'Natives ' to become civilized in the hope they would be saved from 

extermination by the invasion of civilization. While this amalgamation ideology 

is full of contradictions, I have emphasized the spatial content of the ideology; 

amalgamation required the creation of territories and boundaries which wou ld 

enable the tribes to be classified, controlled and 'protected' . As I have 

indicated, within the assumption that colonization of some form was to occur in 

New Zealand, the discourse had many different perspectives and these 

perspectives had different spatial forms. For the New Zealand Company, New 

Zealand was, a 'waste ' land, a part of Britain 's territory due to the 'discovery ' of 

James Cook. This 'waste' land was to be regulated within surveyed boundaries. 

The Company's interspersed reserve policy was integrated as a result of 

influence from the Aborigines Protection Society and the missionaries. Yet this 

reserve scheme was a type of creative destruction policy; the old tribal 

settlements would be destroyed and the chiefs would live like the Europeans on 

individual sections outlined on a map created by the Company's survey regime. 

Meanwhile the Crown intervened and annexed New Zealand for a number of 

reasons. Importantly, one reason was to protect the interests of Maori from the 

actions of Europeans like the New Zealand Company. After 1840 the survey 

regime of the Crown created 'Native ' reserves that modified the New Zealand 

Company approach; land was allocated which was under direct set tlement and 

cu ltivation . The Porirua reserves, therefore , are a good example of this 

humanitarian reserve scheme. But as I will illustrate, reserves under collective 

'ownership ' were to be a temporally limited policy as after 1862 Maori were 

expected to take up residence on individual properties. This meant the 

Government began to intervene directly in the management and alienation of the 

Porirua reserve lands. Such intervention is the topic for the next room. 
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The Porirua reserves were created on a map in an effort to promote the 

amalgamation of Toa Rangatira into European society. As I have stated, this 

ideology was used to justify the alienation of the Porirua District and 

promote humanitarian concerns; reserves were to benefit the tribe in the 

areas of health , religion , and economy. However, by the 1850s the 

confinement of the tribe to the reserves had contributed to a decline in food 

production and population. With the arrival of settler government in 1852, 

the policy of creating and managing reserves changed; reserves under 

collective control were to be partitioned into inclividual properties . This 

new policy required a survey regime consisting of a close mesh and 

c0operation between the institutions of the Native Land Court, the Survey 

Department, and the Land Transfer Office. With Maori land, defined 

'accurately ' according to trigonometrical survey, (rather than the previous 

running survey) it could be transferred to the control of the 'nom1al ' 

Common legal system and therefore enable assimilation of the Maori . 

Assimilation was regarded as a way to help Maori by trying to make Maori 

'brown skinned' Europeans; henceforth assimilation was thought of as 

' good' and humanitarian ! 

4.1 THE NEW ZEALAND NATIVE RESERVES ACT 1856 

In 1852 the English government gave the New Zealand General Assembly 

full power to make laws under the 1852 New Zealand Constitution Act. 

These powers included the options to establish 'Native' districts and control 

of the 'waste' lands. Also at this time, the New Zealand Company had closed 

'shop' and the Company's land was transferred to the New Zealand 

government. The 1852 Constitution Act set up a system of Provincial 

governments, Central General government and a Governor. While the 

Provinces were given wide powers, including the control of 'waste' lands, 
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'Native' policy remained in the hands of Governor Browne. 1 In 1854 the 

General Government constituted a new Land Purchase Department which 

included a Native Secretary; ex-Protector of Aborigines and Land Purchase 

Officer, Donald McLean. In thi s posi tion McLean would have a considerable 

influence on 'Native' policy during the nineteenth cen tury. 2 

The first step towards the reorganization of 'Native' land policy under settler 

government, was heralded with the 1852 Native Reserves Act. The man 

'behind' this Act was Henry Sewell. Sewell, influenced by Wakefield, wanted 

the reserves to be effective in promoting the civi lization of Maori and this 

required, 

giving their severality : so Laking the fi rst step to li ft them out of their merely 
animal communism, in the position of civ ili zed communities , starting from the 
'family' as the social unity. 3 

Sewell's aim to enact severality within the reserve lands influenced a Royal 

Commission which "inquired into subjects connected with the native race'. ' 

The Commission outlined a number of 'problem areas' especially concerning 

the state of 'Native' lands and the hindrance to the operation of 'normal' 

English Common law. Because of this 'problem', the Commission 

recommended: 

The immediate acquisition by the Government of all the native lands in the 
North Island, [as] their tenure was not of such a nature as to give any incentive 
worthy of name, to improve their social condition, or to add permanent 
improvements to their land.4 

Thus it was thought tha t 'unoccupied' Maori lands would be sold , the tribes 

would receive Crown Grants for 'occupied' lands, and this would provide 

security of tenure. 

While the 'unoccupied' lands required for settlement would be purchased by 

the operation of the Native Land Purchase Department, the reserves would 

shift from tribal control to a management regime using Commissioners set up 

1 While Native Affairs remained under the Governor's control , the General 
Assembly gained the right of funding allocation for the Native Department in 
1858. (Ward, A Show of Justice, page 93). 
2 Ward , A Show of Justice, page 93. 
3 G.V and S.M Butterworth , The Maori Trustee (Government Printer, 198?) 
page 11 . The Butterworths' state that 'severality' is "a lawyers term for 
individual holdings of land". 
4 

P.S Mclean, History and Policy of the Native Land Laws of New Zealand 
(Napier : Dinwiddie, Walker,1886) page 15. 
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under the 1856 Native Reserves Act. Under Section 6 of the Act, 

Commissioners would have full power of management and rusposition over 

lands where Native title had been extinguished. In other situations (where 

Native title had not been extinguished) it was necessary for the 

Commissioners to gain consent from the owners for the land to be brought 

under the management system. Alan Ward reports that Maori "resented the 

adrrunistration of their land in this fashion, and contrary to the General 

Assembly's hopes, put no more under the Commissioners."5 On 12 April 

1858, the government appointed seven Commissioners under the 1856 

Native Reserves Act; three of these Commissioners included Tamehana Te 

Rauparaha, Marini te Whiwhi, and Rawiri Puaha .6 

As a result of Maori disappointment, the 1862 Native Reserves Amendmenr 

Act, allowed 'ownership' of reserve land to remain with the tribe while Native 

Department officials would manage it. 7 The government also appointed 

George Swainson as a full-time reserves Commissioner and he began the , 

painstaking work of scrutinizing deeds, making accurate surveys of reserved 
lands, ascertaining beneficial owners, arr2nging for better leases and discussing 
with the owners for the first time the actual application of the rcvenu .8 

Swainson managed to get a few small blocks of the Porirua reserve 

integrated into the Native Reserves Act management system in the rrud-

1860s. These lands (while defined only by their boundaries were later named 

by the Native Land Court) included: the Papakowahia block9 Wairere block, 

Te Ura Kahika, Aotea blockj0 the Takapuwahia block,11 and Kahotea 12
. 

Swainson was replaced by Major Charles Heaphy in 1869 and he was 

expected to administer all reserve lands by "classifying all the reserves with a 

view to the most efficient management estates for the future." 13 As a result 

5 Ward , A Show of Justice, page 93. 

6 NZ Gazette, 12/4/1858. 
7 Butterworth , The Maori Trustee, page 12. 
8 Butte rworth, The Maori Trustee, page 12. 

9 NZ Gazette, 15/11 /1864, page 446. 
10 

NZ Gazette, 25/11 /1865, page 349. 
11 NZ Gazette, 23/2/1866, page 83. 
12 NZ Gazette, 6/10/1866, page 384. 
13 Butterwo rth, The Maori Trustee, page 14. 
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of Heaphy's efforts for administration, his 1871 report 1°, classi fied the 

Wellington reserves accordi ng to six categories: 

Class A. I -

Class A. I -

Class A.I -

Class B. l -

Class B.2 -

C lass C. l --

Charitable and Religious Reserves 

With a Specified Purpose 

Reserves under Native Land Acts 

McCleven y Awards 

General Reserves 

Grants with Limitations 

Within these categories, the Porirua reserves lands were emplaced and given 

a number as set out in Table 4.1. 

A.I, CHA RITABLE AND RELIGIOUS RESERVES 

Porirua Harbour reserve 500 acres held in Trust by the Bis hop of Wel lington for a 
school, 28/12/1850. 

A.I, TRUSTS WITH A SPECIFIED PURPOSE -- LANDS BROUGHT UNDER 
THE NATIVE RESERVES ACTS. 

No.ISA 300 acres leased 18/1 1/1865 
No.15C 300 ac res leased 18/1 1/1865 
No.15D 60 acres leased 23/2/1866 
No.15H 150 acres leased 6/10/1866 
No.16A 300 acres (sections; I 02-3) 15/11/1864 
No.16B 300 ac res not let 18/ 11/1865 

13.2, GENERAL RESERVES 

No.15 Block at Ti tahi Bay and Porirua Harbour, 565 acres. Subdivided, mostly brought 
under 1856 Act. 

No.17 Pukerua Large Block 

No.18 Paekakariki 
No.18 Ramaroa 

7000 acres 

136 acres, 
149 acres 

let to Wall+ others 

leased 
leased 

Table 4. 1 Porirua Reserve Lands, 1870. 15 

14 
"Report on the Native Reserves in the Province of Wellington" AJHR F-4, 

1871 . 
15 "Report on the Native Reserves in the Province of Wellington" AJHR F-4, 
1871 . 
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Using this classification system, Heaphy also produced index maps of the 

reserve boundaries (Figure 4.1 ). Using a detached and formal birds-eye 

perspective, Heaphy produced a view of the reserve lands that was 

conducive to control and management; a surveillance system based on 

territorial images. Every reserve could be 'seen' and defined as a static 

boundary unconnected to the tribes : thus the identity of the Porirua reserves 

could be reduced to a 'number', not land under the control of Toa Rangatira . 

Once defined in this way they could be emplaced (with the other reserves) 

and mapped on the 'blank sheet' of the land. Heaphy's admin istrative 

cartography marked the beginning of a legal spatial framework for the 

operation of the Native Land Coun and its alienation of the reserves. 

After a consolation attempt in 1873 16 the adm.i ni stration of the Native 

Reserves was transferred to the Public Tru st Office in 1882. This transfer, 

using the 1882 Native Reserves Act, also allowed for the ative Land Court 

to remove restrictions on alienability providing the owners have 'sufficient ' 

land. 17 The reserves were to remain under the control of the Public Trustee 

until 1920 when the Nati ve Trustee Act brought control of the reserves 

under the Native Trustee. 18 

16 Accord ing to the Butterworths the 1873 Native Reserves Act was never 
used. Butterworth , The Maori Trustee, page 16. 
17 Butterworth , The Maori Trustee, page 18. Later with the Native Land 
Amendment Act, 1888 restrictions were removed on the purchase of 
reserves. 
18 Butterworth , The Maori Trustee, page 28. 
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4.2 THE NATIVE LAND COURT 

As a result of the Taranaki conflict and the apparent failure of the 1856 

Native Reserves Act to al ienate large blocks of land from collective tribal 

control , the General government decided to devise a land purchase 

mechanism that would aim to avoid armed confrontation and facilitate the 

transfer of the Maori land to free-hold properties . During 1858 Donald 

McLean proposed a possible method of introducing individual title on Maori 

land: 

IL is desirable that provision should be made in certain cases to effect a partition 
of land held in common by the Nati ves as tribes, with the view of enabling the 
Government to issue Crown titles to indi vidual Nati ves. 19 

The method proposed by McLean , involved a legal process that when a 

Crown Grant was requested by a member of a tribe, the Governor appointed 

Commissioners to investigate the claim. This investigation would ascertain 

the boundaries of the claim using a survey and description of the land in 

question. On the infom1ation contained in the Commissioner's report, the 

Governor cou ld make a Crown Grant in fee-simple and the land is thereby 

ceded to the Crown by the tribe. The land parcel would then be treated as 

free-hold under Common law. 

These ideas reflected the shift in government policy from the method of 

purchasing lands from the collective tribe and creating reserves, to one that 

would treat all Maori as individuals and so be assimilated into pakeha society 

by use of Common law property ri ght s. As Mr J.C Richmond argued , this 

meant the, 

abandonment of the system of protectorate, or dry-nursing. ... They were 
throwing the Maori on the world to take hi s lot with the other subjec ts, and they 
must remove all disabilities.20 

For Richmond the 'Native' reserves represented an earlier colonial policy that 

aimed to maintain the Natives as a "separate race under district 

institutions" .21 Now with sett ler government, the reserve boundaries were to 

19 "Memorandum by the Native Secretary on the Individualization of Native 
lands" 28/6/1858. In , Turton , On The Tenure of Native Lands, 1882, No.5 . 
20 Quoted in Ward, A Show of Justice, page 183. 
21 "Memorandum by Mr Richmond" 29/9/1858. AJHR E-1. 
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'come down ' as the government would "promote the eventual absorption of 

the Maories into the European population".22 For McLean the 'trick' of thi s 

assimilation policy was to implement it gradually without giving nse to 

anned rebellion which disrnpted land purchasing and settlement. 

This assimilation ideology promoted by McLean, Richmond and Francis 

Dart Fenton (Native Secre tary and first Chief Judge of the Native Land 

Court) influenced the content of the 1862 Native Land Act. The preamble of 

this Act stated: 

IL would greatly promote the peaceful seulement of Lhe Colony and Lhe 
advancement and civili zation of Lhe natives i f their ri ghts Lo land were 
ascertained, defined, and declared and if Lhe ownership of such lands when so 
ascertained, defined and declared were ass imilated as nearly as poss ible Lo the 

ownership of land according LO Briti sh law. 

The 1862 Act, which was supported by Gray who began his second term as 

Governor, put into operation the objective of civilizing the 'Natives' by 

attaining the, 

unqualified recognition of native Lille over all native lands, and of the natives 
ri ght Lo deal with the lands as they pleased, so soon as the ownership had been 
ascertained. 23 

To achieve these aims the Act enabled a Resident Magistrate to investigate 

any application for a title by any one of the 'Native race'. Accordingly, this 

required only one person to 'break the ranks' and to instigate the full 

subdivision of the lands. The award by the Court was embodied in a 

'certificate of title'. If all the persons (not more than 10 tru stees) named on 

that title agreed, then the title could be exchanged for a Crown Grant. The 

title did not tran sfer 'ownership ', as most land was still under aboriginal title; 

but from the viewpoint of Fenton , the title was conclusive evidence of 

'ownership' as the trustees had, with the consent of the Governor, powers of 

alienation. In 1865 the second Native Land Act created the Native Land 

Court and Fenton was "given virtually a free hand in reorganizing the Court 

and making appointments". 24 The 1865 Native Land Act reinforced the 

assimilation drive with two clear objectives : 

22 "Memorandum by Mr Richmond" 29/9/1858. AJHR E-1 . 
23 McLean, History and Policy of the Native Land Laws, page 28. 
24 Ward , A Show of Justice, page 180. 
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To provide for the ascertainment of the persons who according to such (Maori 
proprietary) customs are the owners [and] to encourage the extinction of such 
(customary) modes of ownership into titles derived from the Crown.25 

Amendments to the Act after 1865 altered some of the fine detail but did not 

substantially change the focus of these two objectives. For example in 1867 

the 10 trustees could not subdivide or alienate the lands until all the owners 

were in agreement. These 'owners' were recorded by the Court, but not on 

the title. And in 1873, a Memorial of Ownership replaced the certificate of 

title . This memorial contained the names of all persons interested in the land 

and like the 1862 title clid not vest ownership in any estate automatically . [n 

1880 the Certificate of Title was returned but with the same role as the 

memorial. In some respects the alienation of land slowed after 1867 because 

of the requirement th at all the interested persons needed to agree to alienate 

or subdivide a land parcel. Later in 1894, the Native Land Act restructured 

the role of the Court and introduced a certificate of title that was recognized 

under the 1870 Land Transfer Act. Thus for the first time, after 1894, the 

certificate of title vested ownership or freehold (Maori) titl e. 

The 1862 Nacive Land Act set up a legal system that aimed to define the 

boundaries of 'Native ' lands. Creating this legal territory required a survey 

regime. 

4.3 THE SURVEY DEPARTMENT. 

After 1852 the Province 's undertook the responsibility for survey of all lands 

except those defined as 'Maori'. Wellington Province decided that the whole 

district would come under a trigonometrical system. This required the re

surveying of the New Zealand Company running surveys so they could be 

integrated into the network. This re-surveying was required as few of the 

settlers, although living on the old ew Zealand Company sections, had been 

awarded Crown Grants due to the uncertainty of the boundaries .26 In 1851 

25 Bryan Gill ing , "The Maori Land Court in New Zealand : A Historical 
OveNiew" The Canadian Journal of Native Studies, 13, 1 (1993) page 19. 
26 Patterson , Reading Between the Lines, page 733 . 
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the re- survey of Porirua was undertaken in order to clarify the cadastral 

'chaos' left by the Company: 

M ost or all of the maps made from these surveys, he bitterly noted, should be 
torn up as dangerous documents. My time is nearly exclusivel y taken up 
dovetailing the two surveys, some lands having been marked off according to the 
new maps, whi le most of the occupied sections were marked out from the 
Company's.27 

The Steven 's affair provides an example from Porirua of this cadastral 

chaos. Steven 's, an early settle r in the Porirua District, had taken up 

residence on the New Zealand Company section No.25. This section was 

across the stream from reserve land (now called the Aotea block). Stevens, 

however, accidentally occupied portions of the Nati ve reserve lands. The 

di spute that broke out between Toa Rangati ra and Stevens finaJl y arri ved at 

the desk of the Native Secretary in June 186 1. It was reported : 

T hat M r Stevens is undoubtedly occupying par t of the land reserved by the 
Natives, and I have indicated the position of the land so occupied by hi m by an 
asteri sk on the trac ing (Enclosure A). This difficulty appears to have ari sen 
partl y from a mistake in the survey of the stream forming the boundary of the 
Native land, which made Section 25 (that purchased by M r Stevens) appear to 
contain more land than it really did .28 

In May 1862 the Government attempted to resolve the issue by arranging for 

William Searancke (the Wellington Land Purchase Officer) to purchase the 

disputed lands from Toa Rangati ra fo r a price of 2 10 pounds (see appendi x 

cupboard). This land was mapped and called the Papakowah ia block (Figure 

4.2) . After the Papakowahia block was sold , Wi Para ta stated tha t 

"Searancke had acted in collusion with a European settler , Stevens, to 

defraud owners of purchase monies due to them:· 29 As a result , a 

Commission of Inquiry was set up to investigate, but in the end the charges 

were found to be unfounded. 

27 Quoted in , Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 746. 
28 "Wardell to Native Secretary" 5/6/1861 . In Turton, An Epitome of Official 
Documents, 1882. 
29 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 647. 
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The Stevens Affair and disputes over boundaries (for example, Whitieria) 

indicates that whi le, during this period, reserve land was alienated as a result 

of 'inaccurate' surveys, reserve land was also protected as Crown Grants 

could not be issued until the boundaries were deemed to be 'accurate' . 

The Native Land Act 1862 effectively extinguished the pre-emptive right of 

the Crown and opened the possibility for the private and direct purchase of 

Maori land. As I have indicated the survey of lands is critical in enabling 

purchase. As Patterson states : 

Surveys were an integral part of all land purchasing operations . Before any 
negotiations could be concluded, the boundaries of blocks had to be established, 
cut on the ground and recorded on paper, while reserves for the Maori settlers 
had to be delineated.30 

With the possibility of private purchase after 1862, the survey of 'Native' 

lands was carried out by mostly private surveyors and the 1865 Native Land 

Act outlined no survey system or process; thus there was "a major 

degeneration of survey standards" .31 Fenton, who stated in 1866 that the 

surveys and maps brought before the Court were "unsatisfactory and 

defective;•n established the 'Office of the Inspector of Surveys'. This Office 

assumed the task of: 

The examination and testing of plans prior to submission to the Native Land 
Court, to the creation and maintenance of a plan records system, and to the 
construction of general maps locating lands pass ing through the Coun.33 

Theophillus Heale, the Inspector of Surveys, reported to Richmond in 1867 

concerning the surveys under the 1865 Native Land Act. Without 

triangulation and ad hoc running surveys, Heale spoke of the 'gross 

inaccuracies' of previous survey attempts and the impossibility for the issuing 

of Crown Grants because of inaccurate boundary lines. 34 However, Heale 

noted that because there are beginning to be surveys of 'Native' lands using 

triangulation and trig stations (protected under the Trigonometrical Stations 

and Survey Marks Act 1868) in the North that: 

30 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 634. 
31 Patterson , Reading Between the Lines, page 648. 

32 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 649. 

33 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 650. 

34 "Report by Mr Heale on the subject of Surveys under the Native Lands Act" 
AJHR A-No.10 , 1867. 
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For the first time, then since the formulation of the Colony, the Government is 
now in a position to define the geography of this part of it's territory with 
precision. The doing of this has been recognized as one of its first duties by 
every civilized Government in the world: and a especially necessity for it here 
arises from the Acts of Legislature giv ing every ative the right to claim a grant 
from the Crown, which must for its own safety and c redit ascertain the position 
and the boundary of the land granted .35 

Henceforth the survey using 'accurate' triangulation methods was critical in 

creating and defining the legal territory of the Crown Grant. While Heale 

argued that the Natives understood the trig station were there to assist and 

guide the surveys, the trig stations were also destroyed by the tribes who 

were still opposed to land alienation (and the ideology of surveying).36 

Also published in 1867 were the first survey rules concerning ' ative ' lands. 37 

These rules included the requirement to connect every survey with a 

trigonometrical station, to cut clear boundary lines, and to use permanent 

marker pegs. Regarding the survey maps, they were to record all the hills, 

streams, cultivation's, and 'pieces of land' using 'Native' names if possible. 

Importantly the rules stated that "every map must have a plain title, stating 

the name of the block" 38 The In spectorate of Survey thus aimed to create 

the territorial legal spaces that would allow the operation of English 

Common land law. Naming the land, like the numbers used by Heaphy, 

allowed the Court to have control over the block; tribal lands could be 

divided and arranged in parcels and placed within a controlling survey 

district. Once named, the land blocks, could appear in Court on a map and 

begin a cadastral history. 

In this way the survey discourse of ' ative' lands invented places by taking a 

name which often was previously connected to a particular pa site or 

landmark, and placing the name on a map as a label for a set of boundaries. 

Thus the name is transferred from the 'place' to the 'block'. Many of these 

names have also been further transferred from the 'block' to a road or town 

name. Using a Porirua example, 'Motuhara' was the name of a pa at 

35 Report by Mr Heale on the Subject o f Surveys Under the Native Land Act , 
2/8/1867. AJHR A-1 Ob. 
36 For example, the 1878 report by the assistant Surveyor-General reported 
that some 736 pounds was lost due to the destruction of trig stations by the 
Natives (AJHR, 1878 H-17). 
37 New Zealand Gazette, 5/4/1867. 
38 New Zealand Gazette, 5/4/1867. 
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Kerehana Bay. Cooper used this name to try and buy the 'Motuhara block' 

in 1839 and the Maori Land Court created the block 'Motuhara' in 1870. 

After the block was alienated, the land was subdivided as the 'Motuhara 

extension' and the name 'Motuhara' was placed on a road. Name creation, 

control and transfer using a map is thus critical in the process of alienation of 

land -- to alienate land, it first needed to be named.39 It was this spatial 

discourse that enabled new spaces of legal territory to be created and it was 

on the basis of this legal territory that the Maori Land Court had the power 

to reproduce a landscape based on private property rights. 

During this period (1 852-187 6) the responsibility of general land survey 

remained with the Provincial government. This created difficulties for Heale 

and the survey of 'Native' lands as each Province was using its own 

particular method and system of survey. Heale advocated a major 

triangulation over the who le of the country and he began th is rriangulation in 

1869 without permission.•0 

In an atte mpt to create uniform and national survey method, the General 

Government called a conference of the Chief Surveyors in 1873. Again 

Heale stated, 

the surveys in most parts of the Colony, and especially in those which were first 
settled, have not been conducted throughout on any consistent plan sufficiently 
sound and accurate to form a safe basis for defining and establishing the 
boundaries and relative position of estates granted by the Crown , or to determine 
in any satisfactory manner the geography of the country .

4 1 

On this basis, the conference recommended that all future surveys would use 

triangulation and that no "Crown Grant should in future be issued, until the 

survey of the land had been properly connected with the triangulation and 

the land delineated upon a record map'.' •2 This required a national survey 

system in which all the Provinces would co-ordinate a uniform survey 

system. While noting the opinion of the Chief Surveyors, the Colonial 

Secretary wanted outside 'expert' advice and for this reason asked Major 

Palmer to make a report on the state of surveys in New Zealand.43 

39 See, L. Berg and R. Kearns, "Naming as norming" 
40 Patterson, Reading Between the Lines, page 651 . 

4 1 "Conference of Chief Surveyors" 12/4/1873, AJHR H-1. 
42 "Conference of Chief Surveyors" 12/4/1873, AJHR H-1 . 

43 "The State of the Surveys in New Zealand" 1874, AJHR H-1. 



Palmer iden!ified the Inspector of Survey Office as having four main tasks; 

survey for the Native Land Court, confiscated lands, Native purchase 

boundary survey and triangulation for these surveys. Palmer reported on the 

unorganized si tuation of Native surveys. Some of his remarks included: 

Most of these surveys had been made in a rude and unsystematic manner. ... 

Blunders in detail Loo were numerous and large. Very often il happened that, 
owing to gross efforts in detached surveys, claims were turned upside down , 
mapped altogether in the wrong places, and Crown granted accordingly .. .. 

Many of the plans are defic ient in information , and the fi eld books are miss ing.44 

To correct these 'evils', Palmer recommended the creation of a Triangulation 

Survey Department under the control of a Surveyor-General. This 

department would conduct a principal triangulation over the whole country 

with one "uniform system of projections and sheets for maps and plans".45 

The Surveyor-General would "lay down a code of rules" and the Provincial 

surveyors would 'fall in behind'. This national system would produce a, 

cadastral map on the correctness of which all men may agree and which will give 
safety and value Lo Crown Grants, and protect indi viduals in the issue of titles 
under the Land Transfer Act. 46 

Following the abolition of the Provinces in 187 6, the General Government 

could construct a national survey system and a Survey Department was 

established under the one Surveyor-General ; J.T. Thomson . Thomson 

created a survey framework using the Meridional Circuit. This system, 

which had been used in Otago by Thomson , divided the country into large 

meridional districts and smaller survey districts (S.D). The survey districts 

were further divided into sixteen square blocks. Within each meridional 

district the surveys were conducted according to a fixed station based on 

true meridian. Bearings from this station built up a net of small 

triangulation's. It was thought by Thomson that this system would, 

bri ng all surveys under a reasonably correct system of control and record, so the 
settlers might be placed in secure possession of their land and Lhe Government be 
safe Lo issue ti tles on reliable plans and descriptions.47 

44 "The State of the Surveys in New Zealand" AJHR H-1 
45 "The State of the Surveys in New Zealand" AJHR H-1. 

46 "The State of the Surveys in New Zealand" AJHR H-1. 
47 The Surveyor and the Law, 1981 , page 4-7. 
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Within the Meridional system an attempt was made over a twenty year 

period to cover the whole of the country in a principal triangulation and a 

uniform map projection . This triangulation was completed by the Survey 

Department in 1880. After this time the Meridional circuit was replaced but 

the independent regions and survey districts remained. It was thought that 

niangulation would enable accurate boundaries to be placed on all land titles. 

Perhaps the 1882 Surveyor-General , James McKerrow , best sums up the 

role of the surveyor in colonial land settlement: 

The necessity for precision in the settlement survey of a new country becomes 
obvious when it is considered th at there are no time-honoured land-marks, as in 
an old country, defining the boundaries of property, but , instead, a bland 
wilderness , on which the surveyor creates boundaries the surface-marks of which 
must often get obliterated before the settler has thought of securing them . These 
boundaries , once lost, could never again be restored with an y confidence but for 
the possession of a plan and mathematically-reduced rraverses of a correct 
original survey. With suc h da ta the los t boundary can be reproduced within a 
narrow limit of error. The success ful working of the land-tra nsfer system very 
much d~ends on the rigid accuracy in the execution and record of the sectiona l 
surveys. 

Like the first surveys, this re-surveying project was contested . Petitions to 

Parliament by various nibes indicated land was becoming alienated due to 

the cost of surveys (survey liens) and the surveys were there to 'take ' the 

lands and make lawyers wealthy. 49 Thus in many cases the loss of tribal 

territory corresponded to the ac tivity of surveying, or making the British 

territory . 50 

4.4 ARRIVAL OF THE TORRENS SYSTEM 

The nexus between the ideology of individual 'ownership', triangulation 

survey and the territorial orders of the Maori Land Court was provided by 

the Torrens system of title registration. The Torrens land title system, 

created by Robert Torrens in South Australia, was introduced in New 

Zealand by the Land Transfer Act of 1870.51 The Torrens system, whose 

main supporter was Henry Sewell, aimed to create an administrative land 

48 
Quoted in, Easdale , "The New Zealand Land Tenure and Cadastral 

System" page 393-4. 
49 See, Petition No.314, AJHR, 1881 , H-2, 21 . 
50 See, E.W Buckeridge, "Survey Liens on Native Lands" The New Zealand 
Surveyor, 8 (1907) pages 378-380. 
51 There was an earlier 1860 Land Registry Act. This Act , however, was 
pronounced a failure . One reason for this failure was that "complete 
trigonometrical surveys would be essential before the Act was brought into 
operation" ( The Surveyor and the Law, 1981 , page 3-30) 
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m anagement system which could affirm indefeasible ownership rights 

according to the precise measurement of boundary lines. Indefeasible title 

"would be one which would protect the holder against any adverse claim 

whatsoever:· 52 This is achieved by a regis ter system that gives a "complete 

p icture of all rights"53 and therefore protection against competing owners. 

The 1870 land Transfer Act aimed to created this indefeasible title system 

using a certificate of title : 

T he fu ndamenta l principle in the Ac t is reg istered propr ietorship and the pivo t 
on which the Land Transfer system turns is the certificate of title. The certificate 
of title sets out the name of the registered proprietor and provides the legal 
system, by reference to lot or section number, of the land which is the subject of 
ti tie. 54 

T he key elements on the certificate of title are the name of the person 

entitled to the land, the land itself outlined by fixed and measured boundary 

lines, and the name of the land . Under section 107 a map was req uired to be 

deposited with the District Land Registrar which would be then certified as 

accurate by a licensed surveyor before the registrar. 

Survey then forms a key pan of the Torrens system. During the 

Parliamentary debates of 1870 many MP's supported the Land Transfer Bill 

but thought the system could not be implemented until a trigonometrical 

system had covered the country.55 William Fox, however stated that "until 

surveyed, it is true, the owners cannot resort to the Torrens system, but they 

will not be in a worse position than at present '.' ' ~ As the 'poor state ' of the 

county's surveys limited the operation of the land Transfer Act, Sewell 

pushed for a national and uniform triangulation survey in the Legislative 

Council: 

They [Legislative Counci l] had only one of two alternatives -- either to contrac t 
the action of the land transfer system, and to confi ne it to those distric ts where 
the surveys were acc urate , or to adopt what seemed to be the inev itable and only 
practical course, namely, to carry out the system of perfect surveys.57 

52 G. Hinde, "l ndefeasibility of Tit le" in Hinde (ed) The New Zealand Torrens 
System (Wellington : Butterworths, 1971 ) page 36. 
53 Hinde , "lndefeasibility of Title" page 37. 
54 

Frank Easdale, "The New Zea land Land Tenure and Cadastral System" 
New Zealand Surveyor, 31 ,4 ( 1986) page 391 . 
55 Hinde, "Origins of the Torrens System" in Hinde (ed) The New Zea land 
Torrens System, page 20 . 
56 Hinde, "Origins of the Torrens System" page 20. 
57 Hinde, "Orig ins of the Torrens System" page 29. 
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As stated, this uniform system arrived with the appointment of Thomson as 

first Surveyor-General. With the expansion of triangulation , Maori land titles 

were incorporated into the Land Tran sfer Act in 1874. 

4.5 THE SURVEY REGIME AFTER 1900 

By 1909 the assimilation work had been done by the Native Land Court with 

most of the lands once held by the collective authority of the tribes 

transferred to individual title. Accordin gly, the focus of the Court has shifted 

from alienation to administration and management. 

The Liberal Government's Maori land policy continued wholesale land 

purchase with 3.1 million acres of Maori land alienated between 1891 and 

1911. 58 This purchase operation was facilitated by the 1892 Native l and 

Purchases Act, the 1893 Native l and Purchase and Acquisition Act (which 

reintroduced Crown pre-emption), Native lands Administration Act 1900 

and the 1909 Native Land Act. Under these Acts the Land Purchase Office 

was transferred to the Department of Lands and Survey . A tight mesh 

between purchase, survey and mapping enabled the Government to break up 

the big Maori estates. 59 Meanwhile control of the leftover bits of land 

(reserves) was placed in the hands of the Maori Land Boards or the Public 

Trustee (under the 1894 Act all sale monies went to the Public Trustee) . 

These boards were dominated by pakeha officials including the Surveyor

General and a Native Land Court judge who was president. The Land 

Boards had the power to alienate land and administer land in a trust. 

Meanwhile the Native Land Court during this era was focused on 

investigation of titles and partitioning of land. 

At the end of the Liberal term of government, the Maori Land regime was 

again altered with the power to alienate transferred from the Land Boards to 

the Maori Land Court in 1932. The Boards were abolished later in 1952 

with their authority vested in the Maori Trustee. The focus of the Maori 

Land Court did not alter in much extent until 1993 . During the 1950's the 

government attempted another re-vamp of the Maori land regime with the 

1953 Maori Affairs Act which emphasized the Maori Land Court's role in 

58 Tom Brooking, "Busting Up, The Greatest Estate of All" New Zealand 
Journal of History, 26, 1 (1992) page 78 . 
59 Brooking , "Busting Up" page 84. 
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granting successions, panitions, exchanges, and vesting and confirming 

alienation's. The Maori Trustee Act 1953, meanwhile, al lowed the 

purchase of 'uneconomic units and the purchase of interests in reserved 

lands, and the Maori Reserved Land Acr 1955 dealt with the leas ing of 

reserved land. 

During the 20th Century other institutio!l s contributing to the survey regime 

were also reformulated and expanded within the changing role of the Central 

Government. Between the 1930s and 1980 , map production and survey 

became dominated by large government-owned departments and 

corporations. The most important of these were the Department of Lands 

and Survey, Works Department (later called the :'\linistry of Works and the 

Ministry of Works and Development), and the State Advances Corporation 

(later called the Housing Corporation of ·ew Zealand). The Department of 

Lands and Survey also administered the Crown lands. Each of these 

institutions worked together and independently in order to direct and 

intervene in the economy to achieve the social and economic goals of a 

welfare state. 

4.6 MAKING THE PORIRUA RESERV ES DlSAPPEAR: THE 

ORTHERN RESERVE LANDS. 

The operation of the Native Land Court's survey regime led to the creation 

of new spaces within the Porirua Reserves. These spaces, blocks of land 

defined by a legal name and boundary, replaced the ·continuous· reserve. To 

illustrate this process, I will u e a number of case ·rudies. These case studies 

include the history of the Taupo block, the dispu ted boundary of Arataura, 

the dispute over the Paraumoana mudflats, and the taking of reserve land in 

the l 950/60s for housing and development. Maps were a constant feature 

during the Land Court hearings and in every alienation and dispute the role 

of the map, as an expression of a particular space, was critical. 

The Porirua reserve land remained under control of Toa Rangatira up to the 

late 1860s apart from the six land blocks brought under the 1856 Native 

Reserves A ct. With the legal framework set up under the 1865 Native Lands 

Act, Governor Gray, on 11 1ovember 1867 vested authority in the ative 

Land Court to determine who were the Natives interested in each of the 

Porirua Reserves in order they may be subdivided and certificates be issued. 



This action stimulated a debate concerning the authority of the Court and the 

Native Dep:irtment over the McC!everty awards which included the Porirua 

lands. For example in the 1883 Report of Native Reserves in the Colony it 

was stated: 

These lands have always been considered to belong to the persons to whom the 
land was originally awarded, and no control has been exercised over them by the 
Native Reserves Department, the owners being allowed to deal with them as they 
pleased. 

A large number of the New Zea land Company's sections appear to have been 
appropriated to other uses, as well as included in Colonel McCleverty's awards, 
leaving a very small proportion of the original estate available for the purposes to 
which these lands were to be devoted under the company's scheme of 
settlement. 60 

Charles Heaphy, the Commissioner of Native Reserves, also argued during 

the Court hearings that the claims for the land were "in a doubtful position 

before the Native Reserves Act 1873" and concerning those lands under the 

Native Reserves Act "the Court has no jurisdiction".61 Heaphy was arguing 

that the Porirua reserves may not be a 'reserve' as such but rather 'private' 

lands over which the Court had no authority . 

The largest block remaining intac t in the l 860's was the 7000 - plus acre 

block which began at the boundary of the military reserve, Paramata, and 

finished at the boundary of the Wainui block: Waiwiwi, just south of Te Ana 

Hau, north of Pukerua Bay. Since the 184 7 Deed of Cession this block had 

not been integrated under the 1854 Reserves Act and had been leased after 

the 1850s to the Wall and Walker families. Away from the Wellington

Foxton road, this land was largely isolated and left alone. 

The big land 'bust-up' however, came in the early 1870s when var10us 

individuals began to clain1 parts of the reserves under the 1867 Land Act. A 

small portion of land called 'Tunupo' was claimed by Potete in December 

1869. This land was a 94 acre block situated between the boundary of the 

W ainui block at Te Ana Hau to Waiwiwi.62 Later in June 187 1 there were 

seven claims notified on the reserve. 63 These seven claims were for five 

60 "Report on State and Condition of Native Reserves in the Colony" 1883 
AJHR G-7 
61 "Minutes of the Native Land Court , Porirua" 9/6/1895, On Microfilm, WGTN 
MB.5. NA. 
62 

NZ Gazette (WGTN Province) 17/1/1870. No .3 
63 NZ Gazette (WGTN Province) 3/2/1870, No.4 
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blocks of land named Mornhara, Wairaka , Hongoeka, Haukopua, and 

Pukerua. The claimants consisted mostly of Ropata Hurumutu. Te 

Karihana, Hemara Horoatua, Pumipi Pikiwera. and others. 

When the Native Land Court sat to consider these claims on 1ovember 

1869, the land was presented on a map which was constructed by the 

surveyor H.T Wyles. W yles was employed by Ropata Hurumutu who, with 

others, pointed out the boundaries. Wyles, however, stated that the 

boundary between the reserve and the Crown land to the east had not been 

previously defined: "I cannot swear they are actual ly correct, but I am 

satisfied they do no t conflict with Crown lands'. ' 64 Wyles also indicated that 

the boundaries of the northern Tunupo block, surveyed by Mr H ughes, 

confl icted with the boundaries of Pukerua. Later David Porter (Assistant 

Surveyor in charge of Nat ive maps, Survey Office, Wellington) appeared and 

reported to the court that the whole block was estimated at 7.700 acres. He 

said: 

I have reason to believe that the reserve is under-estimated on the Government 
plan. The aggregate area of the five blocks on the plans which arc before the 
court is 6,48 I acres. 65 

The reserve had appeared to grow smaller by over a thousand acres in 

Wyle's survey. 

Despite the survey chaos the Court created eight blocks and ordered 111 

favour of the following individuals: 

Ropata Hurumutu + eight others, 
Ropata Hurum utu + five others, 
Ropata Hurumutu + two others, 
Ropata Hurumutu + eleven others, 
Tamihana Te Rauparaha + o thers, 
Matene Te Whiwhi + three others, 
Matene Te Whiwhi + eleven others, 
Matene Te Whiwhi + o thers, 

Motuhara 
Hongoeka 
Haukopua West 
Haukopua East 
Pukerua 
Waimapih i 
T aupo 
Wairaka 

By 1878 these e ight blocks and divisions began to appear on 'official' survey 

maps of the Porirua d is trict (Figure 4.3). 

64 "Minutes of the Native Land Court, Porirua" 1/11 /1869, On Microf ilm, 
WGTN MB.1c. NA. 

65 "Minutes of the Native Land Court , Porirua" 1/ 11 /1869. On Microf ilm, 
WGTN MB.1c. NA. 
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Apart from the two Haukopua bloc ks, the original divisions were further 

partitioned amongst the various owners. For example the Wairaka block 

was divided into eleven partitions o f 36 acres each in August 1883, and each 

owner was given an inctividual Crown Grant. An important event in this 

alienation process was the Wellingto n-Manawatu Railway. 

The origins of the Wellington-Ma nawatu Railway Company were linked ro 

the same desire that pushed the construc tion of the Porirua road in the 

1840s: the desire for the Wellington to be connected to a large hinterland 

that would secure the prosperity of the city. It is a lso interesting to note that 

George Gray was the first supporter of a Wellington-Manawatu rail link. At 

a meeting in 1879 he "reminded his audience tha t he was the first man ro 

open the West Coast by a road:' 6 6 Like the road before it, the railway also 

played a key role in controlling and a lienating lands from the tribe . 

With a change in governme nt and a d rop in official support for the project, a 

pri vate company (W elling ton-Manawatu Railway Co) was formed in an 

e ffort to push throu gh the Western corridor. Th is company was, however, 

helped by the governme nt w ith the passing of the Railways Construction and 

Land Act 188 1. This Act enabled the Company to receive 210,500 acres 

Crown land valued at 126.375 percent of the line's cos t. 67 This deal also 

included plans and surveys. With the government's support, Alexander 

Mc Donald, the Company land buyer had purchased 33,000 acres of (mostly 

Maori) land between 1882 and 1884. This land was "quickly passed 

through the Land Court through the exertio ns of Dr Buller, counsel to the 

company." 68 Some of this land included parts of the orthern Porirua 

reserve. 

Rumours of a proposed rail way through the Porirua lands stimulated 

speculative buying and influenced the division of the large blocks into 

smaller land-holdings. The Motuhara block, for example, was divided into 

nine blocks in 1887 (Figure 4.4 ). This map integrated within a certificate of 

title illustrates the close link between the Land Court, Survey and land title 

registration system that I have earlier explained. Using a title, a block of 

land could be emplaced as a separate and unified space defined by the name 

66 Quoted in, Hamer, "Wellington on the Urban Frontier", page 251. 
67 K. Cassells, Uncommon Carrier (Wellington: NZ Railway and Locomotive 
Society, 1994). 
68 Cassells , Uncommon Carrier, page 23. 
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(Motuhara) and the boundaries . Henceforth each block, on a certificate of 

title, could be separated from the reserve lands and from the tribe (thus the 

Motuhara pa does not appear on the title). Once separated as a clean 'white ' 

and 'blank' legal space the land could be so ld . 

Once the land had been divided and named by the Court, they could then be 

alienated. For example, the Wairaka block was transferred to the Wall 

family in 1896 and the Pukerua block after 1910. The Railway Company 

acquired Motuhara in 1895, and sections of the Pukerua block and Taupo 

No.3. were sold in 1890. These sections also provided further income to the 

Company when a portion of the surplus lands were subdivided for the 

planting of towns. Some of these towns , like Pukerua Bay, were given the 

name of the land block. Others were named after prominent railway-men. 

For example, Plimmerton, named after John Plimmer, was established on 

surplus railway land of the Taupo No.3 Block. 
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While the surveyor could facilitate the alienation of land by creating 'empty ' 

bounded spaces, the existence of a burial ground could in some situations, 

'upset' the process. Some were made to disappear on the blank spaces of 

the map, such as urupa on the Wairaka block. Others, because of their 

visibility (fences and tombstones) needed to have a more complex cadastral 

process of 'emptying. For example while both the Haukopua blocks have 

been alienated, the small Haukopua urupa remains in collective tribal 

ownership. This one acre urupa was created a native reserve in the name of 

Ropata Hurumutu and Te Rapihanate Otaora on 17 November 1873. Later 

in 1880 it was transfeITed to Tere Ropata. 

The story of Tau po No.2 provides a good example of how the presence of a 

burial ground could upset but not halt the a lienation process . 

Taupo No.2 

The name 'Taupo' derives from Taupo creek and swamp a nd Te Ruaparaha's 

fighting pa which was situated in the area inland from the present day 

Plimrnerton Fire Station . The reserve lands suITounding Taupo pa were 

surveyed and defined as the 'Taupo block' by the Land Court which 

investigated the claim at Gisbourne in 1875. After evidence given at the 

Otaki hearings, the Court found in favour of Matene te Whiwhi and eleven 

others of Toa Rangatira . The certificate of title for the Tau po block of 2559 

acres was issued on 21 August 1875 . 
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On 4 July 1881 this block was divided into four portions: 

Taupo 1 2561 acres all owners of Tau po Block 

Taupo 2 10.2 acres Wi Parata 

Taupo 3 3.3 acres Erenora Tungia 

Taupo 4 3.2 acres Hohepa Horomona 

The nature of the restriction on Taupo 1 was that: 

Provided always that the land hereby granted remaining shall be absolutely 
inalienable by sale .69 

These restrictions on alienation on the title were , however, removed from 

Taupo 1, Taupo 3 (14/10/1890) and Taupo 4 (18/12/ 1888). In removing the 

restrictions from Taupo 1 the Judge (Mr A Mackay) stated that "the native 

owners had long since abandoned this block and that if sold the land still left 

in their possession would be amply sufficient for their needs~· Wi Parara also 

applied to remove restrictions on No.2 in 1888 but this was refused. 70 

With the restrictions removed the lands could be transferred to pa.k:eha 

ownership and on the 3rd March 1882 Taupo No . l , (2 ,561 acres) was sold 

to James Walker for 3,200 pounds. 

Taupo No.2, the burial ground of Te Hiko-o-te-Rangi and other Toa 

Rangatira, was vested in Wi Parara for the Toa Rangatira people. The land 

was deemed to be absolutely inalienable. As I have indicated, Wi Parara 

wrote to the Native Minister, Mr Mitchelson, to ask to remove the 

restrictions on Taupo No.2. Mr Parata stated: 

I ask that restrictions be removed to enable it to be leased for the good of that 
portion itself. These acres have been Crown granted in favour of me only. I wish 
the restrictions to be removed to enable me to secure the means of having the 
fence repaired.71 

The Native Minister however thought it undesirable to remove restrictions 

and Wi Parara tried again in August 1889 . In this letter Wi Parara wanted 

the restrictions removed so "I may be in a position to deal with the land in 

69 "Alienations of Native Lands" 1883, MA 13/5.NA. 
70 "Notice as to Removal of Restrictions on the Alienation of land by Natives" 
MA 14/13.NA. 
7 1 

"Parata to Mitchelson" 18/6/1888. MA 1 21 /1/5.NA. 
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such a way to improve it '. ' 72 ln response to Wi Para ta's applications the 

government passed Part II of the Native Reserves Act Amendment 1896. 

Under this Act , Taupo No.2 was vested in the Public Tru stee as a Native 

Reserve. A portion of the land was to be set aside for a burial ground and 

the rest was to be leased for a term no t exceeding 42 years . Before and after 

the leasing, the Public Trustee was to cti sinter and remove all bodies at 

present on any part of the land and inter them in the small burial ground. 73 

After spending the net proceeds o f the lease on fence repairs and burial, the 

monies were to be divided amongst the Natives as determined by the Native 

Land Court. 

On visiting the land on 8th January 1897, the Public Trustee found people 

had been buried over the whole block. 74 He also found the Plimmenon 

settlers wan ted to secure the reserve as a recreation ground. Despite this the 

Tru stee instructed the surveyor to survey and make a plan for the purpose of 

cutt ing up sec tions. 75 The next year, during June 1898, the Public Trustee 

had found an illegal tramway had been built by the Wellington-Manawatu 

Railway Company over the reserve and Company employees were tipping 

waste rocks at a tip face near the main burial grou nd . After negotiations 

with the Company, the Public Trustee gave a grant, for a limited time, to the 

Company to construct a tunnel underneath the burial ground for a tramway 

to transport rocks from Motuhara. Once the tunnel was constructed the 

tipping tramway line was closed (See Figure 4.6). 

72 "Parata to Lewis"9/8/1889 MA 1 21 /1/5. NA. 
73 Native Reserves Amendment Act 1896, section 8 
74 

It was also stated at this time that the residence of Te Rauparaha shou ld 
have being included in the Taupo No.2 land. The res idence ended up within 
Taupe No.3 and was subdivided as sect ion No.39 when Pl immerton was sold 
on the 5th Febuary 1896. 
75 "Public Trustee Memo" 8/1/1897 MA 1 6/46.NA. 
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Meanwhile the Plimrnerton residents were putting pressu re on the 

government to declare the land a reserve and the Education Board wanted 

two acres for a school. The resident s visited th e Premier on 18 September 

1906 and as a result the Taupo No.2 Block was ves ted as a historic reserve 

under section 32 of the 1906 Maori Land Claims Adjustment and Laws 

Amendrnenr Act. Thus sections five to ten of the Nari ve Reserves 

Amendmenr Acr of 1896 were repealed . As a result the Public Trustee 

applied for compensation of 7,481 pounds. 76 The Minister of Native Affairs 

attempted to withdraw this application and the issue was heard in the 

Supreme Court during 1908. 77 The Public Trustee won the case and as a 

result the land was re turned to the trustee by the Taupo No.2 Block Acr 

1908. With this issue resolved the trustee completed the survey of the 

block, removed bodies from graves on the block and placed them in th e one 

acre set aside as a burial ground and began leasing out the sec tions on 28 

Febrnary 1910. Not long after leasing began, Toa Rangatira, petitioned 

Parliament for the return of their lands .78 

76 NZ Gazette, 1907, No.12, page 3523. 
77 "Public Trustee v Native Land Court" , SC, 1908. 
78 "Petition to Parliament of Heni te Rei" , 5/6/1913 , AJHR. 
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The process of defining, naming, emptying and filling, is well illustrated in 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 . On the certificate of title (figure 4.7) Taupo No .2 could 

be defined (by the measured boundaries) as under the ownership of the 

Public Trustee. Within these boundaries the surveyor created a 'empty' 

space, 'ready' to be 'filled' by the new internal property spaces (figure 4.8). 

Thus the land is represented as a 'clean slate' on the map; the old pa site, 

burial grounds, waahi tapu, and other places are gone! And due to the new 

property spaces, the cemetery reserve becomes the defined 'place' of the 

urupa. In some attempt to recognize the tapu nature of this area , a small 

strip of land between section 30 and 31 was surveyed. On this land was the 

location of Te Rauparaha's Tikouka look-out. In 1974 this strip was set 

aside as a Maori reservation under the Maori Affairs Acr 1953.79 Most of 

lot 45 (the cemetery reserve) was proclaimed Crown land and vested in the 

Hutt County Council as a pavilion and recreation site, there-by leaving a 

small burial ground behind the pavilion. In 1926, on the recommendation of 

the Ikaroa District Maori Land Board, Lots 1 to 44 were transferred from 

the public trustee to the Crown allowing the lessees to acquire freehold 

ti tie. 80 

The story of Taupo No.2 illustrates how the survey and the map enabled 

places like urupa and waahi tapu to be alienated. By creating an image of a 

'clean' space, the surveyor attempted to 'empty' the land from its past 

occupation and 'package it' ready for subdivision. As a result housing, hall 

and tennis courts, organized into private properties, lie upon urupa and the 

place that was Te Rauparaha's most important pa , Taupo. 

79 NZ Gazette, 1974, page 1769. 
80 NZ Gazette, 1926, page 2623. 
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4.8 THE PORIRUA, TITAHI BAY AND AOTEA RESERVE LANDS 

Like the northern reserve lands, the Land Court also began t0 investigate the 

Porirua and Titahi Bay lands after 1867. The first lands to be investigated by 

the Land Court were not named except for a Schedule letter (A,B,C,D and 

E) and their boundaries outlined. These blocks comprised various land areas 

inside the Poriruaffitahi Bay reserve.81 In the subsequent Court hearings 

which began on the l of June 1869 various persons claimed each block. 

Schedule A was claimed by Mihaka Turnuakirangi and others of the 

Ngatiawa tribe. Wi Parara claimed an interest in Schedule B. Schedule C 

named Kornangarautawhtri (2,340 acres) was claimed by Wi Katene te 

Puoho and twenty-four others of Ngatitama. All land parcels, excluding D, 

were claimed by Hohepa Tamaihangia for all of i"\gati Toa8
~ . Before the 

hearing Mihaka Tumuaklrangi had attempted to survey the land ll1 1865. 

This survey caused some trouble and the survey was stopped by Hohepa 

Horomona with the confiscation of Mihaka's survey instruments81
. 

The southern pan of the Porirua/Titahi Bay block 1,.1.as eventually surveyed 

by the Government in 1873 (Figure 4.9). 

81 NZ Gazette, 11 /11/1867, No.59 
82 "Minutes of the Maaori Land Court, Porirua" 1/6/1869. On Micofilm, WGTN 
MB.1c. NA. 
83 "Minutes of the Native Land Court , Porirua" 9/6/1895. On Microfilm, WGTN 
MB.1c. NA. 
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The map called Komangarautawhiri states the claims rela ted to seven parce ls 

of land within the Porirua/fi tahi Bay block (Table 4. 1 ). 

Claim 

Wi K atene 
M eihana Taipu 
+ others 

Hira te 
Aratan gata 

Riria le 
Parahima and 
Riria Le 
K ahurangi 

Harereweth 
Tanagahoe 

Epirini K otua 
'I 

Matenga te Hiko 

Ngahuka + others 

Bloch:. 

~ omangarautawn,n 

Koangaaumu 

Kauaeroa 

T utacparaikete 

Mahinawa No.2 
Mahinawa No. I 

Rangituhi 

Te Kenepuru 

Table 4.,1., Claims on me Ponrua/f'itar.1 Gay Reserve 
Lands, 1873. 

Size 
(acres) 

2,340 

509 

12 

22 

38 
I 

8 

124 

The foll owing note is written on the map by Henry Jackson , Chief Surveyor: 

Thi s claim includes a very large portion of Crown land in Sections. T he 
Government surveyors are now at work in defining the boundaries of the sa id 
Sections and until they have completed their plans it i s impossible to determine 
the exact boundary between the Government and Native land s. It should also be 
kept in mind that in their case the Nati ve boundary depends upon the Sectional 
boundaries, the whole of the land having been brought by the New Zealand 
Company and certain portions only (outside Sections) was eventually returned to 
the Natives. 

Henry Jackson 
Chief Surveyor 
July 23 1873 

This claim also includes a very con iderable portion of land already granted to 
Ellison and others. 

Henry Jackson 
Chief Surveyor 
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Again as in the case of the Pukerua{faupo block the boundaries between the 

Crown and Reserve land are in dispute. Ellison's Crown Grant is under 

claim and while the Crown had mapped the reserve in 184 7, as being 

bounded by the sections of the Ohariu District, the 1847 Deed set the 

southern boundary at Te Arataura. Thus the claim of 1873 included some 

Crown sections. This issue, as I will illu strate was not to disappear. The 

1873 map is the firs t full map of the reserve achieved by triangulation . As 

the spaces on the map are created by measured boundary lines, few feat ures 

of the physical land are present; the survey could inve nt a land parcel , and 

create a new perspective of a landscape divided . Co-Coordinated by trig 

stations, this framework was to provide the context for further divisions and 

place-making in the following years as the reserve began to be 'chopped up' 

among the claimants according to the rulings of the Native Land Court. 

Along with the claims recorded on Figure 4.9, further claims were 

forthcoming. Hohepa Tamaihengia had lodged a claim for Takapuwahia in 

April 1867.84 Wi Para ta and others claimed Kahotea , Ropata Hurumutu and 

three others claimed Te Onepoto and Meihana Taipu also claimed 

Komangarautawhiri , but not includin g Ellison 's grant. 85 

84 NZ Gazette (WGTN Province) 3/6/1867, No.21 . 
85 NZ Gazette (WGTN Province) 17/ 1/1870, No.3 
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The result of these claims was the production of 'names' attached to land 

spaces and vested in the name of various individuals. Figure 4.10 shows the 

Titahi Bay portion of the reserve lands divided into seven land spaces: 

College land, Toms Grant , Kahutea , Coopers claim, Onepoto claim and the 

Koangaaumu Block. Unlike the boundaries on Figure 4.9, the surveyor of 

this map has used the coastline as the seaward border; in other words the 

interests of the 'owners' stop at the mean-high water mark and the crown 

automatically claims the sea and seabed. Once defined and surveyed each 

block could be vested in a number of individuals by the Land Court. 

Onepoto was given to Tere Maihi, Peehi te Kakak ura and Te Waaka in 

1895 . Peehi 's share was tran sferred to William Jillett in 1907 . Cooper's 

Claim was later brought by John Stevenson. Kahotea (Kahutea) was divided 

into three sections with No.3 going ro Hohepa Horomona (this was later 

transferred to William Jillet in 1893 ). No. I went to Wi Para ta and 10 others 

and No.2 to Raiha Puaha and 13 o thers. In 1917 most of Kahotea was 

purchased by the Crown86 and by 1935 all of Kahotea had been transferred 

to Beatrice Marshall. 

Koangaaumu reached the attention of the Court on 21 October 1878 , and 

was divided into nine blocks. Allocating titles to Catherine Willeson , the 

Shearer family (No. I) , Hira te Aratangata (No.2 +3), Hohepa Horomona 

(No.4+5), Raiha Puaha (No.6), Pae kaahu (No. 7) and Erenora Tunpa 

(No.8+9). La ter on sub-divisions 6,7,8, and 9 were allocated to David 

Prosser. 

The un sold part of the Papa.kowhai block (No. 16a) was allocated to Wi 

Parata, Hohepa Tamaihenga and Ngahuka Tungia . Later Wi Parara and 

Ngahuka Tungia requested the block be removed from the operation of the 

1856 Reserves Act and both men received a Crown Grant for the 

Papakowhai land which was later called Okowhai. Okowhai was sold in 

1887 to James Gear and on the death of Gear in 191 1 the land was taken 

over by the Public Trustee . The southern Aotea block, meanwhile, 

appeared in Court in 1881 and the owners whose names appear of the Figure 

4.9 map (above) were confirmed. The Aotea block was later sold to Patrick 

Mungavin once the restrictions had been lifted by the Governor. 

86 AJHR G-9 1916-7. 
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Most of Lot 109 (Te Korohiwa) being Ellison 's Crown Grant, was so ld to 

Mr Whitehouse. A small part of the land ( 15 acres) remained in the name of 

Daniel Ell ison. This land being th e site of Komangarautawhiri pa was 

marked as a burial ground. After succession orders in 1925 and 1952 23/30 

shares of the land were transferred to Audrie Stevenson and the land came 

under the ownership of Audrie Stevenson (23/30) and ten Maori owners 

(7 /30). In 1958 the Steven sons stated they wished to purchase the remaining 

7 /30 shares. By 1971 this land came under spotlight as a possible site for the 

discharge of sewerage. 

Komangarautawhiri was also divided up amongst a number of owners but 

the southern portio n of the land called Komanga :'!.R remained under the 

1856 Native Reserves Acl. This land was leased to Mr Whitehouse a t I 00 

pounds per year after 1876. ~7 In 19 16 pan of thi s block, renamed Wairere, 

was purchased by the Crown. The Takapuwahia block was a lso managed 

under the Reserves Act until 1883 . In this year the Government he ld an 

inquiry to ascertain all the owners of Takapuwa hia and the six reserves se t 

aside in the Wainui deed of sale. 88 As in other inquiries the Takapuwahi a 

block, after a lo ng series of hearings , was partit ioned up among th e owners 

and the res ult was small blocks labeled (A to H ) 

Te Kenepuru was divided into four divisions in 1878 . No.2 Ken epuru 

Memorial of Ownership was vested in Matenga te Hiko , Raiha Puaha, Te 

Matenga Waipumahau, and Wi Parara. Later in 1909 , Kenepuru was further 

partitioned amongst the owners (See Figure, 4.11 ). 

87 "Report of Commissioner of Native Reserves" AJHR 1876 G-3 
88 NZ Gazette, 20/9/1883, No.99, page 1353. The Paekakariki reserves were 
vested in the Public Trustee unt il the late 1920's. 
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The maps of Te Kenepuru and Urukahika illustrate the 'next step' in the land 

alienation and space creation business of the Land Court. Once defined as a 

specific and identifiable 'space' with a name, the 'space ' could be partitioned 

up among the various owners (t hese names were then emplaced on the map 

within the claimed land ). This was the intention of Fenton and others, to 

make Ma01i into individual property owners. Yet often these new smaller 

spaces existed within the larger block. Thus at first Te Kenepuru was created 

and later within this space smaller spaces were partitioned and named by 

numbers and letters (l.A, 2.A, Part of 2.A). 1n the larger blocks this 

practice of partitioning and naming became complex as over time more 

partitions were made. It was this practice of naming and space making that 

enabled the Land Court to create a legal territoriality: a space from which it 

could exercise its power and control. Without thi s spatial context provided 

by survey, the Court could not have exercised its au thority over the reserve 

lands. 

4.9 TE ARATAURA AND PARUMOANA 

While these internal divisions and alienation's were in progress, the question 

of the southern boundary remained . In 1894 Wiremu Neera Te Kanae and 

50 others petitioned Parliament, as the Native Affairs Select Commjttee 

reported : 

Petitioners pray for compensation in regard to certain land in the Arataura 
Block, Porirua, which they allege has been wrongfully taken from them. I am 
directed to report that the petitioners complain that part of the land lying south of 
the Native Reserve at Porirua has been taken by the Crown as Crown lands and 
that it by right belongs to the Porirua Native Reserve. The whole question turn 
on the situation of a place called Arataura. On the plan signed by Sir George 
Grey who was then Governor, the Natives have no claim to the land, but the 
description in the deed of cession says the southern boundary was Arataura , and 
it may be that the plan is wrong.89 

The Committee went on to recommend: 

that some competent person should be appointed to visit the ground and meet the 
old Natives and ascertain if a mistake has been made. If a mistake has been made 
some money compensation should be paid to the Natives.90 

The Hon . Mr Carroll and a Government official were sent to Porirua and 

came back to Wellington to report that the 1847 plan was indeed incorrect. 91 

89 "Petitions to Parliament" AJHR 1-3 1894, No.644. 

90 "Petitions to Parliament" AJHR 1-3 1894, No.644. 
91 NZ Parliamentary Debates, Vol 89 , 1895 page 296. 
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The southern boundary had been set at the New Zealand Company sections 

not at Arataura. The Reserve was thus smaller than the one agreed to in 

184 7. The Government responded to the problem by passing section 11 of 

the 1896 Reserves and Crown lands Disposal and Enabling Act. In section 

11 it stated that the claim of the petitioners was well grounded and after the 

petitioners pay the sum of 173 pounds the Government wou ld issue a Crown 

Grant in fee simple for Sections 23 and 24 Block VII, Survey District of 

Tiriraukawa, Land District of Wellington containing 950 acres. These 

section's comprised of steep bush-covered country in the Mangaweka hills 

(Figure 4.12). Later, on 5 May 1898 the Governor conferred jurisdiction on 

the Native Court to ascertain the names of the Natives interested in the 

Tiriraukawa sections.92 The boundary of the Reserve, however, remained 

where it had been written on the map. 

Another challenge to the reserve boundaries as set and constructed on the 

map came in 1878 when Wi Parata and eight others claimed the lands of 

Parumoana. The maps created since 1847 had shown the boundary of the 

reserve was to be the coast, the mean high tidal mark . This was the 'legal ' 

boundary under Common law. As illustrated in Figure 4.13, the Wi Parata 

claimed the tidal area on the oth er side of the boundary. This claim to Te 

Parumoana was heard by the Native Land Court on the 7th August 1883. 

The Court was asked to provide title to these lands between high and low 

tide mark which from time immemorial were pipi collecting grounds . The 

Court ruled that the claimants had no right to the title of such lands but to a 

fishing right. Later, in the 1950's, the Parumoana debate re-emerged as much 

of this land was reclaimed by the Works Department and used for the 

expansion of Porirua City, the railway and State Highway One. No 

compensation was given to Toa Rangatira for the loss of Parumoana. The 

government also decided, during this time and on advice from the Crown 

Law Office, that Toa Rangatira had no greater rights to fish in the harbour 

than anyone else. 93 

92 NZ Gazette, 5/5/1898 , No.33, page 757. 
93 "Maaori Affairs memo" 3/6/59 MA 1 5/5/59.NA. The Dominion 18/7/55. 
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Figure 4 .1 2. Sections 23 and 24. Tiriraukawa Di strict. NZMS 2601261. Sheet T:22. 

DLS , 1984 and 1990. 1:50 000 
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4.10 GOVERNMENT PLANS FOR PORIRUA 

Aslyum 

With a rail and road connection to Ponrua, the government began to use 

parts of the reserve lands for various projects and developments. The first 

project was the establishment of an asylum at Porirua in the 1880s. The 

asylum was established on section 60, the south-side of the reserve 

boundary. Later in 1894, sections 54, 55 , 62, 122 , 123 and 124 were 

acquired for hospital purposes .94 As I have stated earlier, the southern 

boundary of the reserve was surveyed in the wrong place; it should have 

finished at Arataura. Thus these sec tions, acquired by the hospital board , 

would have fallen within the Porirua reserve lands. The only reserve lands 

that were directly acquired by the asylum (apart from the sections mentioned 

above) were parts of the Kenepuru block: 2AB 1 2AB2, 3A, 4A and SA . In 

1921 the Government expropriated the whole of the Kenepuru block for 

housing purposes. 95 

Figure 4.14 illustrates the cadastral situation about 1950 at Porirua . The 

boundaries created by the Native Land Court have created a 'patchwork' of 

spaces and these spaces have provided the context for land of the new 

pakeha owners and town sulxlivisions. The seaside resort of Titahi Bay 

emerged from Thom's claim. Some of the College land has been sulxlivided 

for transmission facilitates. The old Titahi Bay land blocks have been 

transferred into the hands of the Jillets, Stevensons, and Vellas. The last 

remaining lands still under Maori free-hold title were Takapuwahia, 

Tutaeparakete and the smaller Mahinawa, Rangituhi , Urakaika, and 

Kenepuru lA. 

94 
NZ Gazette, 1887, page 504. 1894, page 328. 1896, page 1544. 

95 NZ Gazette, 11 /7/1921 , page 2091 . 
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Housing and Town Development 

A major housing scheme proposed for western Porirua area was announced 

by the Department of Housing Construction on 20 December 1944. To 

fulfill the land needs of this project the Director of Housing requested that 

the Department of ative Affairs aoprove the taking of the Porirua 1ative 

lands for housing.96 These lands included all of the Takapuwahia block. 

Tutaeparaikete, Popoteruru, Rangitu hi, Mahinawa, Koangaaurnu, Onepoto, 

the Whitireia block and Kenepuru No.2.97 The Department of ative Affairs 

was not agreeable to this proposal. The Under-Secretary wrote to Housing 

saying: 

In view of the limited area of native-owned land in the District, the proposal to 
take the lands specified will have a far reaching effect on the future welfare of 
the Maoris themscl vcs.98 

Toa Rangatira lodged formal objection to the Minisrry of Works on 17 April 

1946 and petitioned the Prime ~1inister on 15 July 1946. A meeting was 

held at Porirua which accepted the proposal (the objectors had stayed away 

as q protest against the project) and the land of these owners was taken in 

1948.99 This land consisted of the Prosser-owned Takapuwahia lands. Much 

of the Stevenson-owned lands were also taken (Koangaaumu, 

Tutaeparaikete + o thers) and in return Stevenson was given the Wairere 

Block (this block was purchased by the Crown in 19 16) 100
, some 

Takapuwahia blocks A 1 +2a, Komangarautawhiri A3,A4 and sections 38/39, 

all valued at 4,400 pounds.10
• The Aotea/Okowhai block held by the 

Mungavins, was also taken in 1959 for housing purposes. 

Another meeting was held at Porirua on the 18th June 1950, this time the 

owners would approve of the proposals only if some 200 acres beh ind the 

Takapuwahia pa were set aside for Maori housing. Native Affairs officials, 

however, thought this idea would bring an "undesirable concentration in the 

area" and "segregating the Maoris into one area would fonn a China 

town:· 102 These comme nts reflect the Maori housing policy of the day which 

96 "Land For Housing Porirua" MA 1 5/5/59.NA. 
9 7 

NZ Gazette, 13/3/1946, page 358. 
98 "Under-Sec Native Affairs to Director of Housing" 13/2/1945. MA 1 
5/5/59.NA. 
99 

NZ Gazette, 5/7/1948, No.43, page 975. 
100 

AJHR G-3, 1916. 
101 

Titahi Bay Housing Land, LS 1 22/747/253. NA. 
102 

Board of Maaori Affairs , memos, 16/11 /53 and 18/3/55. MA 1 5/5/59. NA. 
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aimed to assimilate rural Maori into Cities by 'pepper-pottin g'. This policy is 

a lso interesting because as I have illustrated Takapuwahia pa was planned as 

a 'Native town' in 1847 with the inte ntion that the tribe would concentrate 

and settle in one defined place. Yet during the 1940/60s the government 

used state housing policy to ass imilate the tribe into pakeha society; an 

attempt to di sperse Maori settlemen t by breaking th e concentration of marae 

communities. 

After further disputes with the owners , the Ministry of Works finally 

acquired the remaining Maori land blocks in 1960. This also included the 

Kenepuru block which was acquired from the hospital in 1963. 103 

103 NZ Gazette, 23/11 /1963, No.75, page 1871 . 
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Conclusion to Room Three 

While the New Zealand Company and the Colonial Government were 

responsible for creating the Porirua reserves, the arrival of settler self

government after 1852 created a new mode of spatial representation that 

promoted assimilation. Maori were to be become 'individuals' living on 

individual lands. This ideology was pushed by strong-willed pakeha males: 

Grey, McLean, Fenton , Fox, Sewell. And these men promoted a distinc tive 

'New Zealand' survey regime which provided the tools for spatial 

assimilation to occur. Again this regime was operated by pakeha males: 

Heaphy, Heale, Thomson, McKerrow. T he masculine survey regime created 

a Cartesian legal and territorial space. It was this spatial discourse, with its 

names and boundaries, that enabled the Native Land Court to have power of 

alienation. Thus the 'real' alienming effecl of rhe survey was, nOl so much 

rhe cosl of survey liens, Ina izs abiliry zo creme zerrirory: the context and 

spatial framework of alienation. 

In 1870 the Porirua reserves were 'reserves' under the collective control of 

Toa Rangatira except for some small blocks integrated under the 1852 

Native Reserves Act. By the late 1880s most of this reserve had been divided 

into various blocks and vested in a lim.ited number of 'owners'. With Toa 

Rangatira concentrated at Takapuwahia and Hongoeka, the land alienation 

process first took the ' rural ' lease-hold blocks and it wasn't until the 1940s 

that land was taken at Takapuwahia with an attempt to disperse the 

Takapuwahia community using the state housing policy. The ideological 

discourse of assim.ilation and land utilization had provided the justification 

for the removal of the reserve boundaries and the placement of individual 

titles. To enable this process, the combined effort of the Native Land Court 

and the Survey Departmen t created new spaces within the reserve, named 

and defined by mathematical lines. By creating these legal spaces in an 

administrative system was the reserve land able be alienated. Without a name 

and boundary, the land could not be Proclaimed in the Gazeue as under 

claim. Thus the power of the Native Land Court was dependent on the 

ability to create a spatial territory. I will, however, illustrate in the next room 

how this assim.ilation ideology has been challenged and this challenge has 

provided a basis for the re-emergence of collective reserves. 
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The Porirua reserve lands are now being surveyed and mapped by a new 

mode of representation within a biculturalist and nationalist ideological 

discourse and survey regime. This regime consists of small government 

institutions and private company' using computer technology. I will discuss 

within this room the reserve as a 'site of resistance', the potential for the 

reappearance of the reserve lands within this regime and the issues 

concerning the control of computer-aided geographic information systems 

(GIS). 

5.1 ASSIMILATION IS CHALLENGED 

During the 1970s the discourse of colonialism and the 'objective' science of 

cartography was challenged by a number of new social movements which 

called for (among other issues) freedom from oppression for women, the 

poor, indigenous peoples 1 and environmental restoration. Within New 

Zealand, the Maori, as the indigenous people, began a cultural renaissance 

which called for the restoration of tino rangatiratanga and their status as 

tangata whenua. 2 Henceforth the colonialist assimilation ideology has been 

in many places and institutions undermined. Instead a pluralist form of 

biculturalism and multiculturalism has been adopted by the government and 

other groups as an ideological strategy . Biculturalism attempts to provide for 

the rangatiratanga of the tribes (rather than of 'Maori ') by reforming 

institutions (bicultural reformism) or creating 'separate' Maori institutions 

(bicultural distributivism). 3 Both types of biculturalism have been founded 

1 
'Indigenous· could be defined as "colonial cultures of response and 

resistance" (N. Dirks , Colonialism and Culture, University of Michigan Press, 
1992, page 10) . 
2 See, Ranginui Walker, Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou (Penguin, 1990) ; A.Vasil , 
What do the Maori Want (Random Century, 1990) ; D. Pearson , A Dream 
Deferred, The origins of ethnic conflict in New Zealand (Allen and Unwin , 
1990) ; Fleras and Elliott , The Nations Within (Oxford University Press, 1992). 
3 Mason Durie, "Maaori and the State", Te Komako, 7,1 (1995) page 10. 
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on a re interpretation of the Treaty of Waitangi as a fou nding document that 

is relevant to New Zealand society. The Treaty has been integrated into 

case law and legislation since the 1975 Treaty of Wairangi Act. This Act 

enabled a Tribunal to inquire into "claims from any Maori or group of Maori 

that they have been prejudicially affected by any action or omission of the 

Crown:· 4 Soon after the Treaty of Waitangi Act, a Plan ning Tribunal Appeal 

decision stated that Maori interests were outside of those lands held in actual 

ownership. 5 This meant the boundary of private property spaces, which had 

limited the rights of Maori to that land they held title to , began to be pulled 

down . 

The emphasis o n the Treaty has also influenced a desi re to protect remaining 

'pockets' of Maori land. The Te Ture Whenua Maaori Acr, 1993, uses the 

Maori Land Court in an attempt to retain Maori land in the hands of the 

owners as "a taonga tuku iho to be held in trust for future generations. "6 To 

ac hieve this goa l the Act provides for the establi shme nt of a number of 

trusts. For example, using a Wh anau trust, the interests o f individual owners 

are canceled and the land is held by the collective group. The opportuni ty 

now exists for land to revert back to tribal rather than individual ownership. 

Meanwhile Treaty of Waitangi clauses in environmental legislation aim to 

provide for the interests of Maori over private and Crown land. For 

example, within the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) it is a matter 

of national importance for all persons implementing the Act to recognize and 

provide for the " relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with 

their ancestral lands, water, si tes, waahi tapu and other taonga:' 7 This 

means the landscape needs to be imagined in new ways as environmental and 

indigenous rights justify the weakening of the private property rights. 

4 W. Oliver , Claims to the Waitangi Tribunal (Waitangi Tribunal Division, 
1991) page 10. See also, Paul Tern, The Waitangi Tribunal, The Conscience 
of the Nation (Random Century , 1990) . A. Christopher, "Indigenous land 
claims in the Anglophone ·world , Land Use Policy, 11 ,1 (1994) pages 31-44; 
Eric Pawson and Garth Cant, "Land Rights in historical and contemporary 
context" Applied Geography, 12 ( 1995) pages 95-108. 

In 1985 the Treaty of Waitangi Act was amended by the fourth Labour 
~overnment to allow claims to be investigated back to 1840. 

See Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society v W.A Habgood Ltd, 
RNZTPA, 76. 
6 Guide to the Act (Te Puni Kokiri , 1993) page 5. 
7 

Section 6(e) Resource Management Act 1993. 
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The movement towards biculturalism and the affirrnation of indigenous 

rights in the nation-state has taken place within the context of an expansive 

global economy enabled by technology. In this context, the role of nation

state governments has been shifted from directive to faci tative forrns of 

intervention. 8 In New Zealand, the process of shifting from direction to 

facilitation has been marked by deregulation and restructuring process since 

the early 1980s. This restructuring process has given rise to new small 

government ministries and departments ; Land Infom1ation NZ, Terra-Link 

(S.O.E) Te Puni Kokiri , Ministry for Environment. These organizations in 

competition/cooperation with private international mu I ti-national company's 

and local governments, have formed the core in stitution s of a new survey 

regime. 

Unlike previous survey regimes which have used paper-based mapping and 

manual surveying techniques, the current regime is dominated by the use of 

computer-aid cartographic tools like GIS and GPS (Geographic Positioning 

System). GIS is a computer package that produces spatial images. Like 

other canographical tool s, G IS creates an image of a landscape divided by 

divisions, however, unlike paper-maps, GIS is able to combine many ' layers ' 

of spaces. These electronic layers enable a space to be represented that is 

"inert and empty, devoid of meaning and agencY: ' And in a powerful way 

this electronic space is naturalized, it becomes "a medium in which human 

beings play out their activities,' ' 9 Thus GIS carries on the scientific 

Cartesian tradition of the global system by the "intersection of the mastery 

of the gaze and the textual malleability of electronic images'.' 10 This 

e lectronic master gaze is a new mode of social control which, 

functions to create new codes whose liminal futures and new geographies are yet 
to be written . Mapping techniques exerted a rationalistic log ic -- a universal 
calculus -- to unify space as object, materia l and fu ndamen t, and earth as 
exploitable resource, unified community or commercial logo. 11 

It was wi th the spaces created on the computer, that enabled the United States to 

conduct the "fi rst GIS war" . 12 

8 See Britton et al , Changing Places in New Zealand (Christchurch : NZ 
Geographical Society, 1992). 
9 Marcos Llobera, "Exporing the topography of mind: GIS, social space and 
archaeology" Antiqu ity, 70 (1996) page 613. 
10 John Pickles, "Conclusion" in Ground Truth, The Social Implications of GIS 
\NY and London : The Guilford Press , 1995) page 233 . 

1 Pickles, "Conclusion" in Ground Truth, page 231. 
12 Pickles , "Conclusion" in Ground Truth, page 232. 



GPS technology meanwhile enables any place o n the earth's surface to be 

located using a transportable locator device linked to a satellite. 

Accordingly from the space-high eye in the sky, the whole world can be 

'seen' and mapped. This kind of technology increases the abi lity of the 

surveyor or cartographer to make spaces for surveillance and control. 

The mode of spatial representation emerging in the 1990s has, thus, two 

main features. Firstly, a reduced direct role of the state and the rise of global 

capitalism driven by multinationals and electronic technology. 13 Secondly the 

rise of placed-based resistance , social identities (indigenous peoples) and 

other social movements (environmentalism) . lt is within the hegemonic 

dominance of capitalism that various identities and environmental discourse 

mark out territory .14 The 1993 amendment to the Treacy of Waitangi Act 

provides an example how Maori interests are provided for within the 

cadastral and capitalist status quo. This amendment limits the ability of the 

Tribunal to recommend the return of 'private' land. While some boundaries 

have been weakened by the alliance between environmental and indigenous 

rights, other boundaries/ in o ther situat ions1 have continued to be 

strengthened. 

5.2 SITES OF RESISTANCE: THE PORIRUA RESERVES IN THE 

1990s. 

The reserve lands were constructed with the aim of amalgamating Toa 

Rangatira into European society, and this amalgamation process has been 

driven by urban development since World War II. Much of the reserve land 

is now occupied by the city of Porirua with the towns of Paekikariki, 

Pukerua Bay, Plimmerton, Mana, Porirua Town Center, Elsdon, and Titahi 

Bay. This spread has been influenced by the railway route of the 1880s, the 

13 Edward Said defines this feature as the new imperialism (Said, Culture and 
Imperialism, page 341) . 
14 

See, Donald Denoon , "Settler Capitalism Unsettled" New Zealand Journal 
of History, 29,2 (1995) pages 129-141 ; Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes 
(London: Micheal Joseph, 1994). 
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State housing project after 1940, and the construction of the Wellington

Porirua Urban Motorway in the 1960s. Urban development and pastoral 

fanning has meant that in 1996 only patches of the original reserves have 

remained under Maori ownership. These patches are now emplaced wi thin 

computer-aided cadastral boundaries. 

These patches include: 

* Hongoeka block. This is the largest area of land held under free-hold 

Maori ownership. Within this block is Hongoeka village and marae. 

* Takapuwahia Township. Held under free-hold Maaori title and includes a 

number of urupa and Takapuwahia marae complex. 

* Pukerua Bay urupa at Pa Road near the site of Waimapihi pa. 

* Haukopua Urupa within Tawa-Tapu farm 

* Remai ns of Tau po No.2 urupa and small reserve. 

* Korohiwa Urupa which is ves ted in Audrie Stevenson (23/30 shares ) and 

ten Maaori owners (7 /30 shares). 

In 1847, before the urban and rural occupation, some 40,000 - plus acres 

were vested with Toa Rangatira in exchange for the rest of the Porirua 

District. In 1996 only these small fra gments of lands remain . 

Yet these patches could be viewed as sites of resistance. Instead of 

facilitating amalgamation or assimilation, the reserve land has become a 

place for Toa Rangatira to 's tand apart' from pakeha society. Takapuwahia 

and Hongoeka marae and settlements retain an identity interconnected with 

Toa Rangatira. They are gathering places from where the tribe seek to 

reconstruct its tino rangatiratanga in the 1990s and beyond. 

So far , in this thesis , I have not imagined alternative survey regimes; a 

different vision to replace the Cartesian perspective. In other words, from 
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what perspective can the spaces on the map be challenged and changed in an 

order to undermine the ideological hegemony? Figures 5.1 to 5.4 attempt to 

provide a view of the original Porirua reserves mapped onto the 

contemporary landscape. The first map (Figure 5.1 ) shows a view of the 

reserves (from a birds-eye) th a t traces the northern boundary from Mt 

Wainui to Pawakataka. According to the 1847 deed , the land on the outside 

of this boundary was reserve land, so maybe the reserve was to cover the 

area north of the Porirua di strict (which was defined as running from Wainui 

to Pawakataka). My other suggestion for the northern reserve boundary is 

displayed in Figure 5.2. On· this map I have traced the northern boundary 

from Mt Wainui, along the Whakatikei river and then north to Pawakataka . 

Within this reserve I am assuming the Wainui ri ver mentioned on the 1847 

deed was the Whakatikei (which comes from Mt Wainui) and Pouawa was a 

hill near the Whakatikei and Hutt ri ver junction. _ Of the two maps, I prefer 

Figure 5.2. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 exc lude th e north drn Wainui block and 

illustrate the current cadastral divisions . As illustrated the reserve lands 

which have their southern boundary at Te Arataura now includes Colonial 

Knob and most of the Porirua Hospital lands. These maps are my 'best 

guess ' accordi ng to the cartographical and historical evidence and as this 

thesis has shown, finding evidence from maps has not been helped from a 

survey regime that has ' lost ' most of the original tribal place names. 

The reserves were originally designed to control and concentrate Toa 

Rangatira yet now the boundary surrounds those people who have decided 

to 'settle ' in the Porirua Di stric t. It is a perspective that may 'un settle ' the 

settlers as they find themselves within the boundaries of a re serve. In 

making these images I also take the birds-eye perspective but I don 't claim 

detachment. My viewing point is partial, subjective , and situated; I cannot 

see everything and I have used information from other people who have a 

similar same partial perspective. 
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Figure 5.1. Original Extent of Porirua Reserves. Including Wainui Block. Using as a base 
map: Department of Lands and Survey, NZMS 262, Topographical Map, WGTN, I :250 

000, 1986. 
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Figure 5.2. Orig inal Extent of Porirua Reserves, Including Wainui Block. Using as a base 
map: Department of Lands and Survey, NZMS 262, Topographical Map, WGTN , 1:250 

000, 1986. 



Figure 5.3. Original Extent of Porirua Reserves, Excluding Wainui Block. Using as a base 
map: Department of Lands and Survey, Topographical Map, R26/27. WGTN and 

Paraparaumu. l :50 000, 1996. 
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Figure 5.4. Original Extent of Porirua Reserve, Excluding Wainui Block, Using as a base 
map: Department of Lands and Survey. NZMS 261, Sheet R26 and R27. Cadastral Map. 

l :50 000. 
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The 'landscape' of the Porirua district is divided into cadastral spaces and the 

Porirua reserves are emplaced within this frame. Many of these spaces, 

while alienated, retain the names and boundaries of the original blocks 

created by the Native Land Court in the 1860/80s. Thus the spaces have 

become static features covering Porirua like a web. It is also within these 

spaces labeled as 'Crown land' that the Waitangi Tribunal must choose land 

for the reparation of Treaty grievances in the advent of a successful claim. 

The main blocks (in the Porirua district) that could be returned to Toa 

Rangatira include: 

1. Whitieria block, currenily under Crown ownership and DoC management; 

2.Porirua ~cenic Reserve (l?l.3045 hectares), formally part of the Takapuwahia block, 
now under Crown ownership and DoC management; 

3. Porirua Hospital Surplus Lands ; 

4 . Housing NZ Surplus Lands, especially parts of the Takapuwahia block and Aotea 
block; 

5. Transit NZ Surplus Lands, small lots, i.e Plimmerton old rail yard ; 

6. LandCorp land (Paekakariki); 

7 . Queen Elizabeth Park, Paekakariki ; 

8. The Porirua Harbour sea-bed; and 

9. Other Conservation and Crown lands including Mana ls la~d an·d Akatarawa Forest. 

Along with the return of these lands, the RMA and Historic f laces Act have 

the potential to ensure the interests of Toa Rangatira are provided for in 

relation to private land, seas and rivers. In others words the actions of the 

private owners, developers and residents may be regulated in places such as 

the Taupe No.2 block and at Komangarautawhiri . 

Both processes will require the construction of new maps. "Can these maps 

be liberated from the cadastral boundaries and spaces that currently enframe 

the Porirua lands?" 
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In the beginning of this thesis/exhibition I invited the reader to imagine 

entering into a tikouka living at Plimmerton. It is within this metaphor of a 

tree that I have presented my thesis, my text. I have used the metaphor of a 

tikouka to illustrate how my research has been situated in the political 

locations of space, time, and identity. This historical narrative is 'my' 

representation constructed from a range of textual fields and I see the 

boundary between 'academic' and personal social experience problematic. I 

do not claim this thesis is the 'total' history of the three reserves; all my 

conclusions, theories, and interpretations are open to contest, debate and 

revision. My vision is not detached from my surroundings, floating above 

the earth with an all-seeing gaze. I cannot 'stand-back' from history, 

geography, nature, landscape or 'reality'. Instead, being within multiple 

identities, contexts, discourses, this thesis contributes towards an 

understandings of reality; space, time, culture and landscape. Thus I am 

situated and my understandings are 'rooted' in the 'ground; in the complex 

entanglements and strata of social relationships. In this sense my 

epistemology is not so much about 'doing' but being historical geography. 

While rejecting the global vision of the global system (or the West, or the 

Eurocenter) I am still part of that system and importantly the intellectual 

tradition of the global system has provided a basis for my positionality. As 

my writings have shown I have remained dependent on metropolitan critical 

social understandings classified into feminist, post-colonial, dialectical 

historical materialism, and cultural/historical geographic theory. I do, 

however, agree with Derek Gregory that the importation of such theory 

requires 'import duties'. For this reason I have attempted to construct what 

Gayatri Spivak terms a 'responsibility structure' in my methodology. Using 

the metaphor of a ' structure' or ' building' I hope I have put in some strong 

foundations. Yet such a structure can never be completed and there is no 

master plan or list of ethics that provide step by step instructions. 

Constructing a responsibility structure does take work; work at creating 



spaces of communication, trust, and understanding. It is this responsibility 

relationship that affirms my ability to respond, to speak. And the aim of all 

these words .. .. to help build a 'reality' based on the ethics of love, unity and 

social justice. 

Like this thesis, maps can be defined by a metaphor, the 'text'. The map/text 

is written by someone and is an expression of that person's textual fields of 

representation. The map creates and reproduces understandings of reality, 

history, geography and the landscape within a discursive formation. It is 

impossible for someone to draw a map from a standpoint from no-where, a 

place up in the sky, away from the earth. Instead maps are social 

constructions, constructed by someone for a particular purpose. Mapping 

discourse is a form of power/knowledge. By the representation of spatial 

images, maps enable people to ' see things '; a vision. This vision, 

constructed by particular survey regimes, is produced within a social context 

and different, intersecting social contexts will influence different ways of 

seeing, different modes of spatial representation. Thus maps, like ideas of 

space and time, are socially produced. 

Mapping discourse, as a social product, can also be used by people to 

produce and reproduce unequal social relations. In this thesis, I have 

illustrated this ideological role of mapping discourse in the historical context 

of the three Porirua reserves . The mapping of the reserves was never a 

'neutral' activity, instead, it was a method of spatial control over the 

indigenous people; Toa Rangatira. As a spatial control strategy the frame of 

the Porirua reserves was created by the New Zealand Company surveyors 

and their attempt to mark out a cadastral landscape in the Wellington 

district. This landscape aimed to construct a territory within which the 

'new' land could be connected to the 'old' ; a place where controlled 

settlement and capitalism would flourish; a place which would be another 

'England' in the South Pacific. In this plan, the indigenous people were 

expected to settle in the allocated cadastral spaces and amalgamate into the 

colonial society. 

In the Porirua story, the New Company's 'Native' reserve plan was 

abandoned. After opposition from Toa Rangatira and intervention by the 

Crown, an reformulated reserve policy was implemented and this policy, 
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driven by Governor Grey, led to the creation of the 184 7 reserves. 

Essentially the creation of the reserves was connected to the desire of the 

Governor to acquire the Porirua district for settlement. Accordingly, from 

the perspective of the colonial authorities and the humanitarians, by the 

concentration of Toa Rangatira using the reserves and Native towns, the 

tribe could be easier to control and would share in the 'fruits' of civilization. 

Sharing the 'fruits' required small reserves that encompassed cultivation and 

settlement areas in the contact zone. 

With the establishment of settler government after 1852, the strategy of 

mapping 'Native' reserves altered. Instead of trying to amalgamate the 

tribes on collectively controlled reserve lands, the ideology of land utilization 

and assimilation required the reserves to 'disappear' and the tribes were 

expected to take out residence on individual properties as defined by the 

Native Land Court. This survey regime required the creation of a legal 

landscape by a naming and boundary marking exercise. Henceforth a close 

mesh between the Native Land Court, the Survey Department and the Land 

Transfer Office enabled the reserves to be reclassified, surveyed, named and 

divided among the 'owners '. Alienation of the reserve lands was dependent 

on this legal territory as the land needed to be defined and named as a 

'block' before it could appear in the Native Land Court. In this way the 

contest for land between the various competing tribes or individuals was 

enframed in the context of the surveyed 'blocks'; the Native Land Court 

constructed the legal territory for land alienation and this territory was 

central to the power of the Court. 

Since the 1960s New Zealand has weakened its ties to 'Mother' England and 

the old British Empire has withdrawn. New Zealand, now a part of the 

Pacific (or Asia?), is left to sort out a post-colonial identity within a global 

capitalist mode of accumulation. Under pressure from the Maori, the 

Government has recognized the Treaty of Waitangi as important and from 

this basis has began to restructure some Common law and redress Treaty 

grievances. This process I have labeled as essentially integrationist; it is 

expected the tribes define their territory and rights within the boundary of 

the nation-state New Zealand/Aotearoa. Integrationist rhetoric assumes 'we' 

have two voices (Maori and pakeha) and one land. Yet the sovereignty of 

the nation-state, the 'one land' is defined by a legal 'territory' created with 
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the help of a map. Mapping discourse puts people and groups in their 

'place' in a complex process of boundary making and naming upon a 

mathematical grid. For example, I am enframed and emplaced within the 

spatial territory of Levin, Manawatu, North Island, New Zealand/ Aotearoa. 

I am defined in 'space'. This hegemonic space provides the 'stage ' on which 

I play the 'game of life ' . And it is the map that provides this vision of a 

'stage', and taxonomic system where everything becomes 'objects' which 

can be placed in space. 

Instead landscape and space is produced socially. Everything is dynamic, 

growing, changing and flowing. Using critical social theory I have 

attempted to undermine the 'natural ' space of the governmental and legal 

map by unmasking the power relations that hide in fetishation , by exposing it 

as a strategy of surveillance and control, by undermining its hegemony and 

by viewing it as an ideological discourse which has had serious implications 

for groups like Toa Rangatira. Yet perhaps the map needs to be 

reconstructed by answering the questions; how can 'we' produce spatial 

images that would support social justice? What sort of boundaries would 

these maps have? And who would control the map production process? I 

believe answering these questions requires a basic collective commitment to 

love, a unity that affirms the interconnections of everyone and everything, 

and wisdom to know when and how to listen and speak. 

The remnants of the Porirua reserves are now the places from which Toa 

Rangatira come together as a people and it is possible for some of the old 

reserve lands will reappear on the map as a result of the Waitangi Tribunal 

process. These spaces will, however, be mapped within the cadastral system 

of private property. By challenging the concept of space 'we' can challenge 

the spaces that seek to contain 'us' in a place. I hope this thesis has 

contributed towards an historical geographical understanding of the three 

reserves and provided some thoughts on how a post colonial geography can 

be written and imagined. 
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1847] PORIRCJ.. .A.ND W .A.IKAN.A.n DISTRICTS. 

PROVINCE OF WELLINGTON . 

IL-PORIRC.a. _-\.ND W.HK.i.YA.E DISTRICTS. 

Deeds-No. 22. 
PORIRUA Br.oc:.:, P o nJRt;A Dra:rn1cr. 

Porirua ht Aperira 1847. 
Ko :-ro• worr-1. ene i c tukua a.n!l e ma.tou mo K::iwa.oa tim."\la m:ii i to rohe i v,a.kar ir ea 
e Te Peina. i mun. i Te Kcoepuru, b h:i.cre m:ii ki l'orirua, Pauatah anui Horokiri, a 
haerd atu ki Waioui, katab i kB tika. wakauta te robe ki P o uawa , baerc :awa. ntu Paw:l.
kataita. E toru ng3 wabi i roto i Dg:1 rob e o te wenua o tukunn a.ca :no Kn.wa.na, e 
wa.ibo ann ki n. ms.tau ; ka timal & mni tetahi i To Ar:1ta. ur:1., ko. tika tc roho ki uta, k!l 
tahi ka ~eka, puta mai k1 ,raho i tc \~are o Hur! , ka tik :i. toau i ta tahi tet .i.'.ii robe hn.erc 
:ios. ma.i ki "\'la.itawa., a. b.1.ere tonu a.tu i tatahi , ta.e noa. k:i te .A.ra.t~ura-kl? i a. watou .:100 

teoei-Ha.cre a tu te :-ohc i te "·a.ro o Huri, ka baere atu ki 1c a.,\'"a i tc t:ib a. o t e !D.ar.a. o 
Te Hiko, ka tik:i i tern arra 1 haere touu mai i t u:i o to IIiw i, ka. pak~ru mai ki t atahi i 
Pa.pakohal, i w:i.!10 iti rna.i o te kaingn o Oa.hu ke i :1 01.itou ano teuci -Ka. tim :ita 3. 

tetnhi robe i Tr.tv1tikuri, k~ hAcrc i tc hi wi, bncre tonu k.1 tae ki te _ritc ng:1 o Te 
Kaira.bo, kata.hi ka peka ..-,kout:, , kei ng:, m:ib i tuh ia. ki to puk>pukn te rohe, ka tn.e 
ki te mau.ng~ i runj'a. ake o Tc Pa.ripari, kn tik a i rucgn i tc hiwi, h.1.ere tonu i rungn i 
te hirri kn tae lc.i \vainui, ka tahi ka heke ki rota ki tc awa o \V:iinui, Ira tik a i tcra n..-a 

1847. 
l April. 

?ORI RUA. 

1S7 

te rohe, kl\ be ki Pouawn tib to nu atu i rc irn ki PA."·11k,t:ib ,- ko te bh a ki rrAbo o 
tcnci rohe kdi a matou s.no-ki te ta.kn n. m.:itou wnrR. t.llown i ruog.:i akc o Tau po ki ro to 
i ngP\ robe a .Kavraon., me waka.hokimai e :-.1. ki a matou . Ko oga. utu n:o cnei i\'"CDU~ 
koi a. enei , e ru a. m11.oo c gn p:iuo:i. m o ni kotahi :nano e bomai a teoei ra.ng i n te tu:itac.i o 
nga ra. a A.perirn 1847- e rim:i nga rau 11 te tuatabi a nga ra o Aperi,a 184S- e ri ma 
nga ra.u a te tuabbi o cg, ra o Aperira 1849-hui:i enei k:i run mano-eoi aao it. n-oh
mutua. 

Tot~ price, £2,000. 

R,miri Kin gi Pua.ha x hi, 
mock. 

Te \V11ta rauibi Nohoru11 x his 
mn.rk. 

Mohi '.l'c Hue. x hi• mark . 

Witnesses to eignar:uree
W . A . Mc Cleverty, Lt .-Colonel. 
T. A..rmetrong, Captain , 99th R egt. 
L . R. E llio_t, L ieut., 99th Re~. 

Na Heaere i\htcae te Wi,ri. 
N n. Tamih:inn Te Rau paraba. 
Na porn Te N gibn. 
Ropob H ur umu tu Thi, mark. 
Paraooe Toangio:1 .I hi e ma.rk. 

W . F . G. Ser.ante,, Lt., 6th Regt., Interpreter to the Force• . 

Tl!..UIBL..I.TIO?i. 

THESE 11re t he lauds thnt are gi ,·en _up by U• to the Governor beg inning at the bou~dar:,: 
formerly laid do"·n to us by Mr. Sp,un, at the Kcncpuru , runniog to Ponru a, Pe.ustanauu1 
Horokiri, e:ttcnding :u; far ae "\V 11inui, tben the boundary take, ., straight courae inland 
to Pou:i..-o., running quite wi far ae Pn.wa.kataka.-There a.re Three place., kept in 
re•eHe for us , oi the laod tbt is given up by u• to the 'J:o-rcrnor-One of them 
beguu,..iog a: Te Are.taura, running- in n. etrn.ight line inland, then it crosses, nnd come• 
out n.t the houee beloogir,g to·:Mr. Jackson, running along the Water edge.-Tbe other 
boundary come• as far a, W e.itawa, and run• etraight a.long the tater aide until it 
reaches •re A.rataure..-We have likewiee this ag11in in reeerve, the bouncury of which • 
rnn• from J a.ci<son's bouee until it re.,iches tho Crnek oo the •ide of the cul ti rated 
!,-Ol!Ild of Te Hi.ko, jben it run., straight along that- R i,er running st:-aii::ht ,.Jong at the 
back of the r idge, then breaking out again to the ..-n.tcr aide at Pn.puohai a little outeide of 
the •ettlement of O.J:u. We ha.ve this agaii. in Reserve the Bow,cury of which bogi;i• 1. 
at T&...-ituuri , running alo:t!~ the ridge until it reacbea oppoeiie the reeds. It thee 
crc»eco iol.wd according to toe plan laid do..-n in the map re:ichiag the Mountain• above 
the Pr.ripi,ri , then it rune 11loog the ridge to W "inui, n.ad it there desceoda into the 
l'r-o.inui river. It thee: rans etrnight a.long that ri,er to Poua..-a. running to p.,,..,. 
k1,t..b, the po.rt out,ide of 1hi• boundary we still ret.-iin a, ou.r,,. If any of O\U' 

c:iltirntions tb..t e.ro abo.-c Tn:ipo should fall with in tho boundary of the Gocerno:'a 
L!>:id , they nre t.o be r,:,turned to us . 

1847. 
l .ipr'J. 
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PORIRUA 
co~tir.ued. 

16'7. 
L ..!..pril. 

PROYIXCE OF WELLIXGTON, [1847-58 

The P•Y:ment, ior lheso laoci, 1ro tb,·,c T.-o chou,1nd pound• in mouey- Oue 
t_~ou,and t~ oe gi,en u, ou tho fir,, d,y oi .-'.pcii 1&-.i. Fi1·0 hundred pound• on the fi:.t 
c~:;:- o_f Apn! 184S . F ir e 0'1uci:ud pounds on the first day of A.pri l 18-l9 wnicb being 
adcea togetner ::nalte, Two :!10u,,.od which conclude, the arrangement. 

A. True 'I'r:u,slati oo. 
W , Do!fc.._.,, 

Govt. Interpreter. 
Poriru s., Aori.J 1st, 1847. 

.Roceipt ro~ £1 ,000. 

B.eceived from Lieutenant Colonel McC:erert, the sum of Oue· thouuud pounds 
bemg the first icaulment of Two tb ous!l.Dd rounds of the paym·ent for the Perini.a Di,
mc:, and other L.'.lnds na.:ned in the Deed o S&le si!!"!led b, u• tbis dn.;-. 

Ra..-iri K :ugi Puaha I hG. Nopera Te Ngihn. x his marl.. 

R<igist:"'tion . 

1858. 
20 .A.priL 

WAI KANAE. 

R.oceipt. for- £140, 
.d fQ.OCC . 

Bounds.:ie,. 

m11rk. Rooo~ Hurumutu x hi, mark . 
Te "'\Vata.rauihi ~; ohorua x hi, Panone Tonogioa : hi, m&rk . 

::nark. B.awiri K iogi Pue.ha x hi• m:.rk 
Mohi To Hua I his mark. for Te Waka Te Kotua. 

W:t:neooea

N" Hencre :'.lfoteoe tc Wiwi·. Rawiri K ingi Pun.b& I hi, mar.le 
Na. Ta.mihana Te &uparn.hn. for Tspu i. 

W. l. 0 _llfcCl~1·cr:y, Lt .-Coloncl. 
J. Ar.n,crong. Captain, 99th Regt . 
L. R. Elliot, Lieut., 99th Rei:f. 
\V. F . G. Scr-::i.nta,, L:. , Gtu Hegt., Inrccprctcr to the }\,rce~. 

I cc;ti ry" tC:it I interp reted the .:iOo,·c receiot to tbe si(t'ner~ of the same . io presence 
oi tbe per~ons rrho h.Jsc ,~·itncssed ~heir sig:..J.tUrc.,;:. 

0 
· 

W F G. Srn, ,1.,,::;:s , 
Lt., Gth Reg-t. , luterpreter to tho Forces . 

:-.o. 37 Con,eyauco ccceiced fo r luegistc>tion ooc o·ciock P.'1. , 9th Apri l, 1S47. 
( L.8 ) R. G!l!YSTOI<', 

Hegi,trar of Deeds, W cllir:gton. 

A. Truo Copy of Origi11al Deod, Tr~n.,lati0n. Rccciot, n.nd Eod~recnient. 
· H H.L,so" TUB.TO"-

We lli ngton, Janua ry 17th, 187G. 

Deed.s-No. 23, 
w 4.ILL'i'A.E BLOC.Ii:, w .UJLl..'i'AE DISTB.!CT. 

TL.,;xz Pt1X..J....PUJr.t.. tuku "rheoua i tuhitubia oei i !coei ra i te ruo. teko..u o .A.priera 
(20th oi April) 1853 be puk .. puka ~ioo whabne pono ca matou on ngn. rangatira m'e ng> 
~:t.!:lg&t~ o N ga.titoa o 1'i. ge.ti!S.wa k.ia tino tukua. r.!.w:ir.i:i tetahi wiihi o to ID&tou nei kainga 
ki s Wik,jtoria te Kuini o I1:1gI1rangi1 ki nga Kingi, Ku_ini ~:iei o muri ilio in. ia a. n~e. ton_u 
~tu . A mo to mutou whakDAetangn kia tukua tcoe1 ka1oga o wbab,ae noa. a W1kitona 
te Kuini o Ingarangi moon ki& bomci ki a macou ngn Pauna moo.i kotab.i te rau e whA 
tebu (£140) takitabi, ko o.u:i. ::noni kun riro mai ki o. matou i tenei ra na. te Hcnngi 
( William N. Searancke) i bo:nai. Ko nga rohe o te " ·benua koia enei ka timata i Pr>a...-:1, 

·rere tonu ki Pawn..lcat.aka., ikonei ka abu wakararo i te robe o tc whenua i ho' a a 
Ngatika.hunguuu a ahn tonu =i i runga i to robe o to ..-henna o Heru....-ini tc •. pe a. 
puta nos ki t<i Ta<! kj Wa.ika.nae ka a.hu ...-bakarung& rutaki noa ki Poa.wa. 

A kia ruriru. ra. ano tenei whecu ka Whakarite ni nga utu he whaka-0tUJga, 
.l mo to mat-ou wbaka.aetangn ki nga tihnga. kator,, o tenei Pukapuka kua. tubia. iho 

o matou t-ohu me o matou ini:;oa. A. :no te wbakaael.nnga o te Kuini o Iogar=gi mollA k.i 
nga tikang11 ht-oa o tenci Pukapuka kua tuhia iho to iogoa. o William N. SeaI'llJlcke 
te~ah.i o nga kai whnkarito whenua wo tc Kownuo. o l\ui Tireui. 

Nga kai :itiro-

M&t.ane te Wbiwb i. 
Nopera. 
Hori Tumu. 
Mahi Tiabo. 
Poihipi te Ono. 
Tiaho . 

Jno . Sull)", Wni.ra.capa, District Surreyor. 
Ho1ni Meihan.,. 

"'iYILLU:U N. S£.illA...'i'C!i:E, 

Diat. Commr, 
Hemi Wo.kata. 
Tomau. 
Zawiri Puab.a I }-. 

Heruwini te Tu 1, 
Ro_psta. 
Tcl.l'a. 

1:1 a.rk. 

Produced before tho l\'ntivo L4nd Court at Waikane.o this 22nd da1 of May 1873 
by Mr. Wardell c• Crow-n A.gent a: tho in,esti.-,.tion of tbo c4i.ms of Eruini Te Tupe to 
a block called Muaupoko within tho N gnrs:o. Block. 

J. :&oo ......... , 
Judge. 
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TnL'iSLA.TION. 

T:a:re DEED of sale of lnnd WTitten on this twentieth (20th) da.y of April 1858 is a 
document of the full and true consent of us· the ChiC'fs :md p<:)oplo of N g:1.titon. and 
Ngatin.wa to fully cede :i. portion of our place to Victorin the Queen of England and to 
the Kings or Queens who m:i.y 11ucceed Her for ever. And in consideration of our con
sent to cede this pince Victoria the Queen of England on Her part agrees to pay us the 
sum of One hundred and forty pounds sterlin~ (£140) which moneys we have this 
da.y received from Mr. William N. Searanckc. 'l'hcsc arc the boundaries of the land: 
Corumencin~ nt l'onwa thence direct to Pawak:itaka thence townrds the North along the 
boundary of the lnnd sold by ~ gn.tikahungunu thence along the boundary of Hcruwini 
te Tupe 's laud to tho sc~ at Waikanne thence in :i. southerly direction to Poawn. 

Whim this land is surveyed the fina l p:i.ymcnt to us will be decided upon . 
.And in token of our consent to n.11 the ronditions of this Document we have made 

our marks and Rigned our names . 
.And in tckt:n of the c0nscnt of thr Q.ueen uf Englnnd on Her part tn nil tho con

ditions of this Dot:umcnt the uamc <Jf Witlin.m N. Sen.ra.nckc ono of the Laud Purchase 
Commissioners for the Governor of X cw Zen.bud is signed hereunto. 

[Witnesse~. J [Signatures. J 
Correct Trnmlntiou . 

T. E. Yorn,u. 
Translator, N afo·c Dep:i.rtrnent . 

.A. True Copy o[ Original Deed and Tl'ansb.tiou. 
H. HA:ssoY Tuu.TOY. 

WcUington, January 13th , 1S75. 

Deeds-No. 23a. 
w J.D'l,"I BLOCK, w .!IlLl.X.\.E DISTRICT. 

TE!'fEI PuKA.Pt"lLl. tuku whenu:i. e tuhituhi:i. nci i tcnei ra i te iwa. o nga ra. o Hune (9th) 
i to tau o to tatou A.riki . Kotahi mano e waru r::m c rima tekn ma iwa 1S;'.;9. He 
Pukapukn tino waknne pono n:i. matou n:i. nga Raog:i.tirn. me nga tangata o N gatiton e 
mau nei nga. ingo:i. ki tcnei puk:i.puka mo matou mo a ::nntou wh:i.naungn me o matou :iri 
katon. e wh:i.nau i muri iho i a matou ki::. tino tukua rawntin. tetahi wahi o to matou 
kainga ki a Wikitori:i. te Kuini o Ingnrani ki nga Kingi Kuini ranei o muri iho i a ia. 
ake tonu atn . .A. mo to m:i.tou wnbaotnuga ki:i. tino tukua rawatia tenei wnhi o to 
matou kaing::i. o w:i.kaac ana hoki n. Wikitori:i. te Kuini o Iug:i.rnni mona. kia utun matou 
ki nga. p:i.unn. moni c warn r:i.u c r imn tck:i.u t:i.kitahi £850. E rim:i tekau t:i.kitihi kua 
riro ma.i ki a ma.tau i tc 20th o Apriera 1S5S. E wnru rnu tnkitahi £SOO o aua moni kua 
riro mai ki a matou i tenei ra na te Herangi i hom:i.i. "Nga. robe o to wnenua k:i. timata 
ii tc N gutu awa. o Whnreroa ka. rere ki uta i rungn. i te rohc o to whenun kua oti te 
tuku ntu ki :i. to Kuini i tc 2G o N owema. 1S5S :i. Pnpnraupongn ra nno ko tc robe tcnei 
o tc whenua i tuku :i.tu ~gatikahungunu ki a tc Kuini imun k:i. rcrc whaka te Tonga i 
runga i te maunga tac noa mn.i ki P:i.wakatak:i. k:i. n.hu mai i koP.ei 'l>:tka te kapebpe o 
Pouawn k::i. whiti i tc Rore nui o te Ki:ini ki Tunapo rcre tonu ki tc Takutni i te Ana a. 
hau b. ahu wnka. rnro i tc Tnkut:i.i n. Pachkariki. n "\Vainui a tc ngutuawa o Wha.rero::i. 
kn tutaki. Ko nga. w:i.hi whrnu::i. ma mntou i roto i ng:i. roho koi:i. cnci ko o matou nei 
ka.ing::i. kei "'\Vharero:i. 17 ck:i. kci "\V :i.inui 13:3 ckn kei Paek:i.kari 1- i 135 ckn., ko tcta.hi wn.hi 
ki N ga.pa.ipurul\ lrncro noa. i tc t:i.hn rope t~o noa. ki tc rohc i tc t:i.ha. raro !!SO ck:i.. Tc
t:i.hi w:i.hi ki tc Rongo o te W era lGO ek:i.. Tetahi wn.hi ko Tc Puka, ki ut:i. mai o Wainui 
60 ekn. Ki te w:i.k:mc hoki m:i.tou ki tc wnhi whenu:i. ki Paek:i.kn.riki G.~ eka kua. tukua 
atu ki a Peti ratou ko an:-i Tam:i.riki hawck:i.ihe me tcta.hi ,vahi whenua. ki Pnekakariki 
hoki he a.roha. noa atu no matou ko to maton boa ornua ki a. Henry Flugent ma. to 
Ka.wanatanga enci wa.hi o ru:i. o wo.katumau :i.tu, tetahi ki :i. Peti r:i.tou ko nna Ta.mariki 
hawekaihi. Tetahi 1..--i a Henry Flugent (!!?, eka.) Heoi kua. oti i a matou te burihuri te 
mihi to poroporoakc tc tino tuku rnw:i. i tenei bingn. o m:i.tou me ona awn mo ona manga 
me ona roto me ona ,~ai me ona. raka.u mo ona ot:i. otn mo onn. koha.tu me onn wahi pare 
me ona wa.hi nta.:i.hua. me onn. wahi kino me ng:i. men. k:i.to:i. ki rung:i. r:i.nei o te whenun ki 
ra.ro r:i.nci o to wncnu:i. me n(!a. :i.~a. no~- iho 0 tnu:i. whc:rna. kn oti rnwn i a. matou te tino 
tuku rawa atu i te:nci rn_c witi nci he whcuua pum:iu u:~ mahu ki a Wikitoria. to Kuini 
o Ingara.ni ki 11ga K.ingi Kuini r:mci o muri iho i n. in. akc tonu atu. A mo to matou 
wakaaetanga. ki nga tikn.nga katoa. o roto i tcnei puk:l.puka. i{n. tuhi:i. iho o matou o matou 
ingoa. me o matou tohu. A mo te waka.aet::mga o te Kuini o Ingarnni mona ki nga 
tikanga. katoa o roto i tenei puknpilka ka tuhia iho e to Hera.ngi tctahi o nga kai 
whakarito whenua. e> to Kawana o Nui Tircni tona in~oa. 

Ko te Wa.ka. Toa. x his mark. 
Rowoti to Horomnmuku x his 

mark. 
-- Hemi WILI'eti :x his ml\rk. 

: , •. -:.,~~r,---Pirimona.':MitikaJmu :x:· 
· · ~-.:~ Ko te Ko.rira.·Hnkuma.Iiui x. 

· Ko Hobcpa·Tekunui x. · 
Wirihallll. Tc .A.wnawa. :c. 

·VOL, II.-17 

WtLLIAM N. SE.A.U..."'l'CKE, 

District Co!DJilissioner N.L.P.D. 
Taimonn. Riwba x. 
Rowoti N gnhulii. 
Hopn Pa.ngo·::t. -
Te Pene ,Pa. Rem.a. ::1:. 

To Raha·:r: . 
To Peno To Raknberej x. 
Wi o Pion:i. Maihi x. 
lfotimao::i. Poa.k:i :c. 

1858. 
20 .April. 

129 

WAIKANAE. 

Receipt for £HO, 
&dunce. 
Botlild&riee. 

1859. 
0 .Tune. 

w All.L.,. .lll: D rn:aICT. 

WAINUI. 

&ceipt for ... £500 
20 .ipril, 1S58 50 

Bouoda.riee. 
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-WAINUI 
continued. 

1850. 
9 June. 

W J.llANil DISTRICT. 

WAINUI. 

Receipt for ... £800 
20 .April, 1858 60 

£850 -Bound&rie1. 

-
PROVI~CE OF WELLIXGTOX, 

Patara Tokohuia x. 
Hopn Te Ahitahu x. 
Tent.era. Te-Hautihoro x. 
Kereopa Te Ikameke x. 
Hercmaia :Maui ::r. 
Enoka Hokireing:i. x. 
Mohi Tiaho. 
W erereka N uka. x his mark. 
Ronni Pihama x his mark. 
N garia Te Pane. 
Wi.rihan:i. Ma.ui. 
Ko te Hiko. 
Hemara. Horoatua. 
Na Pirira Hurumutu. 
Aperahnma Pura.. 
Patete Tcteho x. 
Hepcri Riki. 
Nikorirna. te l\fapu. 
Tnhann. te Pou ::r. 
Hopa tc '\'v ha.ta. x. 
Karapai:ira . 
Tc R<ti. 
Ko Wairopat:i. x. 
Ko tc Kamura. 
Ko Hemi tc Wbakarau x. 
Te '\Vaka Hauhau x his mark. 
Te R ei ::r his mark. 
Metana ::r bis mark. 
Heremnia Rangibawe. 
·wnita.. 
Paura te Raihcrca. 
Pohorama. 
Horo Rirangi ::r. 
Ropat:i.. 
Hori Tunui. 
P..apiban:i. te Otaota. 
Rakor:i.ko ::r his mark. 
Poihipi te Ono. 
Rota Takirau. 
Raharuhi Taukawa .I. 
Apera.ho.ma to Kopi ::r. 
Hakarnia. Tc Paonga x. 
Ripini Pitar:i.. 

}.f0kai Paremata .I . 

'\virernu Par:i.ta. 
·a:; . ...: (Ko te Rou. 
i:,.::: 
"' £; I Timoti Tokcnaoi. 
g ~ Ko te Tana. te Ka:lo. 
~ ~ ~ Ko Tams.ti tc Wanga. 
~ ·; I Ko H?ri _Rohe: 

c= ~ Ko Rmg1 Kurt. 
Z .:: LTamati. 

l\Iatene te Whiwhi. 
Tamihana te Raup:.raha. 
Piripi R-Opiha ::r. 
Hohaia. Rangiauru ::r. 
Hcmi Whakatan. 
R-Oka.pa x his mark . 
Inia Tc Hapoko x. 
Petuha. Huatahi .I. 
Ibaraira x his mark. 
Rcmao Tikokoe. 
Ko Hemi Hare. 
Tim0ti Taha. 
Wiremu te Kanae :r his m 
Tunga. 
Raocim:urehou. 
Tc Rao[!'i Ruru puni x. 
lioani )Iornn~i . 
~ 0a. x his m:i.;k. 
Hone Tchati :r his mark. 
Ioio Te Hat:i. 
Wareo:i. x bis mark. 
Epiha tc Poki 
Epih:i. Poiha Rcpo ::r his m 
Wiremu Kingi tc Koihua. 

mark. 
Te Ka.n:i. x his mark. 
Horopapara ::r his mark. 
Tarnihana ?utiki. 
Wiremu Piti x bis mark. 
Arapat:i. .I his m:i.rk. 
Hohep:i. Tc ::'>Iaihenga :I 

mark. 
John Te Okoro. 
Hohaia. Pokaita.ra. 

Nga ka.i titiro ki cnci homaitanga. utu me enei 
tuhinga. iL~oa-

George F . Swainson, Surveyor, Wellington. 
·Richard Eagen, Storekeeper, Otaki . 
. A. S. Robinson, Surreyor, '\Vellington. 

1'n..A..'i'SLATIO:i. 

Trus DEED of sale of land written on this 9th dav of .TuJ.Jc in the vear of our Lore 
thousand eight hundred and fifty nine 1859 is a deed of the true consen;; of us the c 
and '{'Cople of N gatitoa whoso names arc hereunder written on behalf of oursch-..:? 
relatives :md all our descendants who may be born niter u~ to finally cede a portic 
our place to Victoria the Queen of England and to the Kin~s or Queens who 
succeed her for ever. And for our consent to entirPly give up thi:s portion of our J 
to Victoria. the Queen of England agrees on her behalf to pa.y us the sum of Eight huo 
a.nd fifty pound11 £850. We recci,cd fifty pounds on the :20th _.\.pril 1S5S and on 
day we have received eight hundred pounds of that money by the hands of 
Sen.rancke. (The boundaries of the land commence at the mouth of 'Wharero:i. th, 
inlllild !\long the boundary of tho lnnd ceded to the Queen on the 2Gth 1i' o,ember J 
to Papar:i.uponga this is tho boundary of the land ceded (by) N gatikahungunu to 

-Q~ecn formerly-theacc 1 "warda the South along the m~unt:t>. co Pawaka.takat 
thence in a North Westerly direction to Pouawl\ thence ncroRs the Queen's high roa, 
Tunnpo·thence to tho beach a.t Tc Ana-a-Ha.u thence Northerly :i.long the bea.d 
P:i.eltakariki W ainui and tho mouth of Whareroa. where it endt1., Tho pieces of land 
us in these boundarics ·are these. Our settlements· at ·Wharcro11- 17 acres :it Wainui 
a.cres, at -P::.ekaknriki 135 acres. Thero ie ·one-placo at Ngapaipurua from thence nl 
the swamp till it strikes the:Northorn boundary, 280 acres, One portion :it To Rcng1 

tf,-wem 160:acres, one portion :i.t Te Pili inland of W ainui "60 acres. · 
Il we·com1ent also to' the 11\nd a.t Pa.ekakariki 6t ·acres .,;ven to Peti and her I 

cute children ·and · 11, piece of lnnd at Paekakariki a free gift to oar old friend He 
Flugent the Government ,vill permanently fix these'places the one for Peti and · 
half caste children the other for Henry Flugent (2} -a.cres). Well we have coneide 
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over wo hnve greeted we hnvo bidden farewell to and entirely gi.on up this place o: ours 
with ii:s strenms its brnnchcs (mountains?) its lakes its waters its trees its gr:i.ss its 
stones its rough pl:i.ces n.11d its good places :ind its bn.<l plnces and everything either on 
the lo.nd or under it with e\·erything nppertainin~ to the land we have given it up 
entirely under the shining sun as permanent land fo1 Victoria the Queen of England 
nnd the Kings or Queens who ma.y succeed her for ever. In token of our consent to all 
tho conditions of this document we hereunto set our names :md marks. And in token 
of tho comicnt of tho Queen of Engla.n<l on her be ha.If to all the r:onditions af this docu
ment Mr. Se:i.r;i.ucke one of the Government land purchase Commissioners has hereunto 
signed his name. (Sd.) Wn,Lr.ur N. SEAR.!...'iCKE, 

(Sd.) h:o TB WAH ToJ. ::r !:is 
mnrk. 

District Commissioner N .L.P.D. 
(Sd.) REWETI TE Hoii.O:ll.A.:llAK17 

x his mark. 

Wi tnesses~ 
H1nn W .rnETr x his mark. 

George F . Swn.in8on, Surreyor, Well ingtou. 
Richard Eagen, Storekeeper, Otaki. 
A. S. Robinson, Surreyor, Wellington. 

Correct Translation. 
T. E. Yotr..o, 

Tramlator, Nntivc Department. 

A True Copy of Original Deed and Tr:rnslation . 

A.pd g;, other signatures. 

H. H.L'\SOX Tt::&TOX. 
Wellington, X o\·embcr lith, 1875. • 

Deeds-No. 24. 
P_u,uowrur BLOCK, Ponrnw.t DrsTnrcT. 

TE?l"EI PUKAPUK.A. i tuhituhin. i tenci rua tckau mn. waru o nga ra o 1Iei i te tau o to 
tatou Ariki 18G2 he puka.pukn. tino hoko tino hoatu tino tuku wuakaoti :i.tu na matcu na. 
ngn, R:rng:itirn. me ngn. tangn.ta o N gatitoa. no ra.tou nga ingo::i. c mau i r:i.ro nei a. hci 
whaka:i.tu tenci Puk:i.pulc:i mo matou mo o maton whaoaungn me o roatou uri mo 
te tuhituhinga. o o matou ingo::i. ki teoci puka.puka i raro i te r:i. c whiti nei kua 
whakarerea rawatin ku::i. tino tukuna. rawatia. :itu ki :-. Wikitoria Kuini o Ingarani ki ona. 
uri Vi nga Kingi ki nga Ku ini o muri iho i :i i:i. me ::i.oa me :i ratou e whabritc ai 
hci whakariLenga. mo ng:i pn.una moni e rua. rau kotnhi tek:iu kua utua mai ki a matou e 
Pctetonn. (I8:tac .Earl Fcn.thcrRton) mo to Kuini (n c whak:i.netia. nt'i n. matou te- rironga 
mni o n.ua. moni) ko tana wn.hi whcnna. katoa kei Porirua. ko P,\pakowhai tc ingoa o taus. 
wahi whcnua ko 11gn. rohe kci rnro i to pukapuka· nei c mau aua te korcro whakaha.ere 
ko to ma.pi hoki o tnu1L whcnun kun apititia ki tcoci. )le ona. r:i.ka.u, me on:i. kowhatu, 

· me una wai, me onn. aw1L nui, me on::i. rota, me ona :i.wa ririki me nga mea katoa, 
o tau:i. whenuo, o ruugn. rauei o r::i.ro ranei i te mata. o t:rna whenua. me o matou 
tikanga. mo o ruatou take me o matou pa:i.ng:i. katoat:i.nga. ki taun wahi. Kia mau tonu 
ki a Kuini "\Vikitoria ki oua uri,ki :;.na rauei c whn.karitc ai hei tino mau tonu :i.ko tonu 
n.tu. A hei tohu mo to matou wlw.kaacta.nga. ki nga tikanga katoa o tenei pubpuka 
kua, tuhituhia nci o mntou iogoa me o matou tohu. A hei tohu hoki mo te whllaae
tn.nga. o to Kuini o In~o.rn.ni mo tann wnhi ki ngo. tika.ng-:i. katoa o tcnci pukapuka. 
kul\ tuhiu. nci to ing-on. o To Pctctonn (IeMc Earl .Featherston) Ka.iwhnka.rito whouu~ 
Ko nga. rohc cuoi u bun, whcnua. ki to I-fauauru ki tctnhi wn.bi o taua whcnua ~faori 
o ono tcka.u ma. t;i,hi (61) tini rahi a.kc iti iho r:mci :i. ki te Tonga ki te Rawhiti ki teta.hi 
rrianga iti a c rerc ann. taua m:mga. iti ki rota ki te mang:i. o te Kinepuru. 

I. E. f EA.TRERSTO~, 

Horomona N ohorun. 
R:i.wiri Waitcro ::c. 
Ko Hare Reweti. 
N open Tongarua. 
K:i.rohana. Weta. 
Ko To Rau. 
Ko Hanitl\. 

(Te Pctetona). 
Hohep:i. Tnmaihen~ia x. 
Wiremu Parata.. 
Ropab. Hurumutu. 
Wi Tc K.anae :i:. 

Waka Pntiiparakore -r. 
Tungia. Ngahuka. 

Ko nga t:mgata. i kito i to hoatutangn. o nga . 
moni me to tubinga. o ngn ingoa-

Georgo :F. Swninson, Dist. Surveyor, Wellingion, N.Z. 
Ebenezer Baker, Interpreter, Wellington. 

WA.INUI 
cci:ti.ou.;d. 

1862. 
28 1fa7. 
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PoB.IRt: .1. Drnrn1cT 

P.\PAKOWHAI. 

Bounc!Mies. 

Kun. riro mai-ki a. matou i tonei ra i to ru:i. tckau m11. wnru o nga. ra o Mei i te 
tau o to ta.tou Ariki kotnhi ma.no e wnru rau e cno t~k:i.u ma rna (1SG2) nga. pauna moni 
e rua rau kotahi tekau takitabi (£210) ko to utu tenei kua whnkahuatin. ki te p11bpuka 
tuku . e mau i runga, ake . noi kin. utua mai ki a matou o Te Potetona (Isaac Earl 

Receipt for £Zl0. 

Feat!i.erston) mote Kuini. · 
· ([ HonEPA T..UUIIIENOIA i:. WmEMU PARAT.A.. 

· Mona mo ana hoa. Mona mo ana boa. 
Nga. kai-titiro- . 

George F. Swainson, ,District Surveyor, Wellington, N.Z. f 
Ebenezer BBlter, Interpretor, Wellington. • 
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1862. 
28 May. 

PROV1:,CE 0}' \YELLE~GTO:-; , 

TRAXBLA.TIO:'.'<. 

i lt:G"l 
L -

Poarau.1. Dunner. 
Tms DEED ·written on this twenty eighth (2S) day of ?lfay in the year of ct:.r Lord l 
is n. foll and final sale comepnce and surrender by u~ the chiefs an<l people of 
tribe of N gatiton. whoHe nu.mes :1re hereunto tmbscribcd and witnc~sct h tl!::,.t on beha 
ourselves our rcln.ti-,es n.nd dcsccuda.nts we ham by Ri~ning this Deed under the shi: 
sun of this day parted ,...-ith aud for crnr transferred unto Y idoria Queen of En<> 
her heirs the Kings and Queens who may succeed her and Uc:: and th0ir assigns fo; 
in considern.tion of the sum of two hundred ancl ten pounds (.!.'210) to uti paid bv 1 
Earl Fen.therston on behalf of the Queen Victorin. (an<l we hereby acknowleJ,..e 
receipt of the said monies) all that piece of our land situated at i'orirua and ~a 
Papak:ll'"ha.i the boundaries whereof arc set forth at the foot of thi:1 Deed and a pla 
which Ju.ad is :mncxed thereto, with ib tree>< minerals water>< :-i,·crs lakes stream~ :ti\ , 

appertaining to tl:c said land or beneath the surface uf 1.i1•.: said bud n.ud all 
rigct title claim :md interest whatsoe'"er thereon To hold to Queen -Victoria 
heirs and assigns as a lasting pos~e~~ion absolutely for c,cr and ercr. And i11 tcstin: 
to our consent to nll the conditions or this DreJ. we have hereunto ~ubi;crib cJ our na 
and marks. And in testimony of the conscut of tlic Queen of EnglauJ on her 
to all the condition!'< of tbi; Deed the name of Isaac Earl Fcathcr~ton . Land Pure! 
Cornmis:sioncr is hereunto subsc6bed. Thci;c :ire t!1c b,11rn,larics of the l:u:d. 1101111 
on the Wc!<t by other portiou of the ~aid :\'atirc Laud si:ity one (!jl) ch:1i11~ n 
or·le~s and towards the South and East b:· a stream being 1 tributary of the Kiucp 

PAPAKO~HAI. 

·.- Boundo.rie~. 

~ipt for £210. 

1865. 
1 December. 

POR.IllUA. DISTRICT. 

ISLAND or MANA. 

£300. 

:Boundt.rie1. 
[525 acre,.] 

stream. I. E. Furm:Jl.S rox, 
Land Purchase Comru.i~;: iouer. 

,Vitnes<"CS to the payment and sign:i.turcs-

Recei'"cd this twenty ei•;hth (2S) day ot ;,fay iu the yea:- oi our Lor.: one thou~: 
eight hun<lrccl an<l si.:1ty two (lSG~) the ~lllll of two hu1i<lrctl :rnd ten pounds ~terl 

· (£~19) bein~ the consi<ler:ition money expre"sed in tr.c aoo,·c written Deed to 
paid by haac Ear! J:'eatherst•Jn on behalf of Her Majest_, the Queen to us .' 

A. True Ccpy of Origin:il Deed and Tramb tio!l . 
II. ll..1.~sox T;:.tT'.)X. 

W cllington, September :!ith, lSi.j. 

Deeds-No. 25. 
IsL.-1....'-D OF ::\Lts.t , P<)nrnr..1. D1srRICT. 

TE~.:r Pl'F:..\.Pl"F:A i tuhituhia i te:1ci r:t : ie tahi u n~a ra o Tihcm:i. i te tlU ::, tu Tat, 
.Ariki 1S6,j be Puk:1.puka tioo hoko tino heatu-tino tt1ku ,,:l,;i;.,:i• )~i :i.tu n:i. mato·1 na :: ! 
Rnngatira me nga Tanga.t:i. o ~~a~i toa 110 ratou nga in~na c :::au. ::iro nci a hci i>h:1.k 
atu tenei Pu!-:apuk:i. mo matou mo o mato11 whan:rnr.:::1 me 0 matou uri mo te 111 h 
tuhinga o o matou ingoa ki tenci Pukapuk;L i r:i.ro i te r:i e \\"11iti nei kua wltakart-n 
raw:i.tia kua tino tukuua rawatia atu ki :i. \\"ikit0r::i Ku ini o h::c:ir:,.,ui ki oua uri ki .11 ~ 
Kingi ki nga Kuini o muri iho i :i. in. me an:i. me a ra~ou c ·,~h:i.ka.~:a: ai hei whakariten~ 
mo ng:i. Pauna moni c Toru rau takitabi kua utu:1. mai ki :i matou c Te Petat,,u 

. I. E. l'L"athcrston, E ~q r. na te Kuini (a e 'l'"hakaae:ia nci c ~atou tc rironga mai 
au:i. moni) ko taua wahi whcnua katoa kei tc moana he moutere kci wai10 o Porirua K 
Mann. te ingoa o taua wahi whcnu:i. ko ngn robe kci r:1.ro i le Pukapuka nci e mau nn<, t 
korcro whakahacrc ko tc mnpi hoki o tana whcr•1:t kua. api:iti:1 ki 1e nei. :\Ie ona r:ika 
me ona kowhatu l.lle nn:L wai me ona awa 11ni me ona roto me .-,n::. .iwa ririk i me ng:i. :11e 
katoa o taua when un. o r1111~a ranci o raro r::.n ci i tc mata o taua. w::t'nu:. mt• o m::,.tou t 1 kan:.:. 
me o matou take me o matou paanga katoatnng:t ki tau a. wa.hi : Kia m:m tonu ki a Kuiu 
Wikitoria ki ona uri ki ana ranci c wh~1-arite a i hci tino mau ~onu ake tonu atu. :\ he 
tohu mo to matou wiiak:uctanga ki ng:i t ik:u,~a katoa o t~nei l':ika.puk:t ku::. tuliituhi: 
n~i o mntou· ingoa me o mn.tou -tohu. ~\. hei tohu hoki mo tc whak:i..1.ctanga a. tc Kuini c 
Ingarani mo tan:i. wobi ki nga tikanga katoa o tcnci Pukapub kua tuhia ;;ei tc ing:n:i c 
Te Petatonc I. E. Featherston J,;:aiwhakaritc Whenua. Ko !l!.!'a robe enci o t:iul 
,~benua he :i\Iouterc e tniawhiotia ana ·.! tc wai kci wa!10 kei tc :noa.ua nui c t::m :rna !.ei 
te rit.anga ako o Poriru:i.. 

'· 

Heta. tc Ohuka. 
Matenc tc Whiwhi. 
Tnmihnna Te Raupara.ha. 
lloani T~ Okoro. 
Harap:i.t:i. Huturu. 
Faraone Toangina :c hi:1 mark. 
Raknpa Kahoki :x. 
Hohepo. Ta.mniheogio. :t. 
Ropnta Hurumutu x. • 
.Anntipn Te Nihinihi x. 
Heni teRei. 
Nikorima Tc Mapu :c. 
Piripi To Rnngintahua. x. 
Matena. te Kikotuw:i.. 
R.·miri N garak:\. 
Tc Ono To Nihin.ihi .:I. 

Renata Waka. 
Ngahuka. 
Karehana tc wcta. 
:\Yi!"cmu Te Kanae. 
Erenora :&i.ngiuwir:i. x. 
Hana Pcti ~lo:ina.run. :r. 
Ko To "\Vari :i:\opern :-c . 
Ko To Hir:i Kahinga :t. 
Hepcri te Arahori. 
Ropnta Tangahoe . 

·l'otote Teteko. 
Wi Pata. Te Ohu x. 
Hnmiom Potau -i. 
Vemara Kor.ehn. 

Me tana To:i r:mg:itir:i. :r. 
Tc Ring:i. L 
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Ko Oriwin. Ilurnm.ut u. \\'ircmn P iti Tc Jhn~itauru :i:. 

Ko '\Viromu T ., \Vharcpu- Mohi To ?tlotu :i.:. · 

kahu :x . Hori Kn.rub Tc K:mamo x. 
Mo.rn.rn. Ruru x. IIirini Tangahoc x. 
Hoani Tc Motu :i:. Hakaraia Te Panga. :I. 

Piripi Te nfotu :i::. Paor:i. Kaua.c x. 
Wircmu Pancta TC' M:o:ma . Tc Rei x. 
Po.ro.mcna Puohi:i . Hori Kobo x. 
l\Iiho.k:i. tut'rnak in ngi . 1fcrc :i:. 

\\Timpe Taharua x. - Kinokino. 
Apcrn.hn.ma :Mira :i: . ::'lfcri x. 
Tc Hemarn. 'l'c Tc·,1·0 ::t. Pnrcpo. 
Kercopa Tc Ikaro ckc ~=- Iloh:rnn. 
Ko Tc Paretab x. ;\"gaki x. 
Par::i.nihia Tti Tau x. ~ opera Tc :-;-giha :.:. 
Apcrahama To Kawc x. Wircmu Xer:i. Tc K:m:i.c :r. 
i\fab. Pukehi x. Tamati W ab Hauhau :r. 
Ko Tc Ifo=.tn. .t. ;.fati1! Tc '\Vhat:i.1.tun:1 :s:. 
Tc Karira Tuhn i:i. .~. Hi11iri11i Kotua. 
IT ori Tunui. lhnin te l'nki. 
Harn Tc 'Whi0 x. Ko Hera llinctcawhcr:rngi x. 
Wircmu Parat:i. Hohcpa ~ ohorua r. 
Horomonn. Nohc :- ua. Pum ipi Pikiwera. 
Rene tc Oucnu kt: . Raiha Puahn. x. 
?.Iatengn. pitoitoi. ~I~ taperc Puihi x. 

Kai T iti ro ki tc tuhin~n. _n9a Ingo;t k:tto n. me nga Tobu
Ko Tc Hcmar:t, K:J.twhakaUJaon 

Ko matou kun. tuhi i o mn.tou ingon. ki tcnei Pukapub kua whakaae t:1a Tamihana 
To Rauparaha rn.ua ko Hohepn. Tn.maihrngia '! tan~o ng:i. moni i Tc ring:i,.-inga o Te 
l'etatono tctahi o nga. Ka.ihoko whenua a Tc Kuini a ma raua. e wc~e aua. moni ki n;:i 
tangata. o Ngatitoa. 

TRAXSLAT!OS. 

Tms DEED written on this First d:i., of Deccm bc r in the Year of our Lo!"d 1865 i!.' 3, 

full and final snlc comey:inec and. surrender by us the Chiefs and People of the Tribe 
~gatiton. whose names arc hereunto sl!bscribed And Witnessf'!tn that on beh:ilf of our
selves our rcl:.tivcs and dcscendn.nh we h:tYe by s:;ning this D eed under the shinini; rn . .:i 
of this day parted with and for crcr lransf'crred unto "fictnri:i. Queen ofEngb.nd Her 
Heirs the Kings :i.ncl Queens who may :,iuccecd Her and Iler and Their A.ssi~s for Cl"er 
in consideration of the Snm of Three hundred· once tolJ Pounds (£300) to us paid. by 
Jp.in.c Earl Featherston E~qr. on behalf of the Qncen Yictoria -(and we hereby :,.ckno'l'"
ledgo the receipt of the sai<l monic><) all that piece of our Land situated on ,,r Island in 
the sea. outsiJc Porinin. and Lamed 3faaa. the boundaries whereof nre act forth :it the 
foot of this Deed :ind n. pl:1-n of wi1i ch laud is annc:red thereto with its trees miner:ils 
wnters rivers lakes stre::ims and all appcrtainiug to the said Lantl er beneath the surface 
of the said Land n.nd ::ill our ' r i!::ht title cl::iim and interc~t wha.tsoe,cr thereon To Hold 
to Queen Victoria. Her Heirs and Assigns as a. la8ting possessiou al.,s0lutely for ever and 
ever. And in tc~tirnoov of the consent to all tbe condition::< of thi, Deed wc 11am here
unto ~ubscribcrl our unmc::< aud marb. And in tc~timon_\· of the l'Ollscnt oi the Queen 
of En"l::ind on li1:r t1a1-t to :i.ll the ,·onditions of thi~ Deed the name of h;uc Enrl 
Fcath;rston E~qr. C~mmi~sioner i" !1crcunto suuscribr,l. Thc,e ate the bour:.d:iries of 
the Land It is :in I slaud• surrounJcJ by water, outside in t he i;re:i.t ~r:i lyin~, :!r.d 
opposite to Porirua. I.E. FE~TilERSTos. 

l-IET.1. TE Om:u. 
T.1..l!III.L'iA TE RA.t:PAR.1.H.\. 

<S,gncct. by the '"'ithin named Isaac Enrl 
Fc:i.thcrston, at Ot:i.ki , this ninth da.v of 

hl.1.TESF. TE Wnnnu. 
And 7S others. 

December A.D. 186~,.., before me- · 
Walter Buller, 'sident i\Ingistrate, Whnnga.nui. 

Witnesses to all signnturc nnd marks-
J:i.mcs Hamlin, Interpreter, L .P.Dt. , Wellington. 

Received, on behalf of tho owners of the Islnnd of Mana. the within mentioned sum 
of Three Hundred Pounds this ninth d:i.y of December A.D. 1865. 

T .\.l!IU!..',A TE RA 't:l' .1R..UU. 
l\LI.TEXE TE Wnn,m. 

Witness to eign::itures nnd payment- HoilEPA T.uum:....,oL\. x. 
W . Buller, R.M. 

ISLAND Of' MANA 
co::itinue•l. 

Tamthll!'.l3 :ind 
Hohrpa authorized 
to rec-ei,e ps_,~~:it. 

1565. 
1 Decernbc~. 

PoaI!!C-.i. Drsn:1c: 

ISL.ANO OF MANA . 

Dou::i.;~r'• ' •. 
[5:!5 ~c:~:.j 

We who hnve signed our nn.mes to this Deed have agreed th:i.t Tzunih:mn Te 
Raup:irnba and Hohepn. Ta.ma.ibengin. should receive tho money from the hands of I. E. 
Fentheritton Eaqr. one of the Queen's Lnnd Commissioner, nnd they two divide the 
money to the people of tho N gatiton.. 

Tamih11na and 
Hohepa ai:thorized 
to receiTc and 
di,tributo payment. 

A Truo Copy of Originnl Deou nnd Transla.tion. 
. H. HA..,,-eoN 1'uRT~. 

Wellington, Februnry 4th, 1876. 
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Deed Receipts-No. I. 
Vot:cl!Ert rn,: £:lGO, 1; 01t PL'nc1c.urn OF LA:-;n ron 'l'ARI'."<J.1. Ki:nr. 

1816. 
!?L July. 

. Sub-Tre:rn1ry, '\V'elli11gton. '.!l~t .Tuly, lSJ.G. 
Ri,;cEr'l"Ell from t he Colon ial 1'1·0ns11rc r, liy t li c li:rntl,i of Pl'ter Dod~ Ho!.!~. Su!J .. Trea
irnrcr, '\V'c•l lingto11. the ;,11m of (_C:J.jO) tlirr.e. 111111.JrcJ :i.11<.l fifty pound~ Sterling, to be 
:ippropri:i.ted by me in tho pnrcha~c of :i. Se0~il, 11 of L:i.ncl near K:iiw:i.r.1. for tlie use of 
the Chief Taring:i. Kui :i.n<.l hi~ Tribe . TL 1'.1.cr KE)lr, 

'\V°P.LLl:-GTO::f 
DISTRICT. 

:l=ipt for £3.'i0, 
for pnrch11~c of le.n 
ne!'r K11i.,.h:1ra for 
Taringo. Kuri . Witnc~1!- S1,;b-Protector. 

W . Ea<le~. 
a\. True Tran~c1·ipt of Oilice Copy of Origiual Receipt. 

IT. H.1..~~o:,; Tt:nToY. 
Wellington, February 8th, lSiG. 

Deed Receipts-No. 2. 
• ?.L\xoATI Br,oc r;- (~ELSON' Cr..1.1~1s), 1.Vr:r.r.r~r.ro:,; Drsrnrcr. 

Wellingtou, !!0th Akuhat:t. 18,jl. 
KtJA JIO:\llt e te Mak:i.rini lei :rn mo 11~:L t:rng~.tn. o Arapnoa. o te Tait:i.pu, o '\Yakatu, nga 
pn.nnn mo:1i e run. l ck:rn t.nk itahi (£:!()) i1c i utn mo to r:i.tou whennn. ki )f:i.n~:i.ti. 

T.DIATI TE \V' .1.K.U'AKF:KI x his ma~k . 
Witness-

J:i.8 . H. Williamson. 

T nANSL.\. rro:,; . 
Wellin[!ton. 20th Au~nst, 1851.. 

Ri::crcrn:n from 'l\[r. :i\IcLe:in. on acc•Jn:1t of tho Nati\·es · of Arapn.oa, ~f tho Tait:i.pu, 
nncl of ,vak:i.tn, the sum of Twenty Pounds (£20) Sterling, n~ payment for their la.nd 
nt i\fan~ati. 

Witness- T.1..:\L\.Tr TF. W AKAP.I.KEKI :t his mark. 
J as. H. Williamson. 

A Truo Copy. 
H. H.!.YSO~ TURTOY. 

W elliugton, Augtuit 22nd, 18i-1,. 

Deed Receipts-No. 3. 
Pomnu,\. Ilr,oci;: (LAST INsT.\.T,~rnNi:), Ponmc.1.. DrsTmc:T. 

REcEtVF.D from Hii1 Excellcncv Tho Lieut. Governor of the Prorincc of i'icw Munster 
in the Islands of New Zen.bud° by the hands of Henry Tacy Kemp E~quirc tho Sum of 
Fivo hundred pounds being tho 3rd :rnd In.st p:i.yment due tho firft day of Ar,ril 184!) 
for tho purcha.'iO of tho Porirua District ::i.nd other lands u:i.rne<l in the Deed of Sn.lo 
signed by us on the first cluy of March 134'7-This receipt beiug in full of nil <lemnnds 
thereof. 

Rawiri Pnnha. 
'\Vn.taranhi. 
:Mohi To Hua. 
l\lntcno to Whiwhi. 
Tamihn.n:i. to Rnu1,arnltn. 

Do.toe! nt Welliugton in ?\cw l\Iun11tcr afore
imid this lDth day of April 1S-Hl. 

Signed in the presence of me-
.J. D. Ormou<l. 

Rop:i.tn. IIurunrntu. 
N O;':Jrn. Tutnh:mga. 
Pam.one. 
1Vata To Kotua. 
Tn.pui. 

I e1;rtif y that I tro.nslnte<l the nbovc written Receipt to tho Parties whoso names 
aro :i.ttnched thereto. 

W1:llington, 10th April, 1S'.l:!J. II. TACY KE~ri•, Nnti,o Secy. 

1851. 
20 August. 

',\'FLLT~GTO:< 

DISTRICT. 

R.cN'ipt for £20, 
for cl11ims 11t 
1fang11li. 

18:-il. 
20 Augu~L. 

R~cipt for £:W, 
for cl11im, nt 
lliognti. 

I'ontnl'A I, ;srnrc

Reecipt for £500, 
Ll!t ins:.a.lmc11l. 

No. IGO. Recei,·e<l for Rcgietration :i.t 2 o'clock 1•.~r. 2,jth April, 1s1-q. Regutmtion. 
HonF.nT R. STnAN'o, 

Regi11lrnr if£ Deel~. 
A True Copy of Originn.1 Receipt and Eu<lorscmcnt. 

II. H.uisoY TcnTON. 



"\VELLINGTON DIS~PRICT. 

No. L 

Porin~a, 27th March, 1848. (No. 294.) 
Sr.P- ,-··-

I h 1 , , • • , , • • Poamu.<.. 
. ~:ve t.1c ooo.or W r:.ckr..10;,;-}~cgu tte rt:T~o?ipt ot )'Ocr Jetter of tnt3 22nd :i.D~ □ t, r equesting Fu :Diih :.,, L.r.:,~;:-1:;--

tli:1.t I wc,uH for.:iid1 cerbiu ioforrno.tioa c,,nc•e~oiog the purchase of the Pori.f:;Ia ,ii.strict, a:id in re?ly, r,1, u ,, to 1~,d pu,·ch~~«:. 
beg, for the i.ofom::1 :•.tioo of His E:::cillc.-ocy ti1,~ L,e,1teoant Governor, to sllte as follo1,s:- " Perin,-. 

1st. The P.mo'.!nt of purr:n~,~e money for tbt di,tri-:t w:?.5 .£2000, to be paid in th ree instalments, 
the fast to cons ist of £1000 (On e :hous:i.n<l pounds), the second of £500 (Fi ve h:,ndrcd pounds), ;rnd 
the third of £500 (Fiw hundred pounds), n,hicb instalment~ we,e to be paid on the 1st .April, 1817, 
the 1st A pril, 184.8, an<l tbe 1st Apri l, 184.9 . . 

2uG. The fuot instalmont of .£1000, W '.l.S paid over by L;culenaot-Colooel i\fc:Cleverty, (to whom I 
acted as i oterpreLe, on the occa.sio:J), in equal proportior,s to the follovriog ten chiefs. The first eight 
of whom are abo those that. signed the deed or sale; the other· t wo being nbsent at tbe time of it.s 
signature . 

1. Rawi.ri King·i Pu::?.ha, 
2. 'fc \V:J.tar-auihi Nobrm, 
3. MoLi Te Hua, 
4. Henerc r-.fat--:nc, Tc 'iVb.iwhi, 
54 '.rarnihao~ 1'c IIauparaha, 
G . ._,.Ropata Hurumutu, 
7. Noper::. Te Kgih:i., 
8 . Pa.r::i.one To2 .. r.gira, 
9. Te \Yak?. Te l.::o tu J, 

10. T apui, 
3,·d . ·with rdercnce to any ~ubs~quent claims that may ba,e arisen, I beg to stste that no new 

cl s. ims .rhatever 11::.ve been m::.de by ~Y partir:s to tbe l::cnd sold ou th:1t occa.siou, but th at cert.ii □ 
u ;, ti.;- cs to whom the ch;E:;, th.;t rece ived d:f; firs t instalment did not distribute any portion of it, bay.~ 
1I:2.<l.: a claim to a share of th e purchJ.Sc money, they are as follows:--

1. Te W arehau, 
2. H oaoi Te Okoro, 

211 th e rehtives cf ifartin and Tbornpsoo, and one or two of those of Pa..raone To:rngira, all of .,-bich 
claims I consider arc valid. Those persons ,,bo chim a sh:!.re oi the .. W. air:m purchase money are 
T~ Rau-o-te-rangi, P..nd the relatives of Martin 2nd Thompson, wh.ich claims I also consider valaid. 

Iu answer to that portion of yc,ur lett .:r th:.t. req;.iest.5 that I will give uny infonnahon that 
e.ppcars to rne likely to be conduci,·e to sud, an arrangeru.ent of the n<.'xt pa_yment, as may be most 
6"'-tisfactory, to the large.st number of the Nati;-cs interested, I would most respectfully but stron"ly 
rccommeud to His ExceUency that the original arrangements should be abided by, as if once depa;ed 
from, it will be a p receden t for doing so on !:.ll future c-cca.sions, and N ati,es who f .. re di..saffocted or· 
discontented are sure to take the opportunity tbo.s ouorded them, of having the purchase as it 1,ere, 
revised, in b opes that by doiug so, they may poosilily reccire a larger share of the p:.,rcl,ase money, 
tk.n they are properly entitled to. Besides th(! arrangement is satisfactory to the g-reat body of tl1e 
:Na ti,es interested, 1tnd the departing- from it ~-ould poscibly cause discont;;nt amongst tbe:m, as they 
bav c :i.lw::-._ys anticipated th.at the inst ulmenL~ "i\'ould be p:~id in the same proportions a.s the lasL 

·\Viti, respect to those persons who ha,c been o,crlooke<l on th?. distribution of the last inst:.,,.lment, 
I v.-ould suggest to His Excelleocy, that the Chiefs who ought to ba,e giYen them portion of what tbcy 
rc: eivcd, ehouid be Jj rected to <lorn :,t the time of the eosuiog payI!'.lt:nt, 2nd that such should be done 
in prcsen~e uf tl:e person who may be dtr(:c\(:d by His E:s:cellency ti) pay over the oex~ i:1s!:alrnent. 

1 ha,-,,, &c., 
w. F. G. SEP.Y.!.};TES, 

The Hono:ahie The Col onial Secret.:;.~y, 
Vi ellington. · 

Interpreter lo th~ 1.fajor-Ge:uera!. 

No. 2. 

TEE BO!\C,lll..ULE TUE COL0:{1.A.L SECR •:TARY, NY.\\' l!U!'>STEl'"?. TO DONA.LD ~ICLE . .\....>;, ESQ. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
W cl!ington, 3 I st July, 184S. 

-~ - . . . l\.,.111.N'OA$~L 
.L ba.e the bono, by Ju-ectiou of the 11,~utcuuut-Governor, to rnform )'OU that HiE Excellcac

1
- -c---1--,-----;_:·-r h • 

1 - .. • . .OCTC) cg to&rJ,..,. o ( <: 

has du.y ~ecen~a your letter of th: 19th 1;:1,;ta~,(, f~rwar~in6 the Decde and other documents rel;.ting Gonrnm=< ro, 1att1,-.. 

to the adjustment of the Wangaum bud qycst1cu, m which you have rcccntl-✓ been eoo-a,:,-ed. ,xct of th• Wnv,.-,.i 
.. .I b t> ~d Que-it!cr.::. 



N. Te Awekotuku. 1991. He Tikanga Whakaaro APP[N Df / 
Research Ethics in the Maori Community. 

Wellington, Manatu Maori 

Principles of Ethical Conduct for Researchers in the Maori Community: 

A Draft for Discussion 

Preamble 

The relationship between ethics and research 1s of vital importance, as the 

demand for responsibility and accountability in research has become inevitable. 

Denial of this results in distrust in the community studied, impaired or 

obstructed future opportunities , irreparably damaged relationships, and the 

questionable validity of research fin dings. 

Occasionally, ethical responsibilities may conflict with one another, or the 

researcher , for tribal , professional, spiritual , or personal reasons, may be unable 

to proceed . In these instances, the project should be reassessed, suspended, or 

aborted. 

This set of guidelines 1s an attempt to raise the consc10usness of people involved 

in policy motivated research in the Maori community, and to offer them 

workable ways to help resolve any ethical issues that may arise. It is definitely not 

the last word; merely a series of ideas offered for debate and discussion. 

Responsibility to the lwi Studied 

1 A researcher's responsibility, when working with people, is to the people 

themselves. This responsibility transcends sponsors; these individuals 

must come first. 

2 The rights, interests and sensitivities of the people studied must be 

acknowledged and protected. 

3 Wherever possible, consent of the people studied should be sought and 

confirmed before the project begins. 

4 The aims of the investigation sho.uld be conveyed as clearly as possible 

to the people studied; as should the anticipated outcome of such an 

investigation . 



5 The people studied have an absolute right to know what will become of 

information they have volunteered, and its possible use and application. 

6 The people studied have an absolute right to exercise contro l over the 

information they have volunteered; the right to control it, res trict access 

to it, o r withdraw it from the actual project findings. 

7 All research findings should be made available to the gene ral public; 

only in matters of supreme cultural sensitivity shotdd this access be 

denied; and only in close, genuine consultation with the participants 

who have volunteered that information. 

8 Informants studied have a right to remam anonymous. 

9 Researchers must not exploi t informants, o r the information volunteered, 

for personal gain or aggrandisement. 

Responsibility to the Wider Iwi 

The iwi - the wider community - are the ultimate presumed consumers of any 

policy motivated Maori research project. Thus researchers should never falsify, 

distort or colour their findings, nor should they deliberately withhold or 

manipulate such findings. They should also be scrupulously honest in their self 

presentation, and their qualifications in the field. The y should also treat all 

members of the researched community with the utmost sensitivity and respect, 

regardless of age, gender, or assumed status; they should also remain conscious 

of the nature of their relationship, the vulnerable nature of trust, and the 

community's expectations - possible, practicable, or otherwise - of them. 

Responsibility to the Ministry 

1 Researchers should be honest about their qualifications and capabilities, 

and their commitment to the proposed research project. 

2 Researchers should undertake a project only after a thorough 

consideration of their own ability to fulfil the project's requirements; 

factors to consider could include tribal background, gender, language 

fluency, age, and qualifications. 
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1. UNPUBLISHED PRIVATE PAPERS AND LETTERS (Turnbull 
Library) 

Baillie, H. Notes on history of Wellingron . 993 .1 

Best, E, Scrapbooks. qms-bes, 993 .1 

Bishop, Guide to Wellington, 919.31 

Hart and Buckley, Documents Relating to Land in New Zealand Company 
Settlements, 1844-1872, ms-papers-2158 . 

Manners, F. Scrapbook on Porirua , 1875-1937 ms-papers-1081. 

McLean Daries 1844-1867 MS 1195-1197 

New Zealand Company: Plans , Charts and Maps , 1843-1851. fms-papers-
2282 

Tredwells Papers. ms-papers-2634 
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2. UNPUBLISHED GOVERNMENT PAPERS (National Archives) 

G 

Grey to Eyre, 31/1. No.7 . 

LS 

Index to Native Surveys, 1912-13, 13/3. 

Surveys Authorised under Native Land Act, 13/1 

Titahi Bay Housing Land, 22/7 47 /253. 

LS-W 

Authorities to Survey Native Land, 44/2 

Index to Register of Native Land Surveys, 44/1 

Index to Surveys No. l 1879-1915. 

List of Sections Excepted from Crown Grant of 
Porirua, 2/6/1848, 65/27. 

Register of Sections, Porirua, 65/24. 

Survey Liens of Native Land, 1880-90, 44/4. 

MA 

Alienation of land by Natives, 14/13. 

Alienations of Native Lands, 1880-1883. 13/5. 

Alienations of Native Lands, 1883. 13/5. 

Board of Maori Affairs Memos, 16/11/1953 and 18/3/1955. 1 5/5/59. 

Copies of Orders in Council Relating to Removal of Restrictions, 14/1. 

Land for Housing, Porirua, 1 5/5/59. 

Lease Register, 1865-1926, 6/1 
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Maori Affairs memo, 3/6/1959. 1 5/5/59. 

Parata to Lewis , 9/8/1889. 1 21/1/5. 

Parata to Mitchelson, 9/8/1889. 1 21/1/5. 

Printed Copies on Alienation of Land , 14/2. 

Public Trustee memo, 8/1/1897 . 1 6/46. 

Taupo No. 2, 1881-1932, 1 21/1/5 . 

Under-Sec Native Affairs to Director of Housing, 13/2/1945. 1 5/5/59. 

MA-MT 

Lease Register, 1865-1926. 6/1. 

Native Reserve Beneficaries, North Island. 6/10 

Return of Native Reserves in Provincial District of Wellington, 6/20. 

NZC 

Richmond to Wakefield 23/3/1847. 3n. 

Wakefield to Sec ofNZC, No.67 , 11/9/1841. 3/1. 

Wakefield to Sec,23/2/1847. 3/7, No.17. 

Wakefield to Sec, 7/7/1847. 

OLC 

Couper Claim No. 142 

Couper Claim No. 148 

Couper to Land Purchase Department, 10/6/1850. No.142. 

Crown Land Office Memo, 12/11/1857.No.142. 

Polynesian Company No's. 234-239. 

Toms Claim No. 986 
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Minutes of the Native Land Court 

Wellington Minute Books 1-10, 1878-1902. 

Otaki Minute Books 1-8, 1896-1889. 

Waitangi Tribunal 

Whitireia Block Claim, Wai 89, Record of Documents. 

3. PUBLISHED GOVERNMENT AND OFFICIAL PAPERS 

Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representives 

British Parliamentary Papers Relating to New Zealand, Vol 1-6, 1837-1850 
(Irish University Press, 1974). 

New Zealand Gazette 

New Zealand Gazette (Wellington Province) 

New Zealand Parliamentary Debates 

Report from the Select Committee on New Zealand, (House of Commons, 3 
August 1840). 

Report from the Select Committee on New Zealand, (House of Commons, 
29 July 1844). 

Scottish Record Office Papers (Turnbull Library, Wellington). 

Turton, H. An Epitome of Official Documents to Native Affairs and Land 
Purchases in the North Island of New Zealand, (George Didsbury, 1882). 

Turton, H. On the Tenure of Native Lands (George Didsbury, 1878). 

Turton, H. Maori Deeds of Land Purchases in the North Island (George 
Didsbury, 1878). 
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Case Law 

Hohepa Wineera v Bishop of Wellington, 1902 CA 21 NZLR 655. 

Public Trustee v Native Land Court, SC, 1908. 

~- Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society v W.A Habgood Ltd, RNZTPA, 
76. 

Wi Parara v Bishop of Wellington, 1877 3 NZ (NS),72. 

4. NEWSPAPERS 

New Zealand Spectator and Cook Straits Guardian, 1844-1865. 

The Dominion (after 1907). 

The Evening Post (after 1865). 

Wellington Independent, 1845-1874. 
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5. JOURNAL ARTICLES AND BOOKS 

Adam, I and Tiffin, H (eds) Past the Last Post (London: Harvester, 1991). 

Agnew, J and Corbridge, S. Mastering Space: Hegemony, Territory , and 
International Political Economy (London: Routledge, 1995). 

Anderson, B. Imagined Communities (London: Verso, 1991 ). 

Anderson, K and Gale, F. "Introduction" in Anderson, K and Gale, F (eds) 
Inventing Places, Studies and Cultural Geography (Cheshire, Longman, 
1992) pages 1-11. 

Andrews, J. "Map and Language, A Metaphor Extended" Cartographica, 
27,1 (1990) pages 1-10. 

Ashcroft, B, Griffiths, G and Tiffin , H. (eds) The Post-Colonial Studies 
Reader (London: Routledge, 1995). 

Baillie, H. "The First New Zealand Navy" Transactions of the New Zealand 
Institute, 53 (1921) page 29-37. 

Ballara, A. "Te Whanganui-a-Tara : Phases of Maori occupation of 
Wellington Harbour" in Hamer, D. and Nicholls, R. (eds) The Making of 
Wellington 1800-1914 (Victoria University Press, 1990) pages 9-34. 

Barnes, T and Duncan, J (eds) "Introduction" Writing Worlds, Discourse 
Text and Metaphor in the Representation of the Landscape (Routledge, 
1992) pages 1-16. 

Bassett, K. "Postmodemism and the Crisis of the Intellectual: Reflections on 
Reflexivity, Universities, and the Scientific Field" Environment and Planning 
D: Society and Space, 14 (1996) pages 507-527 . 

Bassett, T. "Cartography and Empire Building in Nineteenth-Century West 
Africa" Geographical Review, 84,3 (1994) pages 316-335. 

Bell, A. "We're Just New Zealanders: Pakeha Identity Politics" in Spoonley, 
P, MacPherson, C and Pearson, D (eds) Nga Patai, Racism and Ethnic 
Relations in Australia and New Zealand (Dunmore Press , 1996) pages 144-
158. 

Belyea, B. "Images of Power: Derrida/Foucault/ Harley" Cartographer, 29,2 
(1992) pages 1-9. 

Berg, L. "Between Modernism and Postmodemism" Progress in Human 
Geography, 17,4 (1993) pages 490-507. 

Berg, L "Masculinity, Place and a Binary Discourse of Theory and Empirical 
Investigation in the Human Geography of Aotearoa/New Zealand" Gender, 
Place, and Culture , 1,2 (1994) pages 245-260. 
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Berg, L and Kearns, R. "Naming as norming : ' Race' , Gender, and the 
Identity Politics of Naming Places in Aotearoa/New Zealand" Environment 
and Planning D: Society and Space , 13 (1996). 

Berger, J. Ways of Seeing (London:Penguin/BBC, 1972). 

Bernal, M. "The Image of Ancient Greece as a Tool " in Bond, G.C and 
Gilliam, A. (eds), Social Construction of the Past, Representation as Power 
(London and New York: Routledge , 1994) pages 119-128. 

Best, E. "Te Whanganui-a-Tara" Journal of the Polynesian Society , 10 
(1901) pages 107-165. 

Best, E, "The Land of Tara" Journal of the Polynesian Society , 26 (1917) 
page 142-169. 

Best, E . "Old Redoubts , Blockhouses, and Stockades of the Wellington 
District", Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, 53 (1921) pages 14-28. 
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